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In the little umrld in u>hich children
have their existence, ichosoever brings
them up, there is nothing so finely
perceived and so finely felt as
injustice. It may be only small
injustice that the child can be
exposed to; but the child is small,
and its umrld is small...

Charles Dickens, Great Expectations



Promises to Keep

Here is the little child
who lives inside,

who somehow never grew,
forgot

or died;

who still awaits
the coming of someone -

and promises unmade,
unkept,

undone.

Cynette Combs
1990



One

"You've been out," said Jacob Wells; a statement, not a
question. "That makes how many times this week?"

"Father, you know that Joanna's adjustment has been a
difficult one," Vincent replied, shaking the beaded rain out of
his long russet hair. His tone was a sort of tacit apology for
the concern his nocturnal outings invariably caused the older
man. Night was the only time he could move with any semblance of
freedom through the world Above. He didn't mind these occasional
signs of Father's protectiveness, though, for he recognized them
for what they were; a manifestation of love. He said, "I wanted
to check on her - one more time."

For those among them who chose to make the move to the city
Above, the adjustment was often difficult indeed. Raised in the
underworld of the tunnels, the girl had only recently left their
benign, influence. Her initial excitement had given way to
disillusionment as she pursued her dream of a singing career; but
tonight, as he stood outside her window in the shadows, he'd
heard her laughter harmonizing with that of new friends, and
watched her charming them as he'd known she could. She'd never
even sensed the silent shadow eavesdropping from her fire escape.

It was the memory of his walk back to Central Park that
preoccupied him now, and he stood scowling down the tunnel toward
the now-sealed entrance.

"Vincent? What troubles you? Is it Joanna?"

"No, Father... no, I think she'll do well, now."

"If you think so, then I'm sure there must be a good reason
for encouragement." He moved nearer, leaning heavily on a carved
walking-stick. "What is it, then?"

"I saw the child again."



I
The other leaned forward. "The little one? The one who's

so wild?"

"She followed me." •

"Followed you?" •

Vincent nodded. "Sometimes I catch a glimpse of her. Other
times... it's just an awareness, a feeling of being shadowed." •

"This is extraordinary, Vincent." It was indeed ™
extraordinary for anyone even to notice the cloaked, elusive
figure of his foster-son, gliding cat-like through the darkness. I

"I worry about her, Father. She can't be more than five or
six, and yet she is completely on her own." •

"You're certain of that?"

"The way she looks, Father... the way she is. And out I
wandering the city at all hours of the night." 'Frustration •
roughened his usually soft voice. "How could anyone yet pretend
a claim to her?" •

Father nodded. He had long ago recognized that Vincent had
a special feeling for children (and they, it often seemed, for •
him). On his part it went beyond the normal protectiveness one I
might have expected; it was almost a feeling of guardianship. *
Vincent had been instrumental in bringing a number of small
"refugees" into their special Society. "You still haven't been I
able to get near her?" •

"I... left her some food tonight. In the alley where I
first saw her." And where - he'd told no one - she had seen him

It had been quite late, that stormy summer night. The _
streets were empty, wind-swept and rain-silvered; and Vincent, •
who did not mind the weather, strode through the abandoned ™
commercial district with an unaccustomed feeling of freedom.

In a lull between thunderclaps, passing by a narrow alley |
piled high with uncollected rubbish, he heard it; the
unmistakable sound of a child weeping - not a cry for help but •
the raw, wordless keening of a tiny soul beyond hope of rescue. I

After a moment of frozen disbelief, Vincent stepped toward
illey -where a precarious tumble of crates shuddi

sudden gust. "Is someone there?" he called softly.
the alley -where a precarious tumble of crates shuddered in a •

Abrupt silence answered. His hood blowing back onto his •
shoulders, Vincent bent to peer into the blackest shadows - and |
in a flash of lightning, they saw one another.

I
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He saw a ragged little girl clad in castoffs and rags,
huddled deep in a dripping "cave" of boxes, her small pinched
face blanched and tearless. Cried out.

And she met blue eyes deepset in the lion's-face of him, and
saw a dark blond "mane" flying out around his head.

The next instant - darkness. Vincent heard her scuttling
frantically back toward the far, open end of the alley.

"Wait!" he called, wanting desperately not to frighten
her further. The alley was too clogged for him to reach her, and
by the time he circled the block she'd be long gone. "Wait -
don't run, it's all right! Please, let me help you!" But in a
matter of seconds, she'd disappeared.

He cursed himself for flushing her from that night's
shelter.

In the months since, he'd rarely been free of the thought of
this child, running the streets of New York. It was as though
the lightning had burned her image into his memory. He watched
for small shadows; followed evasive rustlings in the night.
Sometimes he left a little food. Like tonight. A gift, not a
lure, and freely offered.

"I wonder if she found it."

"Did." Mouse appeared at his elbow, his large eyes
glistening in the lamplight. "Saw her finish it."

"Were you following me too,Mouse?" Vincent asked, amused.

"A little. Maybe."

Father said, "And tonight you saw this little girl?"

"Not the first time," the young man assured him, blond head
bobbing. "Been seeing her."

"Can you catch her?"

Only now, shaking his head, did he seem embarrassed - for in
matters of stealth and secrecy, Mouse reigned supreme. "Can't
get close. Tried. Quicker than Mouse."

"Quicker than you?" Father teased.

"Smaller," he said defensively. "Better hiding-places."

"You tried to help," Vincent said quickly. "Thank you."

"And it was just as well you didn't frighten her away from



her dinner,1' Father sighed. "From all Vincent's told me, it was
probably nourishment she badly needed/'

"Asked some street kids about her," Mouse offered. Every
corner boasted its population of teenage transients, hookers,
"entrepreneurs11 - and they never missed anything.

"Did you?" Father clasped him by the shoulder. It was quite
a departure, for Mouse to make himself so obtrusive as to
question Topsiders. "Excellent. And were any of them helpful?"

"They think she's abandoned. Orphaned, maybe. Spring,
maybe. Sometimes they leave food too."

"Does she stay near the park?" Beyond his concern for the
child, of course, lay the unspoken consideration that she might
stumble onto the secret of the tunnels themselves.

"Food in the park," Mouse shrugged.

"Garbage," Father said. "Refuse, Vincent - that's what
she's living on. And Mouse, you're not to touch it, any of it."

Mouse, who was a scavenger at heart and had snacked this
night on a discarded half hotdog, looked sheepish.

"Vincent," Father began, "this child - "

"Belongs Aere," Mouse finished.

"I know," Vincent said.

Autumn would soon give way to the harshness of winter. If
they couldn't offer shelter and protection to such a child as
this, then why were they all here?
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Two

A week later he found her - not in the park, not in an
alley, but huddled rain-soaked against the gate barring the
Central Park drainage tunnel.

Quickly, carefully, he opened it outward; and in flicker
of lightening he saw her slump quietly into the dirt. When he
lifted her in his arms she was limp, and as light as a little
bird. Her clothing was drenched and cold, her skin hot against
his palm. He heard her breath wheeze in her throat; a harsh and
dangerous sound.

For three days she writhed in a fever of delirium, this tiny
mystery child. She burned like a furnace. Vincent could hardly
be persuaded to leave her bedside, quarantined as she was in his
own chamber; and as the only licensed physician known to them
Above was out of town, Father delved into their precious store of
modern-day medicines.

Working with infinite care and patience, Vincent was
sometimes able to trickle a little water or clear broth between
her parched lips, and down her throat. This was a relief to
Father, who* worried about dehydration and the difficulty of
starting an I.V. on such tiny thread-like veins. Helpers in the
world Above donated basic medical supplies, first aid gear - even
insulin - but Jacob Wells simply did not keep on hand any
specialized infant equipment. Pediatric needles, child-
respirators and such, should they be required.



I
Only at times like this - watching a little child suffer, •

feeling powerless to help - did he regret some of the limitations
of their world. •

But she had come to them, chosen them somehow; and they
could do no more - nor any less - than their best to keep her
alive. , I

Now he watched Vincent doing just that; gentling their
restless patient, reaching for yet another cup of water... •
The soul of a doctor, thought Jacob Wells - something he |
remembered saying to Vincent once before. When had that been?
Ah, yes - just after Catherine's rescue, as she lay recuperating «
here. •

The older man felt none of the ambivalence now, that he'd
experienced then. That situation had turned out for the best I
despite his misgivings... but bringing an adult Topsider Below - •
risking their whole existence on the trustworthiness of a
stranger - was after all quite a different thing from saving a
little waif like this. • -

The driving rain had washed much of the filth from the —

child's hair. Finishing the job, and snipping out the worst of •
the mats, they discovered it was not brown, as it had appeared, •
but a soft and sunny shade of blonde. Pretty child, Father
thought pityingly. How could anyone have simply thrown you away? •

It was Vincent, sponge-bathing her for the first time, who
uncovered the unmistakable evidence of lifelong abuse and •
neglect. Thin white scars criss-crossed her back; a knot in her •
side gave mute testimony to a rib broken and left to knit as best
it could - evident only because she was so terribly thin.

Father came in to find rare tears of rage on his face. H

"It isn't as though we haven't seen it dozens of times, •
Vincent," he said ruefully. |

"Does that mean we're to harden ourselves to the sight?" the _
other demanded fiercely. I

"No, no... of course not. But these children - our children
- they come here, always, from lives of hopelessness. What other I
reason could bring them to us, to where we are? We are their I
last hope."

"As you were mine," Vincent mused, almost to himself, and I
felt a brief touch - acknowledgment - at his shoulder. He
watched, then, as the older man quickly performed an expert
examination of the unconscious child's limbs, his sensitive I
physician's fingers following the line of each bone, probing •
every joint - even to her tiny fingers.

I
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"Here, Vincent, feel this. No; just here." Holding one
little arm at an angle to her body, he waited for Vincent to
examine the area indicated. "Can you feel that? Just below the
shoulder? Another break, well over a year old, I should say.
And I'd be willing to wager that never saw any medical attention,
either." Classic child abuse, he sighed inwardly, thinking of
those parents who routinely seized a child by the upper arm - as
though it were a handle! - in a fit of rage.

"Will it trouble her?'

"No, I don't think so. It seems to have healed cleanly
enough." So saying, he put her back into fresh nightclothes with
an equal deftness.

"How old would you say she is, Father?"

He covered her securely to her chin. "Oh, five - no,
perhaps six, despite her size. She's extremely petite, isn't
she? More like a four-year old, although I feel certain she's
older than that." He had the feeling suddenly .that Vincent,
brooding there, was hardly hearing him. "Vincent, you know
she... may not survive."

"She will." There was a distant quality to his voice.
"She's strong."

"She's badly undernourished," he said, studying the small
flushed face, the little pointed chin, the blue shadows around
the eyes. She looked troubled even in unconsciousness. He felt
her forehead. "And her fever hasn't broken. If it doesn't, and
soon - "

"But in her heart, she's strong. I feel it."

And on that third night the fever did break, the sweat
running from her in rivulets; and Vincent bathed and dressed her
again as Mary changed the bedding.

"Vincent, you should rest." The child had his bed, but
there were other soft places about. Her brow creased with
concern, she stood looking at him as though he were one of the
children she cared for. "You'll be ill, yourself."

He was once again attempting to spoon broth into the child's
mouth, watching hopefully for the slightest sign of a swallow,
but he paused long enough to smile at the slender, middle-aged
woman. "'I can nap here. I must be here when she awakens. "

"But - "

He turned, his kind eyes grateful. I promise, Mary. I will
try to rest."



She lingered in the doorway. "You feel an attachment to her
already, don't you, Vincent?" (As you did once before, nu2*sing
Catherine after her terrible assault.)

"She has been alone," he said softly. "Lost and forgotten,
and ground beneath this city's heel... yet some instinct made her
follow me, and when I turned I could not catch her."

"A feral child." Mary nodded. "Or as good as. You'll have
your work cut out for you. I know." For in the eighteen years
since her arrival in the tunnels, no one had been more involved
than she with the care and rehabilitation of "their" children.

"She's earned her life," Vincent said, stroking the sleeping
girl's shining mop. "And whatever else we can give her."

Catherine stood quietly on the terrace, fingertips resting
lightly on the parapet as she watched the lights move sparkling
through the city below. New York was at its best at night,
forever reminding her of gemstones scattered brilliantly over
black velvet...

Vincent would not come tonight. She felt it, not knowing
quite how but no longer questioning the awareness; feeling too
that there was no real cause to worry, and nothing amiss. But it
had been over a week since she'd seen him. If there was nothing
wrong, then why did he not come? He must know that she was
missing him.

The breeze was cutting and she folded her arms, shrugging
the light jacket more closely about her throat. She thought that
disappointment probably sharpened her awareness of the chill she
mightn't have felt at all... if he were here.

Her mouth quirked. Feeling sorry for yourself, Chandler?
she chided herself.

Resting on the ledge before her was a slim hardback; a
collection of verse by a contemporary poet she'd only just
discovered, and had been looking forward to sharing. Although
Vincent's'taste ran primarily to the classics, she'd known at
once that this was a writer he could appreciate... A kindred
spirit. She opened the volume and began to flip through it
aimlessly. The poem that caught her eye then - "The Lonely
Wonderer" - touched her with special poignancy, and she whispered
it aloud.
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"J wonder what you did today,
my love, and where you are.
I wonder if your seeking brought
you near, or took you far.
Mas there a melody you heai-d
or beauty that you found,
or other seeking eyes or reaching hands,
where you were bound?
And was there comfort you could offer?
Laughter you could share?
Has someone else 's fading heart
made glad, that you were there?
I wonder what you did today,
and where you are, and why;
and how you tarry, with another
evening drawing nigh. . . "

Well. This was Thursday. Tomorrow evening she was expected
to put in an appearance at a city cocktail "party" with the
rest of the D.A.'s staff. She'd try to break -away early...
But if he stayed away, then on Saturday night she'd go down
to the drainage-tunnel entrance herself, and rap on the pipes
until somebody had to come and take her Below to him.



Three

The child wakened slowly, warm for the first time since
summer. This alone was enough to keep her still despite a
feeling of enveloping strangeness; the unwillingness to jar
herself free of the dream... if it was a dream: Her dreams,
lately, had been mostly bad. What was this?

There was not only warmth but softness all around - and a
feeling she would later come to recognize as clean.

The child lay very still. At first, only her eyes moved.
This was a strange place. In fact it was like no place she'd
ever seen before.

It was a quiet room - if it could be called a room, with its
rocky pitted walls, and that rough-hewn ceiling overhead. On her
left, at the bedside, was a sort of colored-glass window, shining
like sunrise in a crescent of clear yellows and oranges; and she
lay studying it for a long time, wondering if that were real
sunshine coming through it.

She heard the distant racheta-racheta sound of a train...
and then a metallic tap-tap-tapping drew her attention, a sound
half-remembered from sleep, from dreams... She turned her head
(surprised at how much effort it took), and felt the pillow-cover
against her cheek; its soft, uneven surface quilted, like her
coverlet, from worn and faded pieces of other things - blankets,
flannel, velvety old denim and leather... Warm.

She licked her lips. They felt cracked and sore, and when
she tried to swallow her throat hurt too.

She didn't complain. She'd been hurt a lot in her life...
and the first thing she'd learned about that, was that it never
helped to make a noise.

The tapping called out to her again; and while she couldn't

13
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see where it was coming from, her eyes darted everywhere in ™
search of it among the stacks and shelves of old books, the
unrecognizable curios, the candlelit furnishings of dark and H
heavy wood... There were candles everywhere, and in a niche in •
the rock a kind of glass lamp, flickering too... The child had
never been to a church in her life; accustomed to electricity, •
headlights and neon, she was made uncertain by'this cheery golden I
glow, so gentle to the eyes. Where was she? And what kind of
people didn't have lights?

It was so quiet. She'd never heard anything as quiet as •
this place was. Where were the crowds, the rush and clamor of
city traffic, the shriek of sirens? Even the smells were gone. •

She moved her head a little, focusing on things nearer to
her. Beside the bed was a small round table, and on it another _
lamp whose light shone through more colored glass... and beyond I
this, she noticed for the first time with surprise, somebody was *
sitting up asleep in his chair.

I

I

Vincent stirred to the awareness of her eyes on him. She •
lay silent - petrified? - beneath the thick quilts, watching him
with wide dark eyes. Blue eyes, he guessed - although in this •
light they looked almost violet, as if bruised by fear and |
disappointment. He had the feeling she'd been studying him for
quite some time. •

He wished he'd thought to wrap up in his cloak before
falling asleep, wished too late for his hood's softening shadow.
Never mind that she'd glimpsed him once before. Who knew to what 8
childhood nightmare she might have ascribed such a vision?... If •
he'd cloaked himself she could at least, now, have grown
accustomed to his appearance gradually. "Don't be afraid," he •
murmured. |

She blinked with surprise to hear him speak, but her gaze
was steady. She didn't look frightened.

It was true that children, after that first moment of
startlement, were rarely afraid of him. The parameters of their
world were still so elastic. Their acceptance of him came
naturally instead of being forced, as he sometimes sensed in
adults he met for the first time. Children were born believing
in a universe of boundless possibilities. Only time and teaching
diminished it.
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"My name is Vincent. I found you at the tunnel gate, during
the storm. Do you remember going there?"

That minute movement - was that a nod?

"You've been very sick," he explained. "Your throat
probably hurts, doesn't it?" Once again her surprise was plain.
"Would you like some water?"

A timid but definite nod. Good, he thought. She could
hear, and understand. Reaching for the cup, he got up and
stepped nearer the bed - and then he did see fear in her face.
But not, he sensed, at him; only at the prospect of being
touched. Handled. She shrank against the pillow.

He drew his chair right up to the bedside and sat again, so
as not to loom over her. "I don't think you can manage this
yourself," he said apologetically, offering her the cup. As he
did, he saw his own hand as she must see it, huge and furred and
almost-taloned; and he was made freshly aware of the differences
that set him apart. It was always so when someone new came into
their world, whether they greeted the sight of him with horror,
or acceptance. It was forever like coming upon mirrors (some
clear and sharp, others murky and distorted) in unexpected
corridors; that moment when he first saw himself reflected in
their eyes. He'd learned to steel himself. To be still, and
wait.

But the child was struggling to sit up... and fell back,
perspiration beading her brow.

"It's all right," he said. "I'm just going to lift you up a
little." Carefully, he slid one hand behind her head. She never
took her eyes from his face as she gulped down the cool liquid.

"Slowly," he murmured and settled her back again, drawing
the quilt up to her chin.

She lay there looking up at him. At that impossible
lionesque face, bronze-shadowed; at the tangle of red-gold that
fell about his shoulders; at the blue-blue eyes looking patiently
back at her.

Her voice, when it came, was a whisper. "Am I dreaming
you?"

"No.,"

Fighting drowsiness, she felt again of this marvelous warmth
and softness and quiet. "Well," she said, "are you dreaming vne?"

"Sleep now," he smiled. "You're safe here."

15



She wakened screaming, striking out against the nightmare,
entangling herself in the blankets - '

- and felt herself lifted into someone's arms, cradled in a
warm embrace; and opened her eyes to see a cascade of gold-red
hair against her cheek.

She stiffened with the old terror and tried to push away but
he pretended not to notice, rocking her a little in the big
chair, stroking her hair. "It's all right," came his deep, soft
voice. "I'm here." .

"Don't - hurt!" she gasped. "Don't hurt!"

"No one will hurt you. You're safe now."

"Scared!"

"I know," he rumbled, feeling her snuggle into his middle. |
"It was just a dream. Nothing can harm you, here."

She clung to him. His heart beat steadily, strongly, I
beneath her ear. She closed her eyes and felt him tuck the ™
coverlet about them both.

Thus Father, coming quietly to the door in his robe, found |
them. "Vincent?" he whispered. "I heard her cry out."

Vincent nodded, rubbing the thin little back. "A 1
nightmare."

"And no wonder, after all she's been through." Still it was I
a good sign, he supposed. The comatose didn't - or couldn't - •
lash out against whatever dreams tormented them. This was just
her young mind ridding itself of some poison. He stepped nearer, •
seeing the top of the child's blonde head pressed into Vincent's |
shirtfront. He wanted to reach out, to test her forehead for
fever, but was afraid of frightening her further. "Was it bad?" _

"She dreamed of... hands. Grasping, hurtful hands..."

"Extraordinary," Father breathed. In his drowsiness, I
Vincent himself seemed not to realize the import of his words. I
"Vincent. How did you know that?" Evidence of his foster-son's
psychic or empathic abilities always fascinated him. •

"I... must have dozed off." A shudder took him. "I think I
was there, watching." And powerless to make a move to help. _
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"Do you ever share Catherine's dreams?"

"Sometimes," Vincent replied, reluctantly.

"Then something very special may be happening here, too."
Father clasped him gently by the shoulder. "Perhaps, by entering
the child's nightmare, you can vanquish whatever torments her."
For it was not the first time they'd seen her tossing and turning
in troubled sleep.

"Perhaps, Father."

The elder man stroked that shaggy head, much as Vincent was
soothing the child. "What about you? You must be exhausted."

"I'm all right. Truly."

"The other children have missed you."

"Soon, Father. Soon. Her need... has been great."

It was then that Father saw the bright blue eyes peeking
around Vincent's shoulder at him. "Well, hello," he said
softly.

She saw an older man, his hair and beard both silvering,
leaning on a stick. He was the first of the others she had seen,
although his voice sounded... familiar. And kind.

"This is my father," Vincent said. "He takes care of us
all."

The next time her eyes opened they went first to Vincent;
then darted round the room furtively, frantically.

"Here," he said quietly, reaching for something beside the
bed. And delivered, into her small grasping hands, a neatly-
folded pile of rags. The people of the tunnels had rescued
enough street-children to know, now, how jealous they could be of
their few and pitiful possessions... at least in the beginning.

The child, who'd buried her face in the bundle, now raised
it to look at him. "Smells funny," she complained.

"They're clean," Vincent informed her, amused. Mary had
insisted on washing them out by hand. It was that, she said, or

17



burn them - take your pick. "They're clean, but they're yours
No one will take them away." The message: We are not
thieves, here.

It did not seem strange to her, that he'd known what she
needed. Her eyes closed again almost at once.
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Four

"You didn't come for so long, I started to worry,"
Catherine said softly. Her small hand in his, she quickened her
pace to follow his longer stride down the passageway to his
chamber.

Just short of the door he paused, and turned. "I'm sorry,"
he said sincerely. Never in the world would he frighten her
deliberately. Still, standing there looking down into her face,
seeing the lamplight caught and held in the light brown hair
falling over her forehead, it was not her fragility he was
conscious of, but her strength. "There was... something... I had
to take care of."

His tone was enigmatic, but she thought he looked
uncharacteristically tired, standing there in the half-light.
"Something happened? Is it anything I can help with?"

"Perhaps." An odd, bemused expression crossed the strong
leonine features she loved so well. "Come and see."

The child lay sleeping, tucked to her chin beneath warm,
colorful quilts. Her little face still held the pallor of one
who had been very ill.

Catherine's whispered exclamation did not wake her. "Oh,
Vincent!" She had an instant's vivid recollection of her own
convalescence here, over two years before. "Where did she come
from? She isn't one of the tunnel children."

"No," he agreed. "I found her unconscious by the park
entrance, the night of the storm."

"But how could she know...?"

"She'd been following me."
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"Following you!"

"Mouse says she's been running the streets for months,
perhaps since spring."

Catherine's face mirrored her dismay. "But she can't be
more than five years old!"

"It's a harsh world you live in," he said softly, reaching
out with one hand to smooth tangled yellow strands from the
child's brow. "She was so ill, Catherine... It seemed her fever
would never break. She'd been beaten, abused. I think'even
Father believed she would die."

"And you didn't," she said with certainty, taking hold of
his sleeves. "I thought you looked tired! Couldn't anyone have •
helped nurse her? Father, Mary?" |

"They did help." He almost smiled at her protectiveness. «
"But it was for me to do." , I

"What do you mean?"

"I'm not certain. Only that... she followed me to our I
world. And not just to die here, surely. In this child I seem
to sense... something special." •

"Has she been able to tell you anything about herself? ™
Where she comes from, what happened to her family?"

"Not even her name," he admitted. "She's hardly spoken a I
word. That's what I meant to discuss with you. I thought
perhaps you could find something out." •

She nodded thoughtfully. "I do have contacts in Social
Services. Maybe there's a file." _

He listed the streets she'd been seen to frequent. "She may
have had people there."

"It would help to have a name." I

"As soon as I know," he assured her. He stood brooding over •
the sleeping waif. "I must know if there is anyone left to claim g
her. "

There were thousands of street kids in New York. Catherine I
privately doubted they would ever learn her history. "This child, ™
like others before her, would find this magic underground a
healing place, alive with light and love. "I'll help," she •
promised. "But you've got to do something for me first." 1

He eyed her quizzically. Their love had never operated on
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•the barter system.

She took him by his wide shoulders and gave him a little
shake. "Get some rest, Vincent."

Now he did smile. "I will," he said, "just as soon as - "

"He's been saying that for days, Catherine," Mary said
tartly, bustling in with an armful of clean linen. "Perhaps
you'll have better luck than we did. He's hardly closed his
eyes."

The soft light gleamed in Catherine's hair, but her eyes
flashed with determination. "Notr, Vincent."

Her commanding tone took him by surprise. "But -

"I'll watch while you sleep," she told him. And I'll watch
over you, too. That would be a switch. It was usually Vincent
who did the watching and protecting.

"You can move some of those books," Mary said, nodding at a
corner divan as she went out.

Vincent looked amused. "It seems I have no choice."

"None at all." Turning him forcibly, she gave him a little
push. "Go on, now."

Still bemused, he cleared the divan of books and lay down.
It was too short for him, of course; he put his booted feet over
the end.

Catherine glanced around to find his cloak. With a
flourish, she covered him up to his chin. "Now go to sleep," she
intoned, fairly sparkling with mischief. Rarely had she seen him
so quiescent.

"Yes, Catherine," he replied, mock-humbleness in no way
detracting from the gratitude in his eyes.

Hesitating a moment, she leaned down and pressed her lips
quickly, shyly, to his bright-bristled brow.

When she'd taken his seat by the child's bedside, he lay
watching her for a long time, pushing back sleep as long as he
could. She'd picked up one of his books - he couldn't tell which
one - and' sat reading peacefully. The little girl whimpered in
her sleep; Catherine readjusted the coverlet, murmuring a
reassurance. Vincent felt his eyes closing. Suffused with the
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warmth of complete contentment, he surrendered to sleep.

"Cathy? How good to see you," Father greeted her, sotto
voce, entering the quiet chamber.

She touched a finger to her smiling lips and indicated the
nearby figure of Vincent, sleeping soundly.

"So," he whispered, "you got him to rest, did you? I |
thought perhaps you could. - Now, don't look at me like that -
we did try... but surely you know how determined he can be, once _
he gets an idea into his head." 1

Determined? Catherine smiled; that was certainly an
understatement! "Was he like that as a child?"

"Sleeping too," she answered softly.

L

I
"Oh, certainly," Father replied. "He and Devin - two more

hard-headed little hooligans never lived, of that I am quite •
sure. " •

The description of Vincent as a "hooligan" earned him one of
Catherine's gamin grins. He knew she felt a wistful regret at I
not knowing Vincent then, sharing the magical sort of childhood H
only the tunnels could offer... She said, "I can just picture
it. Devin, I suppose, leading the way?" •

"Very often, I suspect - he was older. Still, Vincent was
responsible for his share of misadventures... You'd never know it _
to look at him, would you? - although I think we'll have to find 1
a more suitable resting place for him than that." He smiled
fondly at the sight of the large man's feet sticking out into
space. Then he stepped forward, transferring his weight from his I
stick to the back of Catherine's sturdy chair. "How is our young I
patient?"

I
But at that moment the child's eyes fluttered open; took in

the spectators at her bedside, the man called "father" and a •
young woman, seated, her light brown hair falling across her •
forehead.

"Mama, " she breathed. |

"My name is Catherine," whispered the stranger
apologetically, leaning toward her.

"It's all right," Father murmured. He'd seen it before;
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street-children woke up watchful, wary. Now she was struggling
up on her elbows, blue eyes darting here and there in alarm.
"Shhh, " he said, gesturing toward the far wall. "Your friend is
still here - see there? Don't be frightened."

She studied that slumbering form, her head cocked. His eyes
were closed, his wild hair spread over his shoulders. She waited
to be sure that his chest was rising and falling.

"He was very tired," Father explained, "but he didn't want
to leave you. Let's try not to wake him, shall we?"

The child sank back onto her pillow, as if this little bit
of effort had drained her. Her eyes searched their faces -
Father's first, and then the stranger's.

"I'm a friend, too," the woman said, in her pleasant voice.
"Is there anything you'd like? Some water?"

The bright head rolled against the pillow. No.

"How are you feeling? Better?... Vincent told me you've
been pretty sick."

"Yes, indeed," Father put in, to fill the ensuing silence.
"She was very sick. But she's feeling better now, I think -
aren't you, child? - and I expect she'll be up and about very
soon..."

She listened distantly, her eyes going from one to the other
as they talked. It wasn't long before, lulled by the gentleness
of their voices, she drifted back into a healing sleep.
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Five

She thought that she'd been dreaming. Two plump pillows
behind her shoulders, she sipped hot broth from a mug he held in
his hands. They were very big hands, covered with red-gold fur,
each finger tipped with what looked more like a curved, yellowish
claw than a fingernail.

She couldn't get enough of looking at him. His hair was a
tumbled russet mane and he had a lion's storybook face... But
his eyes were blue as the sky and looked right down deep inside
of her.

"My name is Vincent," he'd reminded her.

She nodded. She remembered.

"Do you remember following me through the park?"

Her brow creased with uncertainty.

He reached for his dark, full-length cloak, held it up and
gave it a little whirl. He saw her eyes widen with surprise.
"Yes," he said, "that was me. Do you remember the first time we
met? In the lightning?"

She stared wonderingly up into his face.

"I wonder what you thought you were seeking, when you
followed me," he murmured, setting the cloak aside. What other-
sense could have driven her to trail him, a stranger? Surely her
life could not have taught her to trust in the unknown.

Her lips moved. No sound came. She looked startled, and
tried again. Her voice was little more than a whisper. "Where
am I?"

"Where you wanted to be."
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She looked confused... or suspicious.

"This place is where we live."

Her eyes wandered over the heavy antique furnishing, the
warm colors, the leathery towers of books... and then returned to •
him. Her lips formed the word -Me? . I

"We're a sort of family. We care for one another, protect
one another. Here, no one will hurt you." Ever again, he vowed •
silently. He offered her more soup. As she drank, her tiny hand •
curled over his great one around the cup. The gesture touched
and surprised him. •

She was looking not at his hands but at his wrists, where
leather strips circled and then rose to criss-cross over his _
forearms, binding close the loose sleeve-wrappings. The tunnels •
were chill and often damp, no matter how near the steam-pipes
one's chamber lay. With quizzical eyes the child followed the
strange arrangement upward, to the quilted pullover vest - almost I
a doublet - that covered his chest and broad shoulders. I

Vincent put the cup down, suppressing a smile. Less than an •
hour before, he'd seen her studying Mary's gloves with the same I
concentration; those "gloves" so many wore Below, with all the
fingers cut out. It was amazing how warm the hands could keep,
if body heat were only prevented from escaping from the palms and I
backs... She hadn't voiced her question then, this little girl; •
she'd given away very little of herself just yet. But her
curiosity was a wonderful sign. •

"You've never seen anyone dressed like this," he said.

She shook her head. - I

"We do it to keep warm," he explained. "It can be cold down
here, and... we don't have many new things." •

This made no impression; she'd never had anything new in her

"I've told you my name," he said, leaning toward her a
little. "Will you tell me yours?" If she remembered her name it _
was her most personal possession, and he wondered if she'd give •
it up to him, a stranger. "Please?" ™

His, words were soft and growly and she said suddenly, "You •
got a nice voice. I "member it... from when I was asleep." |

During her delirium? Had she heard their murmured m
conversations, or his-words of comfort, after all? "I didn't •
mean to disturb you."

life.
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"No. I could just hear it."

"You were sick for a time. Now you're getting stronger...
because inside, you are strong." He paused a little; then, "How
old are you?" he asked casually. "Do you know?"

After a moment of lip-chewing she held up one hand, fingers
splayed like a small dimpled starfish. He saw her lips move -
This many - although she made no sound.

"Five years old?" he asked, sounding impressed.

She nodded, still apparently unsure.

So, he thought, she'd probably been five before she'd run
away - or been discarded. When had she been due to turn six?
Summer, autumn, winter?

"Do you remember when your birthday is?"

Her eyes brightened for an instant, as if she expected him
to come up with the date. When he didn't, the light faded, and
she shrugged.

Where were you on that special day, little one?, he
wondered. Mere you safe somewhere with friends and family, or
foraging for birthday dinner among the cans and dumpsters filled
up by the better-fed?

"When you came to our gate," he said carefully, "were you
lost?"

After a moment she shook her head, evidently feeling safe
with that small answer. She hadn't been lost; she knew the
streets as well as any of the alley cats with whom she scavenged
for food.

"Where do you live?"

"You know," she shrugged.

He nodded. Nowhere. Everywhere. It was as he'd thought -
she had no home, no haven. "Do you remember where you lived
before that?"

She would not answer, or could not.

"You have no family?" he pressed. "No mother or father?
Sister, brothers?"

She stared down at her fingers, now knotted in the coverlet,
as if ashamed. Foremost in her memory were hunger and struggle,
and autumn cold following summer's heat. And back beyond that -
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beyond that -

"It's all right," Vincent said quickly, sensing her terror,
stricken with remorse at the necessity for such questions. "I
see Mary's brought a clean nightgown. Shall I help you?"

When he raised his hands to do so she flinched at the shadow
falling over her face, flinching automatically,as though it were
old habit; and that sudden shrinking, that momentary flutter of
her eyelashes, revealed more of her history than ever the words
she'd denied him.

Pretending not to notice, he drew the previous night's gown
over her head. She was such a fragile little thing, her skin
(now clean) like porcelain, the pulse visible at her throat. How
could she have survived out on the streets? How could anyone
have hurt her?

She sat looking up at him expectantly and he reached out his
hand, slowly, to brush the knuckle of one finger over the almost-
imperceptible irregularity in her rib-cage. "Someone hurt you."

She looked down, startled, seeing nothing that might have
given it away. How did he know about that?

"And here?" His great hand engulfed her forearm as he
gently extended the limb; and, with the other, he touched a place
below her shoulder.

Shrinking, her head bowed so that the hair fell to shield
her face, she drew the guilty arm out of his grasp and held it
cradled against her chest. She remembered. And remembering
brought back the pain. But how could he know?

"When it happened," he went on, "were you taken to a doctor?
Or a hospital?"

A slow, negative shake of her head.

"But it must have hurt a great deal."

"I cried.and cried," she blurted, shaken by his sympathy.

"And no one did anything?"

They told me to shut up, she remembered, and he said never
tell. And she hadn't told, had she - but Vincent knew about it
anyway. -Did that mean she was going to be In Trouble when she
went back?

"Who hurt you, child?"

"I... I forget," she said desperately.
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He busied himself with unfolding the fresh nightdress. "Is
that the truth?"

He even knew when she was lying! She felt the blood rush to
her face and squeezed her eyes tight shut. Now he'd get mad, nov
he'd start yelling or - or -

Vincent saw it all. "Here... lift your arms up high, that's
right..." He slipped the hand-sewn gown over head and saw her
lower lip quiver - whether with fear or with surprise at his
gentleness, he did not yet dare to guess. He tied the thin,
frayed ribbons of satin at her throat and took her tiny hands in
his. "It's all right," he insisted, wanting only to reassure.
"You've done nothing wrong." Not now, and not then.

Nothing wrong? How could that be, when she was so often
chased, and punished, and shouted at?

"You did what you had to, to stay alive. You were very
brave." Amazingly, she had not fallen into the clutches of any
of the city's flourishing child-pornography rings, or those
devoted to the more exotic forms of prostitution. She'd even
escaped the "protection" of any of the several area "fagins" who
might have put her nimbleness to work thieving, and picking
pockets. Still, with winter coming on, it would only have been a
matter of time before one of these - or death- claimed her. He
said, with quiet forcefulness, "I'm proud of you."

She looked up at him with wonder.

"What shall I call you?" he asked again, patiently.

And she whispered, "Nomie."

"'Nomie'?" For just an instant, a chill went through him.
"Nomie" sounded too much like No me - a complete abnegation of
self. Was that how she said it, heard it? Did she feel herself
disappearing every time it was pronounced? He thought quickly.
"Do you think it might be 'Naomi?'"

"I don't.know."

"May I call you that?... People often choose new names, when
they come here."

Shyly, she shrugged. And he thought, Poor little thing!
Not to be sure of her own name - even to feel, he suspected,
unworthy of a name! He was careful to keep his pity at bay, and
out of his voice. "Naomi, then. That's a pretty name, don't you
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think? Would you like some more soup, Naomi?'

Father had come to examine her, and it was debatable which
she regarded with greater suspicion - him, or his stethescope.
Her eyes darted frequently to Vincent, in the background, for
reassurance.

"Well, you seem to be progressing nicely," said the older
man, deftly rebuttoning her gown, and giving her shoulder a pat.
"Thanks to Vincent. How do you feel?" She shrugged; a too-
frequent response. Father and son exchanged resigned glances.

"Better than before, I hope?" he pressed.

Finally, a nod. As though giving away a state secret.

"Excellent," he said heartily; thinking, the while, that she
was as wild a little creature as ever Mouse or Jamie had been on
coming here. "Vincent tells me your name is Naomi. May I call
you that?" A name was a precious possession; he would not
simply take it from her, or accept its offering lightly. He
waited, with characteristic courtesy, for her reply.

When it became clear to her that she couldn't ignore him
into going away, her eyes flickered upward and as quickly away-
carrying with them an impression of warmth and a kind, crinkly
sort of a gaze. "Okay," she whispered.
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Six

Gradually she began to regain her strength. Her cheeks took
on a faint rosiness; periods of sleep and waking began to resolve
themselves into passing days and nights. Only a persistent cough
lingered to remind them of her ordeal, and to challenge Father's
skill.

With returning wellness came curiosity about her
surroundings - an inquisitiveness she was yet neither strong
enough, nor brave enough, to try to satisfy.

But once, as she sat propped against the pillows and Vincent
leaned across to adjust the coverlet, she put up both little
hands, timidly, and caught his tawny face between them.

Obligingly he paused, sensing that she would have drawn back
instantly had he moved. His eyes smiled down into hers at this
first hint of her trust... and after a moment he felt the tiny
fingers pat lightly over his cheeks. He waited, patiently. Thus
had other children, in the past, made his acquaintance; more
honest than their elders who would be polite, their first impulse
was almost always to touch.

His long hair swung forward to tickle her wrists as,
wonderingly, she explored. The golden bristles dusting his jaw
weren't as scratchy as they looked - but neither were they as
soft as the hairs she followed up over his high-bridged nose. To
the furrow above; to the auburn wings of his brows, sheltering
those still-smiling deepset eyes.

When, her hands fell away finally - for even this small
effort had tired her - he went on to straighten the quilt as
though she'd never intercepted him... and while neither of them
ever spoke of it, from that moment he sensed the thaw beginning,
somewhere deep inside of her.

As she was able to spend more of her time awake, Vincent sat
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by her bedside and read aloud - which astonished her, for no one
had ever done it before. He'd read to Catherine, during the ten
days of her convalescence; as, once upon a time, Father had read
to him during times of sickness or trouble. Reading aloud was a
neutral balm; a way of establishing contact without forcing a
hasty intimacy.

Wide shoulders settled comfortably against the back of a
massive reading-chair, his long legs outstretched in their fur-
topped boots, Vincent always seemed completely relaxed and at
ease. His movements were reassuringly careful and deliberate.
Naomi liked to watch the way his huge furred hands cradled the
books from which he read; the grace with which he turned each
page with a clawed fingertip.

She leaned against the pillows by the hour, rapt, her eyes
as hungry as her ears. And studied the way the candlelight
gilded the mane of wild hair that fell over his shoulders;
watched the flickering sapphire of his eyes, pursuing rhymes
across the pages. She followed the way his mouth, with its cleft
cat-like upper lip, shaped itself to the words.' Now and then, as
he spoke, she glimpsed sharp canines as they caught the light.

Vincent delighted in introducing his small listener to the
writings of Anderson, Stevenson, Kipling... Not only stories, but
poetry. (She hadn't known what that was, but she'd asked him and
he'd said, "This is Poetry," as if it was something important.)
She didn't always understand it, but lost herself in the soft,
sonorous rhythms of his voice. And began to love it because he
did.

But who, he thought, could fail to be warmed by a poet like
Frost — who believed, like Coleridge, that

"He prayeth best, who 1ovest best
All thing's both great and small"?

One evening, he read her one of his own early favorites,
"Stopping by Woods on a Snowy Evening" -

"Whose wood these are I think I know.
His house is in the village though;
He will not see me stopping here
To watch his woods fill up with snow.

My little horse must think it queer
To stop without a farmhouse near
Between the woods and frozen lakes
The darkest evening of the year.
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He gives his harness bells a shake
To ask if there is some mistake.
The only other sound's the sweep
Of easy wind and downy flake.

The woods are lovely, dark and deep.
But I have promises to keep,
And miles to go before I sleep,
And miles to go before I sleep."

Promises? She knew about promises. That was when Mama
said, He'll go to the movie on Saturday, baby, I promise - and
then she forgot or used up the money buying "medicine."

"'Promises to keep,"1 she said. "What's that mean?"

"Keeping a promise?... That's when we say we're going to do
something, and then we do it."

She cocked her head. "What if you can't?"

"But we must always try," he said, surprised. "If we do our
absolute best, then we never truly fail."

Naomi subsided, uncertain and confused. She felt as though
her mind was spinning with questions, none of which could be put
into words. This was a different world, all right; they lived by
different rules. Rules she didn't know. Pretty soon they'd find
out she didn't belong.

Still, this verse fascinated her, and Vincent was surprised
at how often she asked to have it read. Other books piled up on
the night-stand as well, but Frost remained her favorite.

"Why do you like it?" he asked her once; but she could not
tell him, or would not.

Meanwhile, just having enough to eat was a neverending
miracle for her. She had only to ask, and it was brought - first
broth and then heartier soups, and all the milk she could drink.
Sometimes she asked, just to see if they'd bring it. They always
did, and 'it always surprised her. Where did they get all of it,
she wondered.

"From our Helpers," Vincent told her... and she pictured
elves, funny dwarf-like creatures in colorful suits toiling
happily in underground gardens.
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And nobody here got angry if she didn't eat it all.
They were never angry - neither Vincent, nor Father, nor Mary,
who took turns sometimes and were there now and then when she
woke up.

She could not know that they'd determined, between them,
that during this time of healing she should never find herself
alone, especially on waking. "No child should be alone as she
has been," Mary told Father. "We must show her that it's
different here." And so they offered her the unobtrusive comfort
of their company, in shifts.

Even so, she was prey to sudden fears, and feelings of
dread. She'd known only kindness here, yet started with fright
and shrank quietly against the pillows every time she heard a
footstep in the corridor. Her reaction always reminded Vincent,
forcibly, of his own portion of the recitation which began their
annual Winterfest; when, as the light was passed candle to candle
among them, he recalled the prehistory of their Society, When the
sounds of footsteps, coming down a tunnel, were the sounds of
terror...

How different this small life had been, he realized, from
that of the tunnel children! It would never occur to them to
fear anything about such a sound. A footstep heard here could
only mean the arrival of someone known, and loved.

"There are no strangers here," he assured the child, again
and again, "only friends."

The first time she wakened to find Father there alone she
sat up, alarmed. "Where's Vincent?" (Maybe he was gone. Maybe
he wasn't coming back!)

"He'll be back soon," the older man smiled, "never fear. He
went to help Pascal with some repairs."

She didn't ask who Pascal was; this place seemed to be full
of people she never saw. But her first fright had passed.

"Is there anything you need? Something to drink, perhaps?"

She shook her head - still a little shy, sometimes, of
asking him for anything.

Father had sensed this before in her, and been puzzled. She
didn't seem intimidated by Vincent, or Mary - why him? Well, he
was nothing if not patient.

And practical. Knowing that she was usually thirsty on
waking, he said, "Here, I want you to drink some of this," and
handed her a china cup of warm herb tea he hoped would ease her
persistent congestion.
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Meekly she sipped at it, watching him out of the corner of
her eye. (His eyes seemed so quick that it was safer, she
somehow felt, to watch him a little sideways.) He wasn't big or
mean, and he walked with a stick - but Vincent and Mary deferred
to him, and she wasn't sure yet just what he was, exactly. She'd
never known anything like a grandparent. To her, old people had
always seemed bad-tempered and wary of children. In her world
they were either poor and reclusive, or homeless and bizarre.
One night, not too long ago, a drunken old greybeard had chased
her out of "his" alley and very nearly under the wheels of a bus.

Eyes narrowing, she looked at Father's beard.

He lifted the forgotten cup out of her hands. "Naomi, you
do know, don't you, that we only mean to help you."

She nodded.

"But you look as though there's something you don't
understand."

"Well," she said, "how come you're all down here like this?"

"So that we can take care of one another, I suppose."

"What for?"

"Why... for love, child."

She stared at him.

"You know what love is, don't you, Naomi?"

Her mouth quirked. "Ain't no Jove."

"Really?" Feigning surprise, he came and sat down on the
edge of the bed. "Not in all the world? Tell me about it."

"Nothing to tell." Her head was down so that the bright,
ragged hair shielded her face from him, but it was a hard little
voice he heard. "Ain't no love, so there's nothin' to say about
it."

"I see." In fact, he did. It was something he'd seen
before; one way the vulnerable had of protecting themselves.
Jamie (now a beautiful girl approaching womanhood), arriving in
the tunnels a defiant and angry teenager, had been a master at
it. That very fierceness had eventually been channeled toward
her growing loyalty to this place, to its people - to the only
real home and family she'd ever known.

But now - such bitterness, and in one so young! Never mind;
he thought he knew the chink in her armor. "Do you know," he
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said, as if with sudden inspiration, "I took care of Vincent here
in this very chamber when he was young, just the way he's caring
for you."

Her head came up, just a bit. The idea of Vincent as a
child was, as he'd hoped, irresistible. She said, "Was he
little?"

"Oh, very little. Much smaller than you are."

"He calls you 'Father.'"

"Yes."

Shrewd eyes searched his face. "Well, how come he doesn't
look like you?"

"Vincent was found Above and brought here, Naomi - much as
you were. Would you like to hear the story of how he came to be
with us?" he asked, and saw her face light up. He'd debated only
an instant, telling her. It was a way into the little fortress
she seemed to have built for herself. He'd never met a child yet
who didn't have a weakness for a good story - and that was
Father's particular forte. For the tunnel children especially,
such tales were a history that was both immediate and personal,
and layered with meaning for all.

This child, now... Through an accident of fate she was
already privy to their most precious and closely-guarded secret.
If it so happened that she must return Above - well, this account
would become only a fairy-tale in time and Vincent, himself,
perhaps no more than a unicorn or other such "imaginary"
creature. Surely, after whatever harshness had cast her out,
such fantasies were only to be expected? Who would ever believe
her?

"It was the twelfth of January," he began, his voice
deepening confidingly. "The coldest day in the year." It was
everyone's favorite story - the day magic had come into their
lives - and he'd begun it thus a thousand times for "his"
children over the past thirty-odd years. "It was getting on
toward evening, and one of our people, hurrying home through the
alley behind St. Vincent's Hospital, heard a sort of...
whimpering... from a bundle lying there in the snow. Coming
closer, she discovered it was a little baby."

"Really?" she breathed.

"Yes, really. But it was... a very different kind of a
baby, as you can well imagine." He had long ago learned to
suppress his own inward shudder at this point, imagining (as he
always did) what might have happened to that infant, had a
hospital employee happened along first and taken it inside to...
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to what? To what manner of hellish existence? And what would
life here have been like? For their world, without Vincent's
presence, was unimaginable. Now Father went on, "He was wrapped
in rags," and held out his hands, palms up, as though the bundle
rested there once more. "Rather like a present."

"But where was his mama?"

"She'd abandoned him, apparently... or someone had."

Her eyes were tragic. "They didn't want him?"

"No."

"But how come?"

"Because he was so different, I suppose. People are
sometimes very frightened of what they don't understand. It's
easy for people to be afraid; much harder, I think, for them to
be brave."

The child knew what being afraid was all about. But this
"being brave" - Vincent had talked about that too. He'd said she
was very brave. Like it was something good. She still wasn't
sure what it meant, but she wasn't going to tell them that.

He was saying, "So she brought the poor little thing Below,
to me."

The words - poor little thing - rocked her. Vincent, a
"poor little thing"? Tall Vincent, with his big shoulders and
warm strong arms? In her mind, she tried to shrink him down to
baby-doll size. "Was he fuzzy?"

"Well, yes, a bit," he smiled. "He was a fine downy gold
all over... with just the bluest eyes I'd ever seen." Those eyes
had seemed to focus on his immediately; an effect both startling
and disarming.

"He does got nice eyes," Naomi agreed, shyly.

"Yes... Well, he was very tiny. And very sick." The baby
had been starved for who knew how long, and exposure to the
elements had weakened him dreadfully. In fact, for a long time
thereafter, little Vincent couldn't bear to be chilled
(connecting it, perhaps, with that early abandonment), although
he eventually outgrew this and now seemed impervious to - and
even to enjoy - most weathers. "He cried for three straight
days. Everyone was certain he would die."

She looked frightened then, as the littlest listeners always
did on hearing those words; so he went on quickly, as always.
"But I knew he wouldn't die."
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"Reall7?"

"I felt... the strength in him," he remembered. The tunnels
seemed to echo, again, with that strident squalling he'd thought
would never stop. It was a sound full of outrage, fear and fury,
like nothing he'd ever heard before - a shrill and explicit
demand directed at him, Jacob Wells. And when'that sound had
stopped, and the child had fallen at last into a normal sleep,
the feelings of relief and gratitude had moved him unexpectedly,
unashamedly, to tears. Describing the scene now for this little
waif, he concluded, "The worst was over, but Vincent wasn't
really strong for quite a long time."

"Did you hold him, and rock him?" she asked, with a poignant
and unmistakable wistfulness.

"Yes, always," he assured her. "And I've loved him and
cared for him ever since, as my own son. He was raised here
Below, just like most of the other children."

She looked startled. Other children?

"Oh, yes, child. There are others - you've simply been in
quarantine, so to speak."

"Quara... quaran..."

"Quarantine. It means," he said, "that you were too ill to
have visitors. And I must say, they've been very good about not
attempting to sneak in here on their own."

"I was real sick," she told him solemnly.

"Yes, you were."

"Was... was Vincent ever sick, when he was big as me?"

"He was, once or twice." He deliberately did not dwell,
even in his own mind, on the terror of those hours. Vincent
hadn't been a child one could simply rush to the nearest
emergency room, or expect to react predictably to most
medications. "I took care of him. We all did."

"But those people," she said. "The ones who left him in the
snow."

"Yes.?"

"I bet they're sorry, huh?"

"Why do you think so?"

"Because." She shrugged. "Because he turned out good."
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"Yes," he smiled gently. "And we took care of him then, all
of us, because we loved him. Aren't you starting to love him,
too - just a little?"

She ducked her head - almost as though she'd been caught
stealing. Or lying.

i

"Come now," he said, busying himself at the nightstand. "I
think it's time for some more of that medicine you seem to like
so much.,."
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Seven

"Nomie," Vincent said casually the next day, startling her
with the use of her old name. "Is that what your mother called
you?"

She hesitated, watchful, trying to decide if this was some
kind of trap. No, she thought. He wouldn't. Finally she
nodded.

"Where is your mother now?"

He saw her face grow stormy; knew she didn't want to answer
him. "Noplace," she muttered.

"Do you mean... she died?"

"My mama's alive!" she shouted. "She's alive! He didn't
hurt her! He didn't!" And burst into tears. Vincent gathered
her up, appalled, and rocked her in his arras till she subsided.
She would say nothing more.
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I
"Naomi," he told Catherine later. "That's all we have so _

far." I

"That," she agreed, "and her description." She'd been
sending out covert inquiries in several directions for days now,
with no result.

"Her mother may have fallen prey to some kind of violence," M
he went on, looking out over the city spread jewel-like beneath I
her balcony. How quiescent it all seemed; how almost innocent.
"I think she saw something."

"And she told you?" I

"She's been very withdrawn," he replied, "and would not •
speak of her past at all. But today - just for an instant - she |
let me into her pain a little. She didn't mean to; it was
something I said, that shocked her. And she cried out that her _
mother was alive - that the man hadn't hurt her." I

Catherine shuddered inwardly. She'd lost her own mother,
through illness, when she was only ten years old. Sometimes she I
thought the wound had never completely healed. How much more I
terrible to lose one's mother through violence, through the
occasional mindless cruelty of which this city was capable. •
Even, perhaps, to see it happen. "It's hard for me to |
comprehend," she said heavily. "A child like that, surviving all
alone out on the streets... I mean, I've heard of children having
to live that way - foraging, begging - in Vietnam, or in India. •
But here? In one of the richest cities in the world?" ••

"It happens all too often, Catherine. They are forgotten, •
driven out... You can see them on almost any street corner. It's |
Father's lifelong sorrow, that we can rescue so few. But most of
these children are survivors. They're amazingly resilient."
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"And the others?"

"This city is full of predators," he said bleakly.

She shook free of such dark thoughts. It was her role, just
now, to try to be objective about the situation. "Vincent," she
said carefully, "what if her mother is still alive? What if she
still has family, somewhere in the city?" And saw his face
harden.

"What kind of 'family' would abandon her there?" His arm
swept out, eloquently, to encompass not only the brightly-lit
avenues but the darker places, the slums and alleyways...
meaning plainly that those guilty of such an act - or neglect -
hardly deserved consideration, and had relinquished the right to
any claim.

And yet, despite the question and his fresh outrage,
Catherine knew that this was not the first time he'd encountered
the tragedy of uncaring. Other children had been "bequeathed"
the tunnel-dwellers. Deaf Laura, discarded in.the park for her
handicap - so eager to please, even to hear if it meant
acceptance. Michael; rejected, after the death of his mother, by
a father who found the illegitimate child an encumbrance. Mouse,
whose origins were even now unknown - and perhaps even lost to
the young man himself. And others. Kipper, Brooke, Jamie... All
had begun their lives elsewhere, in the dubious bosom of families
inadequate to their most basic needs.

"Whatever they are, or were," Vincent went on, "she fears
the memory and the thought of returning. I feel it."

"You feel that some terrible harm came to her there."

"Yes." Physical or emotional, it hardly mattered which. He
could not return her to it - not after she'd gifted him with her
little trust. "Whatever you find, we won't force her to go
back."

No one in Catherine's world would have - could have - given
the child's wishes a moment of serious consideration. There were
too many other factors to take precedence; parents' rights,
benefit-of-the-doubt caseworking, difficulties in custody
termination, the argument that "warehousing" such children was
hardly any better... Abused children had so few rights under the
system that Catherine, in her position as an Assistant District
Attorney, saw them more frequently harmed by the law than helped
by it. Too often, it seemed, a child had quite literally to be
murdered before "justice" turned its blind eyes to the problem -
and then, of course, it was too late.

Foremost in both their minds was a case she'd prosecuted
just that year in an open court; a case in which the father, a
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habitual child-abuser, had beaten to death his five-year-old son.
Catherine, stricken and saddened, had shown Vincent her police
photographs; had mourned the little death with him, and shared
his feeling of helplessness. They'd been too late.

But not this time.

Sensing Vincent's resolve, she thought again how much she'd
learned from him... and how much she still had to learn. Much to
his surprise, she came to slip her arms around his waist and
press herself close.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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It was Father that evening who, having absented himself from
the chamber for a few moments, returned to discover the child in
covert exploration of it.

He appeared in the portal just in time to see her, standing
tip-toe in her nightgown, attempt to lift from the table a small
alabaster statue of Michelangelo's David.

"Naomi," he said, without thinking - knowing better, knowing
even as he spoke what must, inevitably, now occur.

Startled, she whirled to face him and the sculpture, of
course, went crashing to the floor.

She stood staring down at the shards glittering around her
thick wool socks, and then looked up at Father, both hands
pressed to her mouth.

"You know what we're going to have to do about this," he
sighed, thinking that Vincent had had that particular piece
almost since he was a boy. Hobbling forward, he put out his
hand -

- and the child flinched, skittering a step beyond his
reach.

"Naomi," he said again, dismayed.

No one ever shrank from Father, even though he knew the
children thought him "strict." They did not flinch, even when
they knew they'd made him very angry - as Mouse or Kipper had
been known to do, on occasion.

"Come here, child," he said softly. Leaning forward, he
took her elbow and drew her toward the bedside chair, where he
sat. Holding her arms - they were rigid, and her blue eyes were
glazed with terror - he made her stand still before him.

"You know what we're going to have to do," he said again, in
what she would later come to think of as his Very Serious Voice.

"Get the belt," she whimpered.

"No," he said, his heart breaking like a wave over the
jaggedness of her pain. "No. I'm going to go in search of some
glue - I'm certain Mouse has a pot - and we're going to try to
put it back together, you and I. Would you like that?" He felt
the terror begin to leave her by degrees then, hope warring with
disbelief in her eyes.

In the world she came from, things stayed broken and people
stayed angry, and nothing ever really got fixed. "Can we do
that?"
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I
"Yes, certainly. And then when Vincent returns - "

"He'll be really mad," she said mournfully. I
"No, I should think he'll be pleased that we tried so hard

to repair the damage we've done." •

She cocked her head. We?

"I'm as much at fault as you, Naomi," he assured her. •
"I oughtn't to have startled you like that, I'm old enough to ™
know better... Did you like the statue? Did you think it was
pretty?"

I
She nodded, looking back then at the gleaming pieces of it.

"It's not pretty now." «

"No, but perhaps it can be again. Now, why don't you climb
up on the bed - that's a good girl - and wait while I go find
some glue. Will you do that? Don't try to pick anything up; I I
don't want you to cut your feet." He was amused to see her fold •
her hands purposefully in her lap. "Fine. Then I'll go and get
the glue, and I bet it won't take us as long as it took •
Michelangelo." g

Waiting there, she was left to wonder who Michelangelo was,
and whatever it was he had broken.
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Eight

Nearly a week had passed since she'd awakened in this place.
Naomi had eaten her first meal of solid food that morning. Now
she was tucked beneath the quilts again; sick enough to be abed,
yet well enough to be interested in everything -around her. And
to fidget.

Vincent sat at the table, writing in a leatherbound journal.

Naomi sat up quietly, pushing the coverlet back and one leg
out.

"Cover up," Vincent murmured, not looking up.

Chewing her lip, she waited rebelliously till he lifted his
head. Then she flung herself back in a huff.

"You're restless," he sympathized, glad to see it.

"Want to get up," she pouted, drumming her feet.

"It's good to see you feeling better," he said, "but you're
not well enough yet to be up and about." The tunnels were damp,
and she was likely to take a chill. "Do you want a book to look
at?"

She shook her head against the pillow. "Don't you got any
TV?"

"No," he smiled, "no TV. Would you like to sit up?" He
came over, and fluffed two embroidered pillows behind her, once
again tucking her in warmly.

"What's that noise?" she asked, after a while.

"Do you mean the tapping?...-Those are messages, going back
and forth on the underground pipes. It's how we talk to each
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other."

He sat very still. "Pascal needs Mouse to help him with
some repairs."

Her mouth made a little "o" of surprise. She sat in a
.ing silence for some time, listenini

she could understand. "I don't get it."

"You will," he said. "One day you'll understand it, and you
won't be able to remember when you couldn't."

I
I

"Like a telephone?" Her eyes narrowed skeptically. "What're •
they saying?"

scowling silence for some time, listening vainly for a message I

I
She mulled this over. He went back to his writing, and the _

room was still for a few minutes as she watched him, taking in I
every move, every nuance of behavior. His brow furrowed with
concentration, and the gold bristles growing over his nose and
cheeks seemed to sparkle in the lamplight. I

"I like your hair," she announced.

"Do you?" £

"It always looks like there's sunshine in it." Not
until much later would she be saddened by this paradox; that I
"sunshine" was a world he did not know, could never know. •

She cocked her head. "Are you a lion?"
I

His eyes crinkled with laughter. Trust a child's candidness
to question the "difference" her elders never mentioned! "No," «
he said, "I'm not." I

"Are you magic?"

He put down his pen. What an extraordinary thing for her to •
say. "No... I don't think so."

Naomi's brow furrowed over bright, dark eyes. "Would you |
know it, if you were?"

"What do you mean?"

"Well... I have this hair," she said earnestly, grabbing a
strand. ."But I don't know what it's like to have this
hair, 'cause I've never had any different color. If"I woke up
tomorrow with, with black hair, then I could tell the difference
and what yellow was like. See? So, maybe you don't know you're
magic, just because you've always been. "

It was her longest speech to date. He sat staring at her
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for a long time. Then he got up, came over and embraced her
quickly, kissing the top of her head. "Thank you," he said
gruffly, and went out.

That evening, when Vincent had been prevailed upon to attend
the common supper, it wasn't Father or Mary who took his place
but that lady.

"Catherine. Remember?" she smiled.

Naomi nodded. Awakening that first time to the soft blur of
this face and light brown hair, she'd said, Mama! ... She
wouldn't make that mistake a second time. Now she eyed the
stylish denim jacket, soft pink pullover, sparkly gold earrings.
Her eyes looked a question.

"I don't live down here," Catherine explained, realizing at
once that her mode of dress had set her apart and given her away.
It had been Father's decision, earlier, to allow them to meet -
the child would need a friend Above if she had to return - but he
hadn't anticipated her powers of observation. "I come to visit
sometimes."

"Could you stay, if you wanted to?"

Catherine sat back, nonplussed. Unexpected child - to cut
straight to the heart of it all! "Yes," -she said softly, "I
think that I could."

"Don't you want to?"

"Good question," Catherine smiled ruefully. "Wish I had as
good an answer. Sometimes I want to stay very much, but... life
isn't always that simple."

"How'd you come here?"

"For somebody who's been so sick, you certainly ask a lot of
questions!" She softened the reproof with a grin... but the
smile faded as her mind went back; back to the beginning, more
than two years before. To the night of the party, and her
abduction, and the terrible violence of strangers. Her hand
rose, unconsciously, to the one scar lingering just behind her
left cheekbone. "I was in the park one night. I'd been...
hurt," she said carefully.
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I
"Somebody was bad to you?"

Catherine nodded.

Silence.

"It must have been very hard. You and I have a lot in
common," Catherine continued. "We were both brought here when we
needed it most. This is a healing place. I was hurt and... so
were you."
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I
The child didn't say Me, too - but her empathy was

unmistakable. "Then what happened?" •

"Vincent found me."

"He found me, too!" I

"He carried me Below," Catherine went on. "And he nursed me
here, in his chamber, until I was well enough to go back." Stated I
so simply, it sounded impossibly romantic - when what it had •
actually been was a painful and bewildering precursor to a year
of cataclysmic upheaval in her life. Only in the light of later •
events - and feelings - had the memory gained the patina of |
something infinitely precious.

Naomi's eyes searched her face. "Were you ascared?" I

"My eyes were bandaged. I didn't know where I was,"
Catherine admitted. "But Vincent was... so kind to me that I •
couldn 't be afraid of him." Except for that first moment of I
shock when, unwinding the gauze from her head, she'd looked into
a mirror to discover the awful destruction of her face - and then •
seen his impossible reflection appear behind hers. Her instant £
of reaction, then, had even now the power to fill her with shame.

"Did he read to you?" Naomi was asking. I

"He read me Great Expectations." Catherine murmured. The
beauty of Vincent's voice flowed through that remembrance like a •
river; her first and truest introduction to the giving strength \d confiding gentleness that was his.

The little girl was attentive to this sudden, silent I
contemplation; and Catherine, seeing this, took a breath and
changed the subject. "Vincent is a good friend to have," she
said. "You're lucky to be here." I

"It's warm."

"I guess that would be the first thing you'd notice. Father I
said you'd been living on the streets for quite some time. Since
spring?"

I

I
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The child looked down and Catherine felt, rather than saw,
her begin to withdraw into herself. "Naomi, was somebody 'bad'
to you?" She leaned forward. "Why were you out there, all
alone?"

A sullen shrug - as though she were guilty and stood accused
- and Catherine despaired over this, as Vincent had. "You didn't
do anything wrong," she assured the child.

A startled glance. Vincent had said that too.

"We're just trying to help," Catherine sighed. "If somebody
mistreated you, we can do something about that. Anything you can
tell us about what happened, where you came from..."

But the little girl only stuck out her chin.

"Okay, you don't want to tell me. I won't pretend I don't
want to know, but... down here, we understand about secrets."
She watched this sink in. "Just remember that we're here -
Vincent, Mary, Father or me - if you decide you need someone to
talk to. Okay?"

Another shrug, with a creditable show of indifference. She
looked as though she'd had a lot of practice at it.

"Okay." Catherine nodded, as though a promise had been
made. "Look, I brought you a book. It's called, When We Were
Very Young. It's poetry for children. My father used to read it
to me, when I was little. Would you like to hear some of it
now?"

Poetry? Now there was a spark of interest! Encouraged,
Catherine plunged into the simple rhymes, using all her skill to
fan that spark to brightness, to draw this child out of herself
and toward some safer place.

Listening to verse after verse, Naomi sat resolutely erect,
betraying no sign of sleepiness and resisting every entreaty that
she lie back among the pillows; and Catherine, as she read, was
perfectly aware of the child's alertness to every noise and
footfall, real or imagined, out in the corridor.

Finishing her last selection - "Halfway Down," the story of
a favored stairstep - Catherine recited,

"Halfway up the stairs
Isn 't up,
And isn't down.
It isn't in the nursery,
It isn 't in the town.
And all sorts of funny thoughts
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Run round my head:
'It isn 't really
Anywhere.'
It's somewhere else
Instead.' ' "

f

"Like this place," Naomi exclaimed, finally stifling a yawn.

"What?"

"This place," the child insisted. "It isn't really
anywhere. It's - " I

" - Somewhere else, instead," Catherine smiled. "Yes."

There was, at that moment, a genuine footstep behind her. |
Naomi bounced to her knees with excitement, her face alight, and
Catherine didn't need to look over her shoulder to know who'd
come through the door. She suspected, as she looked up, that her I
own expression mirrored the same sort of welcome. •

Vincent came forward, and the little girl raised up her •
arms. He lifted her so easily, and cradled her there so |
naturally, that Catherine felt a lump rise in her throat at the
sight. •

"Well," she grinned, masking emotion with geniality,
"someone has certainly been waiting for you\"

"Have you been having a good time together?" I

Naomi leaned her tousled head against his great shoulder, •
suddenly shy. Catherine said, "We've been reading." She nodded g
toward the nightstand, where she'd laid the little volume down.
"I'll leave it here for later." _

"Will you read to roe too, Vincent?" Naomi asked, rubbing
one eye.

"Tomorrow," he said, setting her down on the quilts again.
"It's well past your bedtime."

I

I"But - "

"Cover up, now. That's right..."

Moments later Mary arrived as promised to take his place, I
and Vincent was free to walk Catherine back to the entryway
secreted beneath her apartment building. ("Can't I come?" pouted •
Naomi... "This is Catherine's time," Vincent said firmly, and |
blew out the lamp.)
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Outside, as they went down the corridor and turned the
corner, a shadow stirred among other shadows and Vincent said,
"Mouse?"

With a sheepish grin, that young man stepped into the light.
Catherine noticed, as she often had, that Mouse seemed to wriggle
all over with delight, like a puppy, in Vincent's presence.

"What were you doing there?"

"Waiting. Listening to Catherine read." He cocked his
head. "Watching you listen to Catherine read."

"Vincent!" She turned on him, flustered. "Were you?"

"You read so beautifully," he shrugged, unabashed. "And
it's been a long time since I heard A. A. Milne."

"Well, I... I hope you enjoyed it."

Mouse gave her a shy nod.

Vincent said, "I hope you weren't thinking of looking in on
our guest. You know that Father's forbidden anyone else to show
themselves until it's been decided whether she's to stay here."

"I've been careful," he said defensively. "Only peek when
she's sleeping."

"But how would you know that," Vincent began in mild
consternation, "unless you - "

"Eyes open, awake," Mouse replied impatiently. "Eyes closed
- asleep." That seemed simple enough. He changed the subject.
"Been missing you."

Touched, Vincent allowed himself to be distracted. "Have
you, Mouse?"

"Everybody has. Spend all your time holed up here - no time
for any of us - "

"Feeling neglected?" Vincent put an arm around the other's
shoulders, pulled him close. "Never fear, things will soon be
back to normal... I seem to recall spending many such evenings
reading to you, once upon a time."

"When I was little," Mouse beamed; and Catherine, watching,
remembered what Vincent had told her of capturing the grimy
urchin who'd been a thieving shadow in their midst for over two
years. How he fought us!, Vincent had sighed. And how patiently
they'd worked, he and Father, month after month, to earn the
boy's trust and friendship. Reading to him in shifts,
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I
encouraging the halting return of language, watching the
emergence of his peculiar genius... _

Now Mouse looked up, sidelong, at his rescuer and mentor.
"Vincent..."

"Better than better, Mouse," Vincent smiled. "I promise."

In a cold-water walk-up hardly a wile from the park, a young

I"Yes?" Moving forward again, he reached -for Catherine's
hand; felt her small warm fingers interlace with his.

Mouse glanced back toward the chamber door. "She'll get I
better. Right?" "

I

I

I
man stood looking out over an alley. There was no light in the •
room behind him; only the tip of his moving cigarette would have |
betrayed his presence to anyone looking in.

The crack-high was wearing off. He was beginning to feel •
the chill from the open window. He always kept this fire-escape
window open - even now, with winter around the corner. He hadn't
seen the kid out there, looking in, for almost a month, but she'd •
be back. If she wasn 't dead already. She always came back. And •
that would be the end of it. There were plenty of places he
could dispose of a body that size and not get caught. Even if •
they found it, they'd probably never get it identified. There |
were a million stray kids in this city.

It didn't occur to him to wonder how she'd survived, all I
these months. He'd been out on the streets himself by the time ™
he was eleven, and he knew what it took to stay alive.

Normally he wouldn't have bothered about a little kid - but I
she'd seen. His friends had tried to tell him that she couldn't
have really undei-stood, but if that were true, why had she run? •
No, she'd understood, all right. And she was the only thing left J
to tie him to a murder charge.

But. she'd be back. He could wait. She always came back. •

I
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Nine

Vincent heard the sounds of a struggle as he came back down
the corridor, and quickened his pace.

Pausing in the doorway, he surveyed the scene with some
bemusement. Father had apparently been trying to administer a
spoonful of the cherry-colored medicine to very resistant little
girl. It was evidently not his first attempt, judging from the
bright splatterings around his feet. As Vincent watched, Naomi
ducked her head first one way and then the other - then knocked
the spoon out of Father's hand.

"Please, child! This is only for your own good - Oh,
Vincent, thank goodness." Standing, he offered up his place.
"This is a very stubborn young patient, suddenly."

"Getting her spirit back," Vincent remarked, his eyes
twinkling with amusement. She'd been too docile too long, about
taking those big tablespoons-full of medicine - which he knew she
detested - and he'd begun to fear they'd never see the return of
the spark that must have kept her alive on the streets.

"Now, this is no laughing matter, my boy." Father was
flustered indeed. "It's important that she get this down."

"It tastes awful!" she shrilled, only a little chastened by
Vincent's sudden appearance, and half-hoping he'd prove to be an
ally.

"Is it necessary?" he asked Father.

"You've heard that cough in the night, just as I have. It's
not going away without our help. And this isn't just medicine -
Mary's mixed liquid vitamins into it as well."

"All right," Vincent sighed. "Let me." He took the bottle
and watched her speculatively as he poured a brimming spoonful.
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Naomi felt betrayed. "No, Vincent, don't make me!"

"No one will 'make' you do anything." Vincent soothed her,
sitting down. "Do you remember what it's like to be well and
strong?"

"I... don't know."

"Think back to summer," he said softly. "Go on, close your
eyes. Go back to a day when it was warm. Perhaps you ran
somewhere, as fast as you could, just because you felt good...
remember?"

Her eyes opened. "Yeah."

"We want you to feel that way again," he urged. "And you
heard Father; this will help. All right?"

She sat staring up at him with eyes full of uncertainty and
a strange reluctance. Did she want to get well? In truth, she
hadn't minded being sick. She'd never felt so pampered, so
spoiled - so cared for. But if she got well... who knew what
would happen to her? Unknowingly she drew the coverlet up and
clutched it to her chest.

Vincent read the gesture. "What is it? What's troubling
you?"

"Am I getting better, Vincent?"

"Stronger every day," he nodded. "'Better than better,'
Mouse would say." When she didn't seem reassured, he poured the
medicine back and put the bottle aside. "Tell me."

"I'm getting well?"

Father said, "You'll be as good as new, child."

Vincent waited.

"Well," she quavered finally, "when do I gotta go back?"

"Go back?" he asked, alarmed. "Back where?"

"You know." She couldn't look at him. "Up there."

He leaned forward; placed his hand over both of hers. "Look
at me, Naomi."

Her eyes were unwillingly drawn to his.

"Do you want to go back?"
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Urgently, she shook her head.

"You'd like to stay? Here, with us?"

Tears of longing filled her eyes.

"Well then," Father said, "perhaps you can."

Vincent shot him a sidelong glance, his surprise plain -
for surely Father knew the child might hear that as a promise.
But he didn't remark on it; instead he bundled Naomi onto his lap
and hugged her, hard. "We thought you understood," he told her.
"Whatever happens, we would never abandon you to go back to the
streets."

"Go back, indeed!" Father pretended to scold. "As though
you could get out of taking your medicine that easily!"

Vincent used the lace of his cuff to wipe a tear from her
cheek. "If you stay" (still cautious) "you'll find this a
wonderful place - once you're strong enough to-explore it. There
are crystal caverns like cathedrals, and tunnels you can run
through like the wind - for miles and miles. There's a gallery
where you can hear every whisper in the city." He knew it was
unwise to describe it all so vividly, but he so badly wanted to
replace the ugliness of her past with something beautiful. "And
there are warm-spring pools where the children splash and play
like dolphins. Jamie might teach you to swim."

"No," she said. "You."

"All right," he agreed. "But you have to get well first."
And he poured another spoonful.

"Aw, Vincent," she whined, "you don't know how bad it
tastes!"

"You're right," he nodded, "I don't." So saying, he put the
spoon in his own mouth.

She gasped with surprise.

His nose wrinkled and his eyes squinched nearly shut. "It
is horrible, isn't it?"

She giggled out loud, the sound startling all of them.
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I
Father met with the Council that very evening - Mary, Sarah,

Chef William, Pascal the Pipemaster, and the others - and related
his conversation with the child. "I realize I shouldn't have I
promised," he said, almost sheepishly. It had usually been his •
place, in the past, to advise caution, prudence, patience.
"Still. . ." |

"You could hardly have done other than to reassure her,
Father," Vincent told him. "She was afraid that, once well, we _
meant to abandon her Above." •

"Yes, what else could you have done?" Mary defended him
impulsively. •

"Even so," William rumbled, "to promise - ! Suppose
something goes wrong? What if Catherine finds she has family «
left up there? Someone still looking for her?" William often I
felt obliged to play devil's advocate, particularly in cases such
as this. Theirs was a world of limited resources and space,
their very existence dependent upon keeping a low profile. The •
Inclusion of any outsider - even a child - into their midst was a •
serious matter indeed.

"There has been no Missing Persons report filed, that we've |
been able to discover," Father reminded them.

"The poor little thing," Rebecca, the Candlemaker, was heard I
to murmur. "How could anyone lose a child like that and not miss
her?"

"And if they did - and don't?" William asked.

"Several of our children have relatives left Above," Vincent

I

countered. "If it is determined that such people would do her •
more harm than good..." This had happened, though rarely; and
while it was a difficult decision it always, in the end, came
down to whatever was best for the child concerned. •

"Yes," Sarah interrupted, "but we don't know that yet."

"She had been very harshly treated, as some of you have |
seen," Father reminded them. For several of the adults had come
to peek in at the child while she slept. "Beaten. Abused, •
neglected. Perhaps abandoned. Vincent believes her mother may •
have fallen prey to some sort of violence."

"We-don't know it was her family who mistreated her so I
badly," sharp-faced Pascal put in. •

"That's right," Sarah said worriedly, for Sarah was a •
worrier by nature. "She may have been stolen." Not even the |
tunnel-dwellers, in their protected environment, could remain
oblivious to such tragedies. Didn't every milk-carton their
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Helpers delivered these days, bear the smiling photograph of some
family's missing treasure? Sarah's first act, after peeking in
on the new arrival that first week, had been to go and compare
that little flushed face to the waxy likenesses she and Mary
routinely cut out of the emptied cartons and preserved upon her
chamber wall. She hadn't found it there - but that wasn't
conclusive. "If she was, and we simply kept her, we'd hardly be
one step removed from kidnappers ourselves."

"She hasn't spoken of her past?" asked William.

"No," Father said ruefully. "She's hardly begun to feel
safe enough to confide in us yet."

"Catherine will uncover whatever she can. But nothing in
Naomi's behavior," Vincent said slowly, "would lead me to believe
that she has ever known the slightest kindness."

"She's such a little thing," Mary said, in her soft way.
"She's still wary of me - even of Father. Only Vincent seems to
have gained her trust."

None of them seemed to find that in the least surprising, or
paused to consider how strange it might have seemed to any
Topsider. Father said, "In any case, the matter will have to be
decided soon. She's becoming well enough to move about. We'll
no longer be able to use the excuse of a 'quarantine' to keep her
confined to one chamber."

They understood. This was a child, with a child's active
curiosity. She would want to explore. And if she weren't to be
one of them...

Vincent's eyes circled the room, seeking out each one of
them in turn. "Whatever happens... I will not allow her to be
harmed further."

No; of course not. Such whole-hearted commitment was
precipitous, and could prove a problem - but it was no more than
Father had warned them to expect. And no less than they'd
learned to anticipate from Vincent, in any event.

And, William thought, devil's advocate or no, wasn't this
the reason they were here?
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Ten

The next morning, as Vincent read to her, Naomi heard
distant strains of music from the doorway behind him. Young
voices, raised in song. It had a wild, sweet sound, ringing
through the tunnels.

"It's the other children," he explained. "Their music
hour."

She did not ask to go and see, having gained some unspoken
understanding that this, for now, was her place... but her eyes
strayed longingly over his shoulder.

"Soon," he said.

"I heard them before." She was sitting up cross-legged in
bed, and busied herself with making sure her stocking toes were
neatly covered by the hem of her nightgown.

"Did you? I wondered if you had. What do you think of
them?"

She looked up startled that he should seek her opinion.
"Sounds like... they like it."

"They do." He laid the book aside. "Do you like to sing,
Naomi?"

She shrugged, self-consciously.

"You don't know?"

"Well," she blustered, "I guess I had more important stuff
to think about."

Yes, indeed - starving, running and hiding. He'd no doubt
but that it was the kind of life he himself might have led, had
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I
he not been delivered into this safe haven. Was that it?, he ~
wondered. Did he see so much of himself, in her?... Just now,
though, he had to suppress a smile at her tone. "Yes, of course, •
I'd forgotten," he said. "I'm sorry." I

She glanced up sharply. That was another thing she didn't •
understand. Grown-ups here told you they were sorry sometimes. I
Right out loud; you didn't have to guess. When Maraa had been
sorry sometimes, she -

Naomi caught her breath sharply, biting her lip. She wasn't ™
going to think about that any more. Seemed like all the time on
the street, she'd hardly had time to, but now that she was safe •
it wouldn't stop coming back into her head. |

"What is it?" Vincent asked. «

She shook her small, bright head.

I"You can tell me."

His voice was soft and deep - like the night she loved,
where no one could see her - something she could hide in. •
Sometimes she felt as though his voice alone could keep her safe. |
But she shook her head.

Instead she said, "Did he mean it?" I

"Mean what?" he asked, although he knew. "Who?"

"That man."

"Father," he corrected gently.

"Said I could stay."

I

I
"Look at me, Naomi." He waited until her dark eyes came up •

to meet his. "We tell no lies, here. This is a place where ™
people come to heal... if they can find the way. And to stay, if
they choose it and have nowhere else. Do you have any other •
home? People who might be missing you now?" g

"No." That vas true enough. Nobody'd ever missed her...

"Then it will be up to the Council."

"What's that?"

"Some of our... grown-ups... who come together to make
important decisions."

She cocked her head. Her staying or not - that was an
important decision? And people seemed to do a lot of things
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together here. Singing. Decision-making. It was something to
think about. "Will I be there?"

"Possibly." He saw her a little overwhelmed at the thought
of facing a lot of strange adults. "And someone will sponsor you
- will speak on your behalf, and say why they think you should be
allowed to live among us."

She was gazing up at him almost breathlessly, as though he'd
reached the climax of a story. "Who will?"

"I will," he smiled.

Her mouth made an "o". He'd stick up for her. Nobody ever
had before.

"Listen, now," he was saying. "If you stay there are rules
you must learn, rules that we all live by. Things you must
remember. They may ask you."

"What?"

He drew the heavy chair a little nearer. "We try to always
tell the truth here. And there will be no reason to steal, any
more." For street-children often excelled at the art. He waited
to see her nod. "We try to help one another, as best we can.
All of us."

"Like you been helping me?"

"Like that," he agreed, his heart breaking a little further;
and went on. "Children are not allowed to leave the tunnels
unescorted. We have a saying: 'Not without permission, and
never alone.'" He saw her lips moving as she repeated it to
herself. "But Naomi, there is one thing more important than all
the rest."

She was leaning toward him, wide-eyed.

"Can you keep a secret?"

"Uh-huh," she breathed.

"This is a secret place. We all depend on that; we keep
each other safe. No one must ever learn of it."

"I wouldn't tell, Vincent. Honest!"

"Not even if somebody caught you, Above?" He didn't want to
frighten her, but it was their particular nightmare - the idea
that one of the tunnel children might stumble into Topsider
hands. It was against this very- possibility that the young ones
were supposed to go only in twos and threes, to guard against one
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I
of them disappearing, unwitnessed. Little rogues like Kipper
thought they could take care of themselves , and required a close
eye; the rest were grateful for the rules of safety. •

"Nobody catches me," she boasted.

"Someone might." ' |

"You didn't. " _

"No," he granted her, masking his amusement with sternness.
"But if you stay, you must promise. And you must never, ever
tell."

"I won't, Vincent."

I
I

That night, Naomi dreamed again.

And Mary, who'd generously taken Vincent's place by her |
bedside, was startled from a doze by penny-whistle shrieks
echoing through the chamber. •

"Child, child - " She gathered up the little girl, ending
her struggle with the bedclothes; but the moment Naomi realized
it wasn't Vincent's voice in her ear or his arms around her, she I
began to sob his name broken-heartedly. •

"There there, child, I know - but he told you he was going •
to visit Catherine, I know he did..." Mary rocked her, |
fruitlessly. "Hush, it's all right now, it was just a dream -
Oh, Vincent, thank goodness you're back."

Naomi felt herself lifted up; a familiar warmth enveloped
her. She clung to his neck, trembling, her fingers knotted in
his hair.

"I'll warm some milk," she heard Mary whisper.

"Thank you." He settled into the chair she'd vacated,
cradling the child in his arras. "Naomi?" he murmured, after a
time.

"It was him again," she whimpered, into his shoulder.

"I know."

Him! "
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"Tell me."

"He was hitting her and hitting her." The words rushed out.
A dreara, he wondered or a memory? Or both? "She was bleeding!"

"Your mother?"

"Then he put his hands on her neck."

"He did?" Vincent had to fight to keep his voice level.

"She was - coughing." The child pulled away a little,
knuckling her eyes fiercely.

"And then?"

"Then... she stopped." Naomi sat very still. She stopped.
Vincent seemed to hear the words echo through the chamber. Did
she realize what she'd seen? Could she know?

He wrapped his arms more warmly about her. "What happened
after that?"

"He looked at me. " She shuddered all over. "I runned
away." She'd gone out the livingroom window and down the fire
escape, almost falling in her terror. The metallic clatter of
his pursuit still rang in her memory. But she'd left Mama alone
with him, left her to -

"And now you dreara about him, chasing you?"

"He does chase me," she said. "Up there."

A chill rage swept through him. Of course, if she were a
witness - ! "Who is he?" he asked. "Will you tell me? Is he
your father?"

She shook her head. "Rick."

"Rick. I see. Did he live there with you?"

"Sometimes. Most times."

"And was he the one who... hurt you?"

The bright head nodded against his chest.

Vincent said, "He won't hurt you any more, Naomi. I
promise."
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I
"Her mother is dead. Murdered in their apartment, last «

April," Catherine said softly.

"Strangled?" I

Catherine nodded, confirming Vincent's worst fears. "And _
beaten." The murmur of the nearby Falls softened her words only I
a little.

Vincent gazed out over the lake that stretched below their I
mossy promontory - a place that had become, over time, very I
special to them. "I had hoped..." he began, but did not finish
the thought. •

He'd told Catherine as much of Naomi's story as the child
had revealed to him the night before; and it had dovetailed with _
the information in the file ferreted out by Catherine's contact I
in Social Services.

"Her mother's name was Lydia Foster. She was just twenty- I
two, unemployed and on welfare. There was a history of child- I
neglect; she used to leave Naomi alone for hours, days, at a
time. The child was apprehended several times, shoplifting food •
to eat. There have been half a dozen similar complaints from |
neighborhood shopkeepers, since then - about a child of her
description - and the police have pursued her on foot at least
twice, unsuccessfully." They exchanged wry glances. This would •
remain between them; wanted "criminals" were not, of course, •
allowed to find refuge in the tunnels! "During the past two
years there were also several reports of abuse of both the mother •
and the child. The mother blamed her live-in boyfriend, and the |
neighbors - those who'd talk to the authorities at all - seemed
to verify that... although they also suspected a drug problem." •

"Were there any other relatives?"

"None known." She moved nearer, placing her hand over his I
much larger one, feeling the soft gingery hair against her palm. B
"Will you tell her?"

I
Catherine nodded; for she had never known the people of his _

world to deceive the youngsters in their care. I

"But... perhaps not at once," he went on. He would have to
speak to.Father about such a decision, of course, but felt 8
instinctively that it was right. The violence of the child's one I
denial - My Mama's alive! She's alive!, she'd cried - told him
that she at least suspected the truth... but he also sensed her •
unreadiness to withstand such a blow before having a chance to g
anchor herself more securely in her new home.

"We must," Vincent said heavily.
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The time would certainly come, and soon enough. Then
discovery and denial, grief and healing could begin to follow
their natural course.

Vincent realized that Catherine was watching him with the
kind of grave, courteous curiosity which would, he knew, be
perfectly accepting should he decide to keep his own counsel.
Instead he willingly explained his thoughts' progression; wanting
to share, and needing her response.

"The quality of mercy," she murmured in agreement, knowing
he'd finish the thought.

"Yes," he said, "although I can conceive of no words that
might serve to soften such news."

She cocked her head, surprised. "It will be all right,
Vincent. You couldn't be anything but gentle."

He turned his face back toward the Falls, obviously
flustered; and mildy, inoffensively, disengaged his hand from
hers. Both of them knew well the less-than-gentle side of his
nature; the bursts of incredible violence that answered any
threat to her life - or the lives of anyone he loved; the savage
strength that left evil men dead in its wake.

Catherine relinquished his hand unwillingly, and felt the
loss. Her fingers closed as though to retain that fleeting
warmth.

"The 'boyfriend,'" he said neutrally. "This 'Rick' she told
me about?"

"Yes," she sighed. Back to business. "Rick Corbin. He has
a record. Burglary, assault, drug involvement - more arrests
than convictions, I'm afraid. He was the prime suspect in
Lydia's murder, but no one had seen him in the building that
night and he came up with witnesses to place him elsewhere at the
time."

"We have another sort of witness," Vincent said grimly.

"You're sure she saw the murder?"

He was.

"She was seen watching from the crowd when they carried her
mother out," Catherine went on, "but disappeared before anyone
could catch her. Police and Social Services looked for her for
months - they kept getting reports that she'd been seen in the
area. But apparently she's something of an escape artist.
Finally they gave up."
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She had no answer.

still - ?"

once?"

I
"How could they give up?" Vincent fumed. "How could they |

leave a little child to roam the streets of this city? Had they
no conscience?"

I
"And this man, who she says still pursues her," he I

continued. "What is to be done about him?" •

"Do you think... Naomi could testify against him?" •

Vincent turned to meet her eyes. "I don't think we can
expect that of her," he said. "I don't believe she's truly _
confronted the fact of her mother's death." I

"But if she saw...?"

"The mind sometimes believes what it needs to believe. She I
knows this man hurt her mother; she saw her fall. But he'd hurt
them both, before. Why should this time have been so . •
different?... It may have been this very hope that kept her I
alive, all those months alone."

"Do you mean that she really might believe her mother is •
_ ?- •

I
"It may be something she never put into words before having

to defend it to me," he mused, his eyes inexpressibly sad.
"Children aren't logical. Her mother, alive, may only have been
a vague belief, a formless hope rising between her and the •
turmoil of her memories." •

"And if she decides to act on that belief?"

He turned to look at her. "What do you mean?" I

"Vincent - she told you Corbin has chased her. More than I
"It seemed so," he replied. _

"Once - that could be coincidence. He might have seen her *
hanging around the neighborhood. I could understand that. But
more than once - she had to have gone back, Vincent." I

His eyes widened at the picture she was painting.

She'went on, "And if she truly believes that her mother is |
still alive, might't she try to go back Above? To find her?"

He was obviously taken aback. "I hadn't thought... But
she's given no sign."
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"And she doesn't know any of the ways out, does she?"

He shook his head, willing to be reassured. "She hasn't
left my chamber. Father didn't want her to learn too much of our
world, in case she had to return Above to live."

To return Above. "Vincent... if she does eventually accept
her mother's death, and reconciles those memories, it's possible
that my office could take action."

Vincent seemed to have been awaiting this suggestion. "And
if she were to enter your criminal justice system as a witness,
what would happen to her?" Making the child's existence public,
and official, had its own dangers. She would surely not be
allowed to remain in the tunnels.

Catherine endeavored to approach the question honestly.
"She would become a ward of Social Services. They might even be
able to find her a foster home."

With strangers, he thought. "And if not?"

"Then... there are institutions."

He threw back his head, his whole posture one of rejection.
"And in court," he went on relentlessly, "she would have to
confront this man?"

"That would be almost inevitable," Catherine said gravely.
"We might be able to arrange remote videotaped testimony, as we
can now in cases of sexual abuse, but I couldn't guarantee..."
After a moment she shook her head. "It can't be done, can it."
It wasn't even a question.

He looked off again angrily, helplessly, toward the Falls.
"Aside from the fact that Father would never allow it... she is
too fragile, Catherine. Too damaged. Even now she hardly dares
speak of it. Even to me, in the safety of my chamber. As though
death and violence could follow her into our world as well."

"Then, Vincent," she said sadly, "there is nothing to be
done. "

"And a murderer goes free." His tone was bitter.

"Vincent." She placed a small, remonstrative hand on his
forearm. "The news isn't good, I know. I... don't know what you
expected.. But in the end it means she can stay here. We can
rejoice in that at least, can't we?"

He turned and looked down into her blue-green eyes, bemused.

She went on, "No one is unhappier about a criminal getting
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away than I am - you know that. And we'll work on it. But Naomi
is free of all that now. She's among friends, here in a place
where true healing can begin. Do you think that could have
happened, Above?"

"Thank you," he murmured, feeling the warmth of her fingers
through the sleeve of his sweater. Thinking, How beautifully you
light my way.
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Eleven

"Would you like to get dressed today?" he asked, after
breakfast.

Naomi eyed the pile of neatly folded clothing in his hands.
Getting dressed - that was a change. She was suspicious of
change.

Vincent helped her out of the nightgown and into the
handstitched underthings, the heavy stockings, the cream-colored
undersweater and brown pullover dress. "These used to belong to
a little girl named Samantha," he told her. "You may want to
thank her later." And much to her surprise he put a pair of soft
leather high-top shoes on her feet.

She was going to see another child later? Wearing clothes
and shoes? Her eyes searched his face with trepidation.

"Don't worry," he said, setting her on her feet. "There are
some people who want to meet you this morning, that's all."

"The Council?"

"They'll be there," he nodded. "And others as well." He'd
known about it since yesterday, when the Council had met to
discuss the records Catherine had brought them; but had thought
it best not to worry the child with it until now. And sure
enough, as he began to brush her hair, he could sense tension
building.

"Vincent?"

"It's all right," he said. "I'll be there. And Father, and
Mary."

"Will Catherine be there?" she asked unexpectedly.
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"Later, perhaps." He was surprised. "Would you like that?"

She nodded.

Satisfied, he set the brush aside. "Shall we go?" And
standing, he reached down to pick her up.

"I can walk," she said defensively.

"Of course." But when he put out his hand, her own tiny one
disappeared into it quickly enough.

She could walk, it was true; but before they'd advanced very
far along the corridor - which she'd no more than glimpsed before
- her nerve began to fail and her feet to drag. When she'd
slowed enough to pull him almost to a stop, Vincent turned and
looked down on her bowed head. "Do you need to stop for a
minute?" When she didn't answer he let go her hand and sank down
onto his heels.

"Naomi, this is a good thing, I promise you."

"What if they don't like me?"

"They will. They've gathered together to welcome you,
that's all." He knew what she could not, of course - that once
her history was known, the Council's decision had been all but
automatic. Who among them could have denied a child in such
straits? But had the decision gone against taking her into the
fold they would never have put her through the ordeal of a
meeting, only to dash her hopes. She would simply have been
delivered, as quietly and untraumatically as possible, to the
proper "authorities" in the world Above. Falling asleep in his
chamber one night, she would have awakened in the home of a
Helper.

Would she ever have allowed herself to be convinced that
this place - and he - had been no more than a dream, he wondered?

"The decision is made," he said softly,
now. No one can take you away."

"Really?"

"Yes, really," he said. "All right?"
stood up, and put out his hand once more.

"You're one of us

When she nodded he

He led her, not to the Great Hall where the common meetings
were held, but to Father's library chamber. To Naomi's eyes it
seemed to be filled with books and people, although in truth the
latter numbered hardly more than a dozen. And all of them,
adults and children alike, sat or stood at patient attention,
their eyes on her. She might have backpedaled right out the door
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again, had Vincent not paused directly behind her.

"Ah, Naomi." Father leaned forward in his big chair,
looking over his spectacles at her. "Don't be frightened,
child."

But she was, a little. He looked so seri'ous - he looked
like God.

"Do you still wish to stay here with us?"

She found her voice. "Uh-huh."

"Then I've called some of our friends together to welcome
you to your new home. In a moment, they can all introduce
themselves. But first... Has Vincent told you some of our
rules?"

"I can keep a secret," she said quickly.

"That's very good," he smiled (much to her relief). "But
there are other things you must promise too."

More promise-stuff! "What if..."

"Yes? What if?"

"I - I don't know the rules," she blurted.

"We're all here to teach you." His hand swept over the
room. "Every one of us. Some were born here. Others came as
strangers, as you have; and stayed. We are a family. And now we
are your family. You have a place in our world."

"Forever?"

"Yes," he said, "forever." And yet he knew she didn't
really understand. Newcomers - even the adults - always felt for
a time that they were living on others" sufferance; and expected,
at their first mistake, to find themselves cast out again into
the world. Their own worthiness - of acceptance, of inclusion -
was the first lesson, and the hardest. "Now, our most important
rule," he went on, "is that you give help and comfort to those
who need it." He waited to see her nod. "And accept help and
comfort when you need it." He'd spoken thus to dozens of child-
arrivals in the decades since beginning this society.

"Like when I was sick?"

"Yes, exactly so," he said warmly. "All right?"

"Okay."
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"Then, Naomi, I welcome you on behalf of us all." So *

saying, he reached out and, to her astonishment, took her face
between his hands; drew her forward, and kissed her gently on the H
forehead. •

Her eyes and mouth were equally round with surprise when she •
stepped back. ' |

"We welcome this child with love," he intoned, "that she m

may learn to love." This was, had she but known it, part of the I
"naming ceremony" used to celebrate the birth of a child among ™
them. "And we welcome this child with gifts, that she may be
able to give." At his signal two young people, their arms piled •
high, separated themselves from the rest. |

Naomi retreated at their approach and Vincent felt her •»
small, confiding weight against his leg. I

"Hi. I'm Geoffrey," said the soft-spoken ten-year old.
"These are for you." He seemed to understand her shyness; and at •
her feet he laid his folded stack of clothing," bright-sewn •
pillowslips, and a worn hardcover book with a bear on the front.
"The book's from me," he whispered. •

The young woman - hardly more than a girl herself - who took
his place knelt down to put herself on a level with the child. _
Her light long hair was tied back; and her eyes, sparkling, I
canted slightly over her high cheekbones. "Pretty scary, huh?" *

Naomi nodded, fascinated in spite of herself. I
"I thought so, too, at first." She deposited her

contribution beside Geoffrey's. "My name is Jamie. I'm going to •
be one of your big sisters, sort of. Father says... you've been J
hurt." She stuck out her strong, impetuous chin. "That's not
going to happen again - not while I'm around." _

When she'd swaggered back to her place, others stepped •
forward to introduce themselves. Sarah, a tall square-faced
woman; Rebecca, with her curly red hair; elderly, bright-eyed •
Edwin. Then a young man with large soft eyes and bowl-cut yellow |
hair - "I'm Mouse," he said.

"I know him!" She turned and tugged urgently at Vincent's
hand. "He chased me in the alley!"

"Only trying to help," Mouse muttered, his face reddening,
causing a ripple of amusement throughout the room.

She was still scowling at him suspiciously when a very large
and light-bearded man cleared his throat. "My name is William."

"William cooks for us," Father told her. "He made all your
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meals while you were ill."

She considered this, her head tilted. "You make good soup,1
she said finally.

"And you eat a great deal." Then, just as gruffly, "Thank
you. "

When the introductions were finished Father said, "Tomorrow
you may go to the schoolroom with the other children. But for
now, I think it's time you saw some of our world. The tunnels
are more extensive than you've probably imagined, and it would
hardly do to let you get lost on your first day out..."

It was Vincent himself who led her into the Great Hall,
where Winterfest and all their major celebrations were held.

"Winterfest?" she asked.

"Yes... soon now, at Christmas-time. Imagine this room lit
by a thousand candles." He gestured over the dim cathedral-like
hollow. "There'll be music, and singing, and dancing." On such
a night, he and Catherine had danced here for the first time.

Then on to the Painted Tunnels, where a deceptively frail
old Elizabeth greeted them with delight and showed Naomi the
history she'd recorded on smooth curved walls. "Is that Vincent
as a little baby?" the child whispered, looking first at the
small painted wide-eyed face peering out from someone's arms - a
young, dark-bearded Father? - and then back at the tall figure
lagging behind them.

He took her to the Whispering Gallery, where all the voices
of the city seemed to murmur to one another, and carried her
securely over the narrow footbridge that spanned its bottomless
depth.

"When you're a little older," he promised, "I'll take you
below to see the crystal caves." Their world offered nothing
more beautiful than these caverns, only recently discovered,
where living rock grew out of the walls like rainbow coral, lit
from above - and beneath, and behind - by the naturally occurring
bacteria and phosphorous of such deep places. "The city Above
has nothing to compare with it. "

"Why not now?" she demanded.

"It's a very long way," he said. "You'll be tired out."
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"But someday?" *

"Someday soon." I

"You promise?" she pressed him.

111 promise . " ' I

Then on to the Chamber of the Winds, that snatched away her —

questions only to throw them back into her own mouth. •
There were tiers of backlit doorways - •
chambers? tunnels? - rising far above
their heads and the wind seemed to
come from all of them, from every-
where. Vincent paused on the wide
descending stair to lift her up,
thinking she might be frightened
(or blown away)... but she
laughed into the tempest as it ^̂ ^̂ ^̂ ^ ^̂ ^̂ ^̂ ^̂ ^̂
whipped his long hair about her Ĥ V ̂ ^ m( 1
face. L̂  In •

The Mirror Pool. "We'll come
back here again soon, when it's
dark," he said, as she crouched by
its glasslike surface and watched
cottony clouds chase each other over
a blue sky. I'll show you the stars."

She looked up at the vaulted "roof," • • •
where the shadows masked the existence of a | B I
"chimney-hole." She touched the water, scattering
ripples through heaven. "How?" m

"Mouse," he said simply. "A series of reflectors, •
magnifiers, prisms... up there. None of us really believed it
was possible, and he wouldn't let us see until he'd finished." •
The people had gathered here, on the bank where they now stood, I
in astonishment and awe. And Mouse - well, no one had ever seen
the boy so proud, to be able to give something back. Something •
special, something nobody else could've done... £

Naomi scowled. She still had certain suspicions regarding
this Mouse. I

Vincent took her then to Catherine's promontory overlooking
the lake, where a series of underground rivers emerged as great •
falls, opposite, and the vista seemed endless. "There are warm |
springs there, below the falls," he told her. "That's where the
children come to swim." •

He did not take her below, to Narcissa the witch (although
he was certain the other children would waste no time filling her
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in on the local legends); or to the Tombs. They did visit the
edge of the Abyss; and the ledge overlooking the geometric
confusion of stairs and bridges and portals that was the
exterior, visible portion of the Maze. "Never come to these
places alone," he said.

Their last stop (for, to her surprise, it' was nearly dinner-
time) was the Master Pipechamber. Vincent put her down in the
doorway and she stood staring, her eyes darting over the spidery
network of pipes - steel and copper, lead and brass - that
crawled through every opening to cover almost every square foot
of the walls. The air around then seemed to vibrate with the
tap-tap-tapping she'd been hearing since her first waking moment
Below. The ringing tones of the bigger pipes underscored, rather
than drowned out, the tinny-distant tattoo of the smaller ones.

Naomi turned excitedly. "Is this where it comes from?"

The special acoustics of this chamber caused her voice to
swell and carry; and at the far end a thin, balding man turned,
put down a long wrench, and came forward to greet them.

"So, Vincent, this is Naomi?" He put out his hand. "Hello.
I'm Pascal."

"Pascal was born here," Vincent put in, as the child gravely
shook hands. "As was his father before him. Building this
system of communication was a lifetime's work."

"Not finished yet," Pascal smiled.

"Is this where all the tapping comes from?" Naomi demanded.

"Some of it does," he told her, "but all of it comes back
here, one way or another. Every 'live' pipe in the system begins
or ends right here."

"Do you understand it all?"

"Yes."

"Does everybody?"

"Well... not exactly." Pleased with her curiosity, he
knelt. "See, the codes have changed over the years. Sometimes
the way to say something was too long or involved, so we found a
way to shorten it." Shorthanding the system, making
communication less complicated and cumbersome, had been his
father's inspiration and Pascal's life's work. Now all the
tunnel-dwellers understood the basics of the present-day code.
Names, emergency signal-s, everyday messages... Some were
extraordinarily skilled, even adept. But few had applied
themselves enough to trace it back through the original Morse
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derivatives. "Some things - places, or people - have special
codes."

She crouched and felt about her feet for a sharp-edged |
stone.

"What are you doing?" Vincent asked. , •

Standing, she reached for the nearest pipe and rapped
briefly, hesitantly, watching Pascal as she did so. fl

"What's that?"

Shyly, she pointed at Vincent. I

Pascal blinked. "She's right," he breathed, staring up at
his friend. "It took me a minute, because she's only got the •
first half. But that's you, all right. May I?" And taking the •
rock, he quickly beat out the remainder, his large eyes intent on
hers. "That's the rest." •

"Naomi," Vincent began, kneeling too, "how did you learn
this? Did Father teach you, or Mary?" •

"No." •

"Then, how...?" •

"It was just, whenever you had to go 'cause somebody wanted
you. You said pretty soon I'd understand it." She was surprised •
by their surprise. Hadn't she spent almost two weeks in that I
quiet room, listening? "And anyway," she shrugged, "you didn't
have TV..."

I

The midmorning peace had been shattered by what sounded like
machine-gun fire. The young man started up from sleep swearing,
and accidentally kicked a bottle off the end of the couch. I

No - not gunfire. Somebody was knocking.

Running a hand back through dark oily hair, he glared at the g
clock. Not even noon yet. Who didn 't know better than to bother
him at this ungodly hour? _

It wasn't the cops - they'd be yelling, he knew fi-oia *
experience, or kicking the door in. And it wasn't the special
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knock reserved for his customers either.

"Who is it?" he called out, and winced. Jesus, he was hung
o ver!

No answer - but that knock, again.
t

Getting up, he tucked his undershirt into his Levis, crossed
the room and jei'ked the door open. "What1."

A trim young black woman Jumped with the shock.

"You deaf?" he demanded. "I asked who it is!"

Her eyes, behind owlish glasses, narrowed determinedly. "I
didn't come here to stand shouting in the hall. May 1 come in?"

"No, " he said bluntly.

She clutched a purse the size of a briefcase under one arm;
and some sort of paperwork, at which she glanced now, in her
other hand. "Are you Pi chard Cor bin?"

"Mho wants to know?"

"Rachel Burns, Child Social Services."

"Oh. " Rubbing yesterday's beard self-consciously, he wished
he'd had a little warning. He'd made a better impression the
first time around, right after the kid had disappeared. "I, uh,
I've had the flu. "

She nodded skeptically.

"What's this about?"

She cocked her head. "Naomi Foster?"

He hesitated. She was looking at him as though she expected
him to break down and cry or something. "Yeah, so?" he asked.
"What about her?"

Resisting the impulse to run from his breath, Burns studied
this good-looking, dirty young man who had eyes (her mother would
have said) no deeper than rain on a rock. She hadn't looked
forward to coming down here -it was a dangerous area - but felt
it her responsibility to follow up on every file assigned to her.
Her supervisor, on querying the Foster file this week, had gone
out of her way to tell her not to waste time investigating the
new sighting. But Burns had decided that this file, and this
child, had been swept under the rug too long. Burns took her Job
very seriously. Burns had a conscience.
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She said, "Apparently the child has been sighted again. "

Here, in the neighborhood. "

His eyes widened. "You mean she's still alive?" He'd |
thought she was going to say they'd found a body. He guessed he
was the closest, thing to a next-of-kin. m

1"That seems to surprise you. "

I"Lady, it's winter out there!"

"That's Ms. Burns, " she said primly. "Actually, the
weather's been pretty mild, up until now. Maybe she found a •
place to stay, somebody willing to take her in. She hasn 't come |
back here?"

He scowled. "Why would she?" I

"Mr. Corbin, she lived here with here mother for several
years. It's probably the only home she remembers. " •

"You got a file, right? Read it. Her mother's dead. "

"I know that Mr. Corbin. " She kept a tight rein on her I
temper. "But you lived here, too, for over a year before Lydia
Foster was killed, didn 't you?"

"Off and on, " he shrugged. "The police know. " B

"Well, if the child came back looking - " •

"She hasn't been up here, lady. Who says they saw her?"

"I'm sorry. I'm not free to - " I

He plucked the paper from her fingers.

"Hey! " she protested. I

Fending her off easily with an elbow, he scanned the page. m
Who'd reported it? A Catherine Chandler. Who the hell - ? What |
was she doing, Just dz-iving by? The narrative only said she'd
observed a child of Nomie's description, and called it in. So
somebody'd put two and two together and got a name, that's all. I

Then his breath caught in his throat, as he caught sight of
the block marked Witness Employment. Jesus, this Chandler worked •
for the District Attorney's Office! Why would the D.A. be |
sticking its nose into a runaway-kid case?

"Mr. Corbin, give me that report!" Snatching it back, she •
retreated an indignant step and fumbled with the clasp on her
purse, thrusting the paper into this cavernous haven. "It is
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completely contrary to procedure to allow -

-"Aw, come on, lady. " He assumed an air of injured
innocence. "I worry about the kid - I was practically a father
to her, you know? I was just trying to see if there was anything'
important you wei-en "t telling me. " t

When she'd flounced away down the hall he deadbolted the
door and stood behind it, fuming. Maybe she'd get that big-assed
purse ripped off on the way back to her car. Serve the skinny
bitch right.

Now just where the hell was this thing going - and what was
he going to do about it?... First he'd check out this Chandler
woman. Maybe hei' 2'epoi't was what it seemed, and maybe not.

Then he'd have to start actively looking for the kid again.
What had Miz Burns said? "Maybe she found a place to stay.

Su2*e as hell better not be anybody he knew - or anybody who
knew he'd been 0/2 the lookout!

He slammed his hand into the peeling doorjamb,
should've finished her by now!

The weather

What stranger in this city would be dumb enough to take in
another worthless mouth?

Catherine nudged Vincent; cocked her head toward the little
girl now dozing against her arm. She shifted her weight a little
to make the child more comfortable.
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"She's had a long day," Vincent whispered, careful not to •

disturb the other listeners seated around them.

It was Father's time with the children, an hour of talk and |
storytelling before their bedtime - not that an adult or two
didn't usually "happen by" for it as well... m

But tonight Father's soft voice, reciting part of "Idylls of
the King" from memory, had been just the lullabye needed to put
an overtired Naomi to sleep. I

When the group broke up for the evening - the adults to
their respective pursuits, the children to the nursery or their •
families' quarters - Catherine, cradling her slumbering burden, |
accompanied Vincent back to his chamber.

"Let me," she whispered, and deftly began undressing the I
little one for bed. Naomi muttered fitfully and then subsided,
never even opening her eyes.

"Strange how soundly they sleep," Catherine smiled, "when I
they know they're safe."

Vincent watched her slip the nightgown over that tousled |
bright head; easing small rubbery arms into their proper places,
supporting her tenderly in the crook of one arm as she worked. _
It was a strangely domestic scene, unexpectedly affecting. "You I
do that well," he murmured. •

"I don't get to do it often enough." Finishing, she lifted •
Naomi once more as Vincent pulled back the coverlet, then laid |
her down and watched him cover her. She noticed the gentleness
of his great hands as he did so. m

"This is Naomi's last night in here," he said, settling
carefully on the edge of the bed, offering her the chair. "She
doesn't know it yet, but tomorrow we'll move her over to the I
nursery." •

"She won't like that."

He raised a curious brow.

"J wouldn't," Catherine smiled. •

"Perhaps not," he answered - his eyes, unexpectedly,
twinkling. "But it's past time she became accustomed to the I
other children, and her new home." I

"Mouse told me you showed her some of it today." •

"He followed us a little of the way. He's quite taken with
her, I'm afraid."

I
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She saw his mouth quirk. "And that's funny?"

"She remembered him. He'd attempted to 'rescue' her from an
alley one night. An unfortunate first impression."

"Poor Mouse," Catherine chuckled. Then, "What did she like
best - the Mirror Pool? Elizabeth's paintings?"

"The Main Pipechamber, oddly enough."

"You're kidding."

"Not at all. She was very excited to discover the source of
the tapping. And Pascal himself was quite impressed."

"How do you mean?"

"Somehow, during her convalescence, she'd already begun
teaching herself the code for my name."

"Pascal must've been thrilled," she said; recognizing the
man's single, and singular, passion.

"The feeling is mutual, I suspect. He says she's got 'the
ear,' and he's already asked Father if he can give her special
tutoring." He paused as the child stirred in the midst of some
benign dream. "She asked for you this morning."

"Did she? I've only been down to see her a few times."

"Still, there's already a special feeling. All the children
share it." Vincent glanced up, suddenly alert. "What is it?
What are you thinking?"

"Oh," she sighed, "so many things."

"Tell me."

"I've wondered what it must be like to grow up here. It's
such a magical place."

"And?" he prompted.

"And... there's a little envy too, I think." Her gaze fell.
"To be here all the time, as she is. Receiving your care, and
your love, every day." To be surrounded by it, at long last.

"You taught me not to be ashamed of that kind of envy," he
said. All of those feeling's come from love, she'd told him.
They are the other side of it. He waited, watching as she
remembered. "As for tire rest..."

"Someday," she said softly.
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"Yes."

For it was her destiny, just now, to live as she did in two
worlds, Above and Below. You're a woman of both worlds, he'd •
once insisted, granting her the time - and the freedom - she •
needed to make some kind of peace with her divided existence.
Knowing that this would happen, eventually. •

"But this isn't all you're feeling," he said. More than a
guess. . _

"No." For tonight the dream had a special poignancy. She'd ™
put the child to bed, conscious of Vincent's attention; and for a
moment the illusion had been complete... and bittersweet. The •
three of them together. She and Vincent, and. . . I

And, someday? •

But this cut too close to the heart of their dream and their
dilemma. He knew; he must, he always did; and Catherine felt no _
need to speak of it further. . •

Meanwhile, this will he our child... as they are all our
chi1dren. •

They shared a candlelit and companionable silence
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Twelve

The next day, Naomi's first in the schoolroom, was a fiasco.

She arrived late at the door, barely recovered from the upset
of learning of her impending move to the nursery. She was wary
of the other children and stayed to the walls and corners,
obviously defensive and uncertain.

111 should have realized she'd feel threatened," Father fumed
later. "Street-children have no friends."

So that when Geoffrey, with the best of intentions, came up to
say hello, Naomi had quick as a flash snatched the apple he was
offering, punched him in the chest and knocked him flat on his
back.

"Naomi, how could you!" Father had scolded in the ensuing
excitement, rushing to the boy's aid. He'd only taken Mary's
place for an hour or so - and what a thing to have happen!

When he glanced up from wiping Geoffrey's tears, Naomi was
nowhere in sight.

"She ran out, Father," Samantha told him worriedly. "I think
she was crying."

Vincent found her, not long after, hiding at the foot of the
Serpentine. "Naomi," he called -- sensing, more than hearing, her
presence below as he stood at the top of that spiral stair.
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"Go 'way, Vincent!" It was a voice full of anger and tears.

He began an almost soundless descent. "It's all right," he
said mildly, his voice echoing before him. "Father called me."

She heard his footsteps, softly, on the metal. "No!"

"Don't be afraid." He was near the bottom now and he paused,
sharp eyes probing the gloom. "Tell me what's the matter."

"I want to get out!"

"No," he murmured, "you don't." The way out was up and she'd
gone down, down just as far as she could. He could just see her
now, pressed back into the deep shadows beneath the stair. Faint
light glinted in-her hair. He moved nearer the base himself, and
sank slowly to a sitting position where she could see him
clearly. "I'm here," he said. "I won't go away."

She began to cry.

"What happened?" he asked again.

"Everybody hates me!"

"No one hates you."

"I don't care," she sobbed. "They can send me away if they
want to!"

"No one wants to send you away."

"I don't want to stay here anyway!"

"I don't think that's true," he said patiently, "do you?" He
waited for her to quiet a little. "I think it was a new
situation; and I think you were frightened. It's all right to be
frightened."

"Everybody's mad - You're mad!"

"No, I'm not."

"Father is!"

"Perhajps he was, a little," Vincent granted. "For a moment.
When you hit Geoffrey." I was sharp with her, Vincent, Father had
told him ruefully. She caught me completely by surprise. "Then
he realized you were afraid, but you'd already run away. He
wouldn't have punished you." He leaned forward. "There's a
chill down here. You'll catch cold again."
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"I don't care," she quavered. "I'm bad."

"Who told you that?"

"Everybody, " she said fiercely.

"Here?"

She was still for a long moment, sniffling into the dark. "Up
there."

"You're not bad," he said positively, easing down a couple of
steps.

"Stay away!"

"Naomi," he said, "no one is angry. No one will punish you,
or send you away. What are you afraid of?" He could see her
more clearly now, pressed back against the dank stone. He
whispered, "Me?"

"No," she said, but it was almost a question. And he thought
- Of course. It wasn't rejection she feared or even his anger,
but his Jove. For hadn't all the pain and terror in her brief
life come from those she'd loved? What was she doing now, except
fending off that hurt before it could strike again?

He let out a long breath. "I love you, Naomi."

"No," she wept, as though no one ever could.

"What must I do to convince you?" he asked - and at her
silence, knew. Resolutely, he stood up.

She shrank back against the rough wall, gasping with fright as
he stepped forward.

But he came straight on; leaned down and picked her up despite
her struggles. There he held her till her weeping ceased; held
her till he'd made her warm again.

A subdued and thoughtful Naomi, her face freshly washed, was
returned to the schoolroom in the hour before class broke up for
the day. Mary was there, and (having been told of the incident)
welcomed the child, then went back to reading a story aloud. The
children looked at Naomi but their eyes weren't hard or cutting,
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Ias she'd expected.

And afterwards, the boy named Geoffrey came up to her. •

At his approach, her fists clenched instinctively - and
noticing this, he stopped just short of arm's reach. "I'm sorry «
I scared you before," he said, in his soft voice. I

Naomi stared at his feet. What was he apologising to her for?
She didn't understand, but maybe it meant she didn't have to be I
afraid of him. He had nice brown eyes... Her hands relaxed at •
her sides.

"Father said..." He hesitated. "Father said you're an orphan |
too. "

She shrugged. She didn't know what that was. •

"Like me," he went on. "So, I understand. It's okay if
you're scared sometimes. But pretty soon you won't be, so much,
any more."

She felt a lump in her pocket. And remembered. Digging in, •
she pulled out the apple she'd stolen; and lifting her eyes to •
his for the first time, she offered it back to him.

"You don't have to," he said. "I was gonna give it to you I
anyway." •

Stubbornly, she stuck out her hand. •

Geoffrey smiled. "Okay." And took the now somewhat-battered
fruit, for he was a boy of kind heart and rare perceptions. She •
hadn't said she was sorry - but what was the difference. "C'mon. I
We'll go see William in the kitchen, and get you one of your *
own. "

And they did.

I

I

I

I

I

I

I
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Thirteen

"She refuses to live with the other children," said Father,
troubled, to Vincent. His voice was low, so as not to waken the
child curled up in one corner of the bed. Vincent had covered
her with his cloak against the morning chill.

"It isn't that she refuses," Vincent replied. "It's
something else. Too much too fast, perhaps."

Three nights ago, believing.her fully recovered, they'd
moved her to the nursery to join the other orphaned children
under Mary's care. Naomi, her eyes round and uncertain, had
promised to stay - but had awakened them all later with her
nightmare's screams.

And each morning revealed her, fast asleep, on the worn and
faded Persian carpet beside Vincent's bed. No one ever saw her
slip out of the nursery; she seemed to remember nothing of it
later; and Vincent himself, amazingly, neither sensed nor heard
her entering his chamber.

She would listen solemnly to his entreaties (for he hadn't
the heart to scold) and go back with Mary, dragging her feet...
but climbing out of his bed this morning, he'd once again almost
squashed her underfoot.

"Whatever it is, it can't be allowed to continue," Father
said, sotto voce. "She'll catch her death - again - creeping
round these tunnels at night."

"She's wary of the other children." Vincent shook his head.

"She fights them."

"She's afraid. S-he's been too alone. No one has ever shown
her kindness, or friendship, before."
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"Until you did," Father said astutely. "Sleep-walking or
no, she doesn't just run... away. She runs to you. She's very
much attached to you."

"And I, to her."

"It's you she needs, Vincent. She's made her decision.
And," he smiled, "I can't say that I blame her. But she's such a
wild little soul."

"She's strong. We knew that; it's part of what kept her
alive."

"And however abused or neglected she may have been," Father
went on thoughtfully, "she was also used to total freedom - of a
sort. She knows nothing of rules, curfews, expectations..."

"It will be a difficult adjustment for her," Vincent agreed.

"And yet she cries out for structure and discipline - for a
family. It may be her love for you that finally draws her into
the fold."

"Or... mine, for her," the other mused.

The little storeroom near Vincent's chamber was cleared of
books, memorabilia, trunks of old clothing; a small cot and chest
and shelves put in, and candles lit in niches in the walls.

"This is your chamber," Vincent said, leading her by the
hand. He sat down on a corner of the patchwork quilt. "We chose
it, because it's close to mine. Do you like it?"

Overwhelmed, she nodded, her eyes darting everywhere. She
wasn't supposed to stay in the nursery any more?... But here were
her things, her clothes neatly folded, and her book with the bear
on the cover.

"Do you think you could sleep here?"

An uncertain shrug.

"Will you try?"

If he asked her, she'd try anything- She drifted nearer;
her little warm hand came to rest upon his knee. "But what
if..."
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"What if you're sick, or you have a bad dream? I'll be near
- just down the corridor. If you call, or I hear you cry out,
I'll come. I promise. Or you can come in and wake me."

"But no more sleeping on the floor, young lady," Father said
sternly from the door. "We don't want you becoming ill all over
again."

She backed cautiously into the circle of Vincent's arm.

The older man came in and sat down in the chair opposite,
leaning toward her with both hands atop his stick. "You're part
of us now, child. This is your home. No one can take it from
you. Do you understand?" His words were plain enough; but could
she, now, even begin to comprehend concepts of home, place,
permanence? Her continuing nightmares spoke clearly of the fears
that yet haunted her - even if the child herself still refused to
acknowledge some of them. "We'll do everything we can to make
you happy. But as one of us, there are certain things we'll
expect of you, too."

"What?" she said bravely, earning a squeeze from Vincent.

"You'll go to the classroom-chamber every day." His voice
was kind, but firm. "And you'll try as hard as you can, won't
you, to learn to get along with the other children? To share,
and play, and help?"

She stuck out her chin. "Yes." She could do that. She
could do anything, if it meant being allowed to stay. And if she
were just good enough maybe they would keep her.

But having been granted a chamber of her own, it seemed
suddenly that Naomi was seldom in it. Given her freedom at last,
she made up for the long sickroom days by attempting to explore
every inch of the tunnels and caverns that made up their world.
She rarely missed her morning-hour with Pascal, learning the
pipes - but where this was a routine necessity to some, Naomi
found a kind of adventure in puzzling out the codes and trying to
remember-(or guess) the source of each message.

But her promises to Father frequently forgotten, she was as
often out of the classroom-chamber as in it. With dismaying
frequency she went off and lost herself in the labyrinth of
tunnels, perfectly confident that in the end, Vincent would come
and find her again - for she loved him with a devotion all out of
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I
proportion to the size of her. ™

Even playing hide 'n' seek with the other children had its •
problems - for in hiding, Naomi's intent Below was the same as it |
had been Above; not to be found. She had a genius for
concealment, and not even the shout that the game was over could •
bring her back into the open. So, because the-players never left B
any child behind unrecovered, Vincent was often called out in the
end to assist. "Naomi," he would call, his great voice
reverberating through tunnels and chambers, "come out. " And if B
she were within hearing she'd emerge giggling with triumph. B

But her truancies seemed calculated to irritate Father in •
particular, and were usually combined with some other unfortunate g
naughtiness as well.

"You never told me not to!" was oft-heard, mutinous defense B
when brought to justice. *

"I hardly thought you'd have to be told not to ink hand- B
prints all over the new ventilator blueprints !'•' Father fumed, B
taking back his purloined inkwell.

"She's testing you," Vincent smiled one day, when the older B
man had been driven to a particularly rigorous scolding and had
sent her to her chamber. It did seem that, freed from the threat —

of brutality and beatings for the first time in her life, the B
child had only to hear that a thing was forbidden, to make her ™
want to see just how forbidden it actually was. Even her
persistent shyness of Father proved no real deterrent. Like most B
street-kids she was waif and terrorist by turns and seemed hardly I
to know, herself, which would predominate at any given moment.

"She's testing everyone!" Father's eyes narrowed with B
teasing suspicion. "Are you certain she's not related to you in
some way - or to Devin?"

"Why do you ask?" Vincent said, his blue eyes dancing. B

"Certainly no other child has caused me such trouble as you •
two - until now!" Vincent and Devin, raised together as |
brothers, had seemed determined to squeeze the maximum amount of
mischief out of each and every day before they were content to
surrender to sleep.

Like the tomboyish Jamie, whom she worshipped from afar,
Naomi had early rejected the dresses and smocks worn by most of
the other little girls, preferring instead trousers, coveralls
and dungarees outgrown by the boys. Father was privately of the
opinion that this wardrobe only increased her propensity for
getting into trouble.

Now either he or Vincent was constantly being called upon to
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arbitrate her disputes, and smooth ruffled feathers among
children and adults alike.

When young Harry (who wished to shine in her eyes) said
something teasing, she struck him between the shoulder-blades so
hard that he couldn't catch his breath properly for several
minutes, and cried heartbrokenly in Mary's arms for a quarter of
an hour.

"What have you done now, child?" Father demanded in
exasperation.

"I socked him!"

"Well, I don't care what the reason - we don't 'sock' people
here."

The other trouble was that she got into literally everything
- whether it was offered her or not. She'd lived by scavenging
so long that she had no real understanding of (or belief in) the
concept of privacy. She entered people's chambers; she
"borrowed" their belongings. She invaded the kitchen and made
sand-paintings on the floor by pouring out the pretty-colored
spices.

Severely scolded by gruff William and sent to her chamber,
she ran instead to Vincent's. Not finding him there, she spied
his cloak draped over a chair and wrapped herself in it. It was
warm, and there was some comfort in having it round her
shoulders.

When Vincent paused in the door she was still there, pacing
furiously back and forth in the midst of a muttered, defensive
argument with Father. This was so comical a sight that he
covered a chuckle with a cough. Naomi turned - and realized what
she was doing. Only days before, she'd been scolded for
"borrowing" Sarah's old silver hand-mirror. Yet here she was in
Vincent's chamber, wearing his cloak! Now he'd be mad too! Her
face crumpled.

Vincent, seeing her sudden distress, held out his arms - but
her first running step caught in the hem of the cloak and she
fell headlong, banging her head and bloodying her nose on the
corner of the mahogany "pirate" chest.

Much later, having had her injuries ministered to by Father
(who'd had no choice but to forgive her earlier transgression),
she sat in the lap she liked best - Vincent's, with his arras
around her. It was the place she felt safest in the world. She
snuffled a little, trying out her new-healed nose.

"Careful," he warned, "you''11 start it up again, and I'm out
of handkerchiefs."
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She leaned her head against his chest, a tired little girl
at the end of a long and trying day.

"Are you sleepy?"

She shook her head, not wanting to be put to bed. "Can I
listen to your heart beating for a little while?" she asked. So
she did, while he stroked her wild, unruly hair. After a while
she asked, in a very small voice, "Am I a real bad girl?"

"No," he said at once, with great conviction.

She drummed her feet against his thigh. "Father was pretty
mad at me today," she confided, glad she couldn't see his face.

"You do seem to have that talent," he mused. "Do you want
to tell me about it?"

More heel-drumming.

"You know you can," he coaxed, knowing that she wanted to be
coaxed.

So she told him, in fits and starts. Sometimes her
"naughtiness" was simply an inability to anticipate the laws and
conventions of this new society; then she'd run to Vincent,
hoping he could unravel it all for her. When not even Father
could shame repentance or confession from her, she could later be
found in Vincent's arms, sniffling her "sorries" into his great
shoulder. And only in his presence did her hard-shelled exterior
not only crack, but vanish altogether.

Now he led her patiently through her recent adventures, and
he explained, firmly and candidly, why people don't like their
belongings tampered with.

"I'm sorry," she sighed.

"Maybe it would be a good idea to tell Sarah?"

She made herself a little smaller. "And William."

"Something happened with William?" he asked, picturing (with
a sinking heart) that excitable, oversized chef.

She described being caught in the kitchen, surrounded by
piles and swirls of many colors. "William really yelled." And
he was so big and wide that she hadn't been able to squeeze past
him to make her escape.

Vincent was glad she couldn't see the smile pulling at his
mouth. "That wasn't sand," he explained. "William needs those
to cook with. They make the food taste better." He'd have to
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have the spices replaced, as quickly as possible. Maybe Mouse
could help, on one of his forays Above.

"Oh.11

He said, "Were you frightened?"
t

She nodded, her head bumping his chin... and snuggled in
closer. "Vincent... will you tell me a story tonight?"

"I think that can be arranged," he said thoughtfully - but
decided, privately, to invite all the children.

"I'm glad you're not mad at me."

"So am I."

Her voice dropped to a whisper. "Can I tell you a secret?

He nodded, letting his chin bump the top of her head,
sensing her smile.

But she had no words for what she wanted to tell him, and
hugged him hard instead.
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Fourteen

It was the very next day, as Father sat with Vincent
discussing distribution of fresh supplies, that the child slipped
through the chamber door - a little, huddled figure in an
oversized sweater, radiating distress.

"Naomi?" Vincent asked. "Is something the matter?"

She'd sidled in along the wall and now stood with her back
against it, safely out of reach. Her head was down; her hair,
falling across her face like shards of light, could not quite
conceal the trace of recent tears.

"Are you all right?"

She shrugged, wiping her nose on her sleeve.

"You've been crying," Father pointed'out kindly. "Is there
something you want to tell us?"

She nodded, hesitantly.

He and Vincent exchanged glances. "It's all right," the
older man told her. "We're listening. Go ahead, child."

She scuffed at the floor. "Mary."

"Yes? What about Mary?"

"I... I went in her chamber."

He took off his spectacles and leaned a little toward her.
"And was Mary there?"

"No..." Her eyes "were fixed on his feet. "This morning I
saw her put a locket in a drawer so I - I came back later and
took it, I took it in the Maze to - to look at." It all came out
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in a rush.

Naomi edged forward a half-step at a time, chin still
tucked, until she felt his hands clasping her shoulders. She
wished Vincent would say something - and was afraid he might.

I
I

"Why did you do that, Naomi?" Father asked in his quiet, I
cultured voice. ™

"Because?" •

•But both he and Vincent sat silent, waiting.

She took a deep breath. "Because it was... so pretty. •
But." *

"But?" I

"But I couldn't get it open and I broke it!" she quavered.

"Naomi," Father began. g

"I didn't mean to!" «

"Come here to me," he said softly. "That's right. Don't be
afraid."

Vincent settled quietly into the background. He knew that •
Naomi had hoped to find him alone. She'd been painfully wary of
Father since her arrival. Except for those occasions when she'd •
provoked the old man's ire, she'd been successful in avoiding him |
far too long. Now Vincent was content to trust Father's handling
of this small crisis.

I
"Naomi." Over the past weeks, on the rare occasions she'd

made her presence known to him, Father knew he'd allowed himself «
to be startled into exasperation too often with this child - •
without noticeable good effect. An unfortunate beginning, he
thought, and one he must now work to remedy. "You've been very
naughty," he began, with devastating gentleness. "You know I
that." •

She nodded miserably. •

"We've talked before, several times, about taking things
that don't belong to you. Haven't we?" _

11 ... Yes. " •

"And you know, don't you, what we're going to have to do. •
We must go to Mary, and tell her what happened." |

"Already did."
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"Did you?"

She sensed their astonishment, and risked glancing up.
"Yes. And I told her."

"That was very brave of you," Vincent murmured.

"But she cried," the child told them. Mary hadn't really
cried, but her eyes had filled with tears and her face had been
so sad. "She didn't want me to see, but I did." Her own eyes
brimmed afresh. Mary had always been so kind to her - had been
endlessly comforting during the long days and nights of sickness.
"I didn't mean to make Mary cry!"

"No, child, of course you didn't. We know that. But these
things sometimes happen when we do things we know we shouldn't."
He took the handkerchief Vincent offered; dabbed at her eyes, and
helped her blow her nose.

Vincent said, "Mary would probably never have mentioned it."
He waited for the child to meet his eye. "You- didn't have to
come and tell us."

"I did so, have to," she said with an unexpected
stubbornness.

"I see."

"Now," Father said briskly, "where is this broken locket?"

"Mouse has it."

"Mouse? Why would Mouse - ?"

"I went and found him. Mouse fixes stuff. So I asked him
if he'd fix it."

As an aside Father thought that Mouse, who could never bear
to be snubbed and had smarted visibly under her rejection, had
probably become the happiest of accomplices. "And what," he
asked bemusedly, "did Mouse have to say about it?"

"He said 'maybe.'" Her anxious eyes flickered from Father
to Vincent, and back. Had she done wrong again?

Mouse's chamber was one of the deeper ones; she'd had to
badger Kipper into leading the way and then leaving her, his
curiosity unsatisfied.

And it had been a fantastic place. The shelves and table
and floor were all covered with bits and pieces of unfinished
gadgetry, unrecognizable machinery, things that bubbled and
ticked; clocks and motors, lava-lamps and other strange
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I
illurainants - and a raccoon sat up on a high shelf, and chittered
at her! _

Naomi stumbled back, ready to give up on her quest. *

"Hey." Mouse's blond head popped from behind the long •
table. "Don't go. That's just Arthur. My fr'iend. He won't |
hurt you." Mouse gave her a crooked smile. "Me, neither."

She wavered. •

He slipped into a chair nearer the door, careful not to
spook her. "All the kids come sometimes. Thought maybe you I
never would." It had begun to seem she was never going to I
forgive him his attempts at alley rescue.

"Need help," she said cautiously.

"Mouse's help?"

She nodded.

"Everybody needs Mouse sometime," he said with a sort of
cheery cynicism.

"Vincent says you fix stuff."

I

I
m

"Fix everything," he boasted, and his eyes led hers around
the cluttered chamber. "Lights, tunnels, aqueducts - everything.
Don't know what Father'd do - " I

"Fix this." She pulled her hand from the pocket she'd been
clutching. The open locket gleamed upon her palm. •

He leaned forward to study it. When he looked up, his eyes
were large and serious. "Mary's." _

Her heart sank. Even Mouse knew! *

He shifted it with a forefinger. "Hinge's broken." I

"I didn't mean to - I just wanted to see inside."

Inside, there was a miniature black-and-white portrait of a |
little boy. Gently, almost reverently, Mouse closed the locket
as far as possible and took it from her. "Mary's... all these
years. Nobody's ever seen inside. It's secret." I

She felt again that strange, sick feeling in the pit of her
stomach. "Have to give it back, Mouse," she said plaintively, •
"but not like this." |

"Vincent know where you are?"
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Naomi hung her head.

Mouse's voice dropped. "Steal this?" he asked astutely.

Her silence was answer enough.

"Father doesn't like stealing." He shook his head. "I
know. "

He said it like he did, too. "But you're a grown-up," she
said, surprised.

He seemed flattered to be thought of in this way. But he
said, "Rules are for everybody. Big or little, makes no
difference. Break the rules, get in trouble."

"Did you steal something too?"

"Didn't steal," he said uncomfortably. "Took. But...
Father got mad. Council agreed."

"What'd they do?" she asked, in spite of herself.

"The Silence."

She drew back. He'd said it as though it were something
terrible. "What's that?"

"Said nobody could talk to Mouse." His voice was a little
wounded still - and awed. "Not for a whole month." Only the
emergency of a cave-in had offered a reprieve as Mouse labored
with everyone else to free Vincent and an injured Father from the
collapsed Maze-chamber.

"Nobody?" Naomi gasped.

"Nobody," Mouse answered. "Not even Vincent."

Not even Vincent,' "Will they do that to me?"

"No - no," he said quickly, realizing he'd frightened her.
"Not a little kid. You'll take it back, say you're sorry.
Father'11 scold, maybe. Talk, maybe." (This, with a wince of
memory.) "That's all. Best tell the truth first, Father says."
Mouse smiled, a little sheepishly. "They always find out
anyway."

"Can you fix it?" she pleaded. "Fix it fast?"

He examined the locket again. "Maybe. Take some time," he
said. "Pretty old. Have to melt some gold - see this part here?
- and sculpt and solder it to fit..."
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She sagged with disappointment.

"Quick as I can," he offered. "Honest. But... not for
nothing."

"What do you mean?"

"It's worth a trade. For the work, for the parts."

Tears prickled her eyes. She didn't have anything worth
trading. Her pockets were empty. She turned toward the door.

And Mouse said. . . asked. .. "Be my friend?"

From his chamber she'd found her way back to Mary's; and
from there, finally, to Vincent's. Now she looked from him to
Father; they'd both been quiet long enough to make her nervous.
"Father. "

"Yes, child."

"I'm awful sorry." A shy glance at Vincent included him,
too, in this apology.

"I know," Father said.

"Are you... are you real mad?"

"Come up here, child." He lifted the little girl onto his
knee - much to her surprise - and pressed his lips to her bright
hair. His greying beard tickled her cheek. "Now. It was very
wrong of you to take Mary's locket, whether it was pretty or not,
Do you understand?"

"Yes, Father." Her voice was hardly more than a whisper.

"But you went to Mary and admitted what you'd done, didn't
you, and apologized. And you went to Mouse to try to put things
right, and that's a very long way the first time, isn't it?" He
paused. "No one told you to do these things. It was very brave
of you, really. And it must have been very hard. Was it?"

A solemn nod, her eyes like saucers.

"So I know you won't want to do it again very soon. Isn't
that right?"

"Right!" she said fervently (drawing a smile from Vincent,
had she but glimpsed it).

"I thought not."

"Mouse says..."
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"Yes?" he said warily. "What does Mouse say?"

"Mouse says, better tell the truth, 'cause you always find
out everything anyway."

He and Vincent chuckled out loud. "Mouse said that? My
goodness, Vincent - d'you suppose all our efforts have been some
use, after all?"

Vincent, in his corner, watched Father work a certain
rare old magic; capturing the heart of a frightened child. For
though he could seem very stern sometimes, he was a good and
gentle man who couldn't bear to be feared. Not by children.

Now Naomi sat gasing up into his face with dawning trust and
something akin to wonder, her huddled terror forgotten. Where
she had thought to find anger and harsh words, she'd found
instead concern and understanding. Here was the patient guardian
of her sickroom days; the storytelling Father; the savior of
shattered statues.

Vincent had no doubt that, in a week or two, she wouldn't
remember ever being frightened of the older man.

"Now," Father was saying, "there remains the small matter of
your going into the Maze."

She looked startled, then sheepish. In light of the larger
transgression she'd somehow overlooked the smaller one. A
lesson: Mouse was right. Father was like Vincent - he knew
everything.

"It wasn't the first time," he reminded her.

She twisted the hem of her sweater, but didn't drop her
eyes. "Yes... I forgot."

He nodded, understandingly. "Do you remember the rule about
the Maze, now? It's the same as for going Above, isn't it? Can
you say it with me? 'Only with permission, and...'"

"'And never alone,'" she recited, eager to please.

"Yes, that's right. The Maze can be very dangerous, you
know, if you take a wrong turning and lose your way."

She•wanted to boast that she'd never lose her way - but
caught Vincent's eye and thought better of it. "I won't do it
again."

"No, of course not. Now, it's almost suppertime." He set
her on her feet. "Go along and get something to eat."
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"But Mouse -

"I'll speak with Mouse about the locket, never fear. I
don't want you to worry any more about it, all right?" He gave
her seat an encouraging pat.

She started away, but drifted to a stop after a step or two.
"Father..."

"Yes," he said patiently.

"Was this... I mean, were you scolding me?" She thought
maybe he had been - but she wasn't sure. She'd seen him
impatient, even angry... but this time he'd been so nice, and now
she felt better instead of worse.

His eyebrows rose. Strange question! "What do you mean,
Naomi?"

"Well... Mouse said you prob'ly would."

Mouse said - Mouse said! Father nearly smiled. But didn't,
of course. "Yes," he said judiciously, and very seriously. "I
suppose I was - a little."

"Oh." She considered the ramifications of this a moment
before moving toward the door again. But passing Vincent she
turned suddenly and threw herself into his arms for a fierce
hug - and was as quickly gone, the echoes of her running feet
ringing through the chamber.

Father put his spectacles back on - then paused, looking
over them intently for a moment. "Remorse. The first stirrings
of conscience," he mused, with understandable satisfaction. "If
I'm not mistaken."

"A very good sign," Vincent agreed absently, leaning back
against the pillows. After a moment he said, "When I was
small - " and then stopped.

"Yes? When you were small...?"

"And I'd gotten into some mischief -

"Or you'd been gotten into some," Father said pointedly.

"Yes," he smiled. "But sometimes, when I most expected you
to be furious, and you were gentle instead... or when I knew I
deserved to be punished, and you didn't... then I think that,
like now, you were at your most effective."

Father's eyes were twinkling, unmistakably. "Do you really
think so?"
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"Without a doubt," said Vincent, deadpan, his fingers laced
casually across his middle. "You could inspire such heights of
conscience and remorse, that every time I thought it would last
to the end of my days."

"Ah, the inconstancy of youth," the elder lamented. "The
effects were never quite so permanent, as I recall."

"Some new adventure always beckoned."

"Yes..." Father's eyes narrowed as though, sensing some
slight nostalgia, he mistrusted the beckoning of future such
adventures. "Well. Don't slouch, Vincent - sit up straight,
that's right..." He picked up the handwritten list again,
scowling. "Now, about this overabundance of prunes - what can
our Helpers have been thinking of, I wonder? - I really think it
would be best if.,."

"He made me feel... warm," Naomi said much later, snuggled
into the lap she loved best in all the world.

"And safe?" Vincent suggested.

"Uh-huh."

"Me, too."
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Fifteen

"Here's that file you wanted, Cathy."

"Thanks, Rita." She smiled at the tall, slender apprentice,
who'd begun her internship in the D.A.'s office just that year.
"Is that everything?"

"Autopsy, forensics, police report... I think so. There's a
cross-reference to Child Social Services - did you know?"

"Yes, I'd already checked that."

"Oh - is this part of the case you were researching - what?
- last week, the week before? An abandoned child case, wasn't
it?"

"Sort of." Catherine nodded easily, evasively. Rita was
sharp; fresh out of law school, full of ambition and initiative.
She didn't seem to mind helping with investigations not on the
assigned-case list... and never questioned why more of them
originated from Assistant D.A. Chandler's desk than from anyone
else's. It was the hunt itself that seemed to interest the
budding investigator; coaxing forbidden information out of closed
computer-files, tracking elusive cross-references, following pre-
database trails through musty basement file-cabinets. When she'd
worked her way up into the District Attorney's elite force of
special prosecutors, Rita figured she could pick and choose her
cases; until then, she was content to hone her skills on whatever
came along.

"Are you having any luck with it?"

"Not much," Catherine sighed.

Rita grinned, her teeth flashing whitely in her dark face.
"You will." It was one of the first things people learned here -
that despite the girlish appearance and designer clothes,
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Chandler was one of the ablest investigators here. Her diligence
and professionalism had long ago earned her the trust of their
boss, Joe Maxwell; and made her a role model for every young
woman who joined their overworked and understaffed ranks.

"Thanks for the vote of confidence." She flipped open the
file's manila cover, fully aware that an hour spent on this case
would mean taking home the paperwork on two others this evening.

The murder of Lydia Foster seemed to have reached a dead
end, and Homicide had all but stamped "CLOSED" across the first
page. There were more recent and "important" cases to worry
about. Nobody really cared who had killed a twenty-two-year-old
sometime-prostitute...

... and cocaine-addict, Catherine read with interest. The
autopsy report detailed what Social Services had only summarized:
That this young Caucasian female had been beaten into submission
and finally strangled. There had been cocaine in her system at
the time of her death.

Catherine wondered how much the live-in boyfriend, Richard
Corbin, had had to do with that.

"Is that a suspect?" Rita asked, looking over here shoulder
at the small, grainy computer-generated photo.

"It was," Catherine shrugged. "His friends seemed to have
given him an alibi."

"Funny - he looks like that guy who was up here the other
day. "

"What guy?"

"I think he was trying to make some kind of delivery. He
was looking for you."

"For /ne?i" Catherine looked alarmed. "I haven't gotten any
deliveries here - not lately. Are you sure?"

"Paul - " Rita reached out to snag another, harried-looking
investigator, passing on the fly. "Paul, who was that looking
for Cathy the other day?"

"What? When?" His eyes blanked for a moment. "Oh -
Tuesday,,you mean?... I don't know. Some guy with an envelope.
He came up while you were at lunch."

"Describe him," Catherine said grimly.

"Oh, dark hair, slicked back... Medium height, medium
weight..."
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"You'd do great at a police line-up," Rita said
sarcastically. "Take a look at this. Is this him?"

"Well... it could be. I don't know."

"Did he leave anything?"

"Nope. Said he'd be back, though. I heard him ask somebody
what you look like."

"Good thing he didn't ask you," Rita began.

"Thanks, Paul," Catherine cut in hastily.

"No problem - I'll have that Gonzales file ready in a little
while too," he told her.

"Give it right to Joe, will you?" She reached for her coat.
"I'll be back."

"Want me to come?" Rita asked, eyes narrowing.

"No - but thanks," Catherine smiled. "I won't be long."

"It was a terrible place," she told Vincent, much later.
"Really no worse than a lot of other decaying neighborhoods, but
when you think about children growing up-there, surrounded by
such squalor and violence..."

"Yes," he agreed sadly. "It's all they know."

"Naomi will forget, Vincent. You've given her a new life,
and all the time in the world to learn how to live it."

"Yes." His mouth quirked.

"What is it?" she asked, sensing a joke. "Tell me."

"Nothing," he sighed. "But apparently 'learning to live'
down here has its difficulties too."

"Another crisis? Today?"

"A small matter of a strawberry jam-pot." Sweets were a
rarity in the tunnels; and Naomi, like other children before her,
had found the temptations of the pantry irresistible.
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"A small matter, or a small jam-pot?" Catherine smiled.

"A very large one, unfortunately."

"And she was in it - ?"

"Up to her elbows."

The smile became a grin. "And William?"

"Caught her," he said solemnly, "red-handed."

She threw back her head and laughed. It was a lovely full-
throated sound, ringing softly through the rough corners of his
chamber, and Vincent chuckled at her delight; feeling, as much as
hearing, the day's tension drain from her.

Catherine slipped into a luxurious slouch in the big,
cushioned bedside chair. "That's the first time I've laughed all
day . All

Leaning back against the bedpillows, he watched her stretch
out trim legs, toeing off first one sneaker and then the other.
"You' re tired . "

"I'm exhausted." She waggled her toes, rotating each ankle
separately, and winced. "It's been a long day."

"Your feet hurt?"

"High heels," she said sheepishly, knowing he disapproved.

"I will never understand," he said grimly, "these sacrifices
made in the name of high fashion." So saying, he reached over
the side of the bed and, with startling deftness, fished her
right foot back into view.

"Vincent - "

"Tell me about your long day," he purred, warming her small
heel between his palms.

She couldn't have sat up again or pulled away if she'd
wanted to... and she didn't want to. Closing her eyes, she
wiggled her toes against his fingers. "The morning was a
madhouse," she began. "Two cases sent back on search warrant
technicalities... a witness skipped town... one of my convictions
on the verge of being overturned on appeal . "

"You'll handle it."

"And then, after lunch - which I didn't have time for - Rita
finally came up with the rest of the Foster police and autopsy
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file. It had been misrouted."

"And?"

"And it didn't say anything we didn't already know except -
Oh, that feels so good!" For he'd settled her heel upon his knee
and was strongly massaging the aching sole.

"Except?" he prompted.

"Except... Naomi's mother had been doing cocaine before she
died, Vincent. There were still traces of it in the body." She
felt the moving fingers pause, and opened her eyes. But his head
was bowed over his task, and the light from the stained glass
window, behind him, haloed the hair that fell to hide his face.

"I'm sorry," she said.

After a moment he resumed his ministrations. "Have the
police made any progress?"

"They've all but closed the file," she replied. "There's
nowhere left for them to go with it."

"Why did you go out to see it?"

"I didn't go in," she said defensively, knowing how he
worried for her safety. She hadn't mentioned her suspicions
regarding the "delivery man," either; there was no reason to risk
Vincent's involvement unless she was certain. Two could play at
his "protectiveness" game. "I drove around the block a couple of
times. I just wanted to see it."

"And then had to stay late to finish your own work?"
Looking up, his blue eyes were keen. "How much of it did you
bring home with you?"

She grimaced. "Quite a bit, actually." Visiting Below
tonight had been a luxury she could ill afford, but she'd wanted
to see him and it was too cold to brave the terrace.

"You do too much," he chided. Releasing her right foot, he
captured the left, now chilled. "Perhaps you should allow this
case to close -

"And die a natural death? She didn't," Catherine countered,
and would have struggled upright, but he held her leg
outstretched. "You don't believe that, Vincent. You're
concerned about we."

His hands were warm about her ankle. "Is that so wrong?" he
asked softly.
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"... No," she said grudgingly, relaxing again. "But there's
no reason. As far as this Corbin knows, the police have no leads •
- and they haven't - and there's no way I can think of that he I
could connect me with any part of the investigation. Such as it
is. "

"You're sure?" His thumbs began to move 'over the ball of •
her foot in small concentric circles.

"I'm sure." A tingling warmth moved upward from his touch, •
and she watched him from beneath lowered lashes. "That's
heavenly." He so rarely initiated such intimate contact that she —

basked in the moment, committing it to memory. I

"What are you thinking?" he asked, with a sidelong glance.

" 'I wish I were a shiny centipede, With o'er a HUNDRED feet |
to lend me speed, '" she sighed, quoting a familiar bit of
children's verse. "Then you could do this forever." «

"Only this?" *

"I'll take what I can get," she muttered. I

He raked his nails teasingly up her instep, earning a
startled gasp; then innocently began working at soothing those •
tired muscles, smoothing away cramp. |

Catherine's eyes, after a flash of suspicion, began to
close. "If you only knew how good that feels..." But the glint
in his eye told her that he knew full well. "You're in a strange
mood tonight."

"I miss you when you're gone," he said with disarming
frankness. "And you work too hard."

"Tell me about it."

"Shall I?"

"Never mind," she said quickly. "But... I love ray work."

"I know."

"I know you know," she smiled drowsily. "It's late. I
should be getting back." His attentions had begun to fill her
with a delicious languor - which she felt certain he was aware
of. "Unhand me, sir," she warned him, with a whispered
reluctance.

He did, finally; but first he reached down for her Reeboks
and slipped them back onto her feet. They looked like a child's
shoes in his hands as he laced them up again.
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"I have an idea," he said, holding on for a moment,
obviously unwilling to see the evening end.

"What?"

"William didn't make only jam, Catherine. There are
strawberry tarts."

"William's strawberry tarts?" she breathed longingly.

Vincent nodded.

"Oh - is there nothing you won't stoop to?" She licked her
lips, considering. "But William - "

" - Works hard too, and goes to bed early."

Her eyes, meeting his, were almost green in this light and
twinkled with mischief. "You want us to raid the pantry?"

"It's been raided before. Naomi didn't invent the idea -
she only thought she did."

"You?" she grinned.

"Devin," he confessed, "and Winslow, and Pascal..."

Catherine loved to imagine them all as boys together,
organizing such midnight forays.

"I got to be the lookout," he boasted.

"Because you were the littlest?"

"Yes. That was Naomi's mistake, you see; she didn't think
of posting a lookout."

"But you - you think of everything, I suppose."

"I do try," he said modestly, casually examining sharp nails
against the light. "And on a night like this..."

Gladly, Catherine took the lure. The thought of a larcenous
Vincent, his hands full of strawberry tarts, was simply too great
a temptation. "Well, tonight I'm the littlest. I guess that
makes we the lookout?"

He swung his legs over the bedside and stood. "If you think
you'd be any good at it."

"Ha - watch me," she giggled, jumping up to take his hand.
"You just watch me."
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Sixteen

Naomi's fascination with William's kitchen had yet to run
its course. Only two days later, as Vincent was leaving his
chamber, she came storming through the door crying and clutching
at one arm.

"Naomi - !" Dropping to one knee, he caught the child.
"Shhh.. . I'm here, it's all right. Here, let me see - did you
hurt yourself?" He set her on her feet and gently pried loose
her hold on the injured limb. Peeling back the warm, wet sleeve,
he saw that the back of her forearm was scalded scarlet. "You
burned yourself?"

She nodded bravely, her eyes brimming anew.

At that moment Father appeared in the doorway, looking
somewhat out of breath - and very severe. "Ah - I thought so.
You've got her, Vincent?"

"Yes, Father. What - "

"Naomi, are you all right?" He limped forward a step, keen
eyes examining the injury. "Is that all, just your arm? You're
sure?" He seemed relieved. "Well, it could've been much worse,
but it's going to require some attention."

"I'll take care of it, Father," Vincent told him.

The older man leveled a long look at Naomi, who hadn't
ducked her head quickly enough to avoid it. "I've got to get
back and help William clear up. But I expect you to tell Vincent
exactly what happened, young lady."
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When he'd gone, Vincent stood and put out his hand. "Come
along."

"Where?" she asked, in a timid little voice.

"That burn needs looking after. We'll go to the hospital
chamber." On the way he stopped at her own, and picked up a
fresh sweater to replace her soiled one.

In the large room that had long ago been set aside as a
dispensary, Vincent settled the child on a bed and went to a tall
glass-fronted cabinet. Gathering what he needed there, he drew a
basin of cool water and carried it to the bedside table.

"Put up your arms. That's right, let's have that off..."
He knelt before her. "Give me your hand, now."

"Will it hurt?"

"Perhaps a little," he said, "but only for a moment, and no
more than it does now." He waited until she slowly, gravely,
stretched out her arm to him.

She hiccupped once - twice - as, with a clean cloth, he
sponged the fragrant, sticky residue from her skin. When she
flinched he murmured, "It stings, I know... Was anyone else
hurt?"

She shook her head.

"Are you sure?"

"Yes. But it was hot, Vincent."

"I can see that. What was it?" he asked, although of course
he had an idea. "It smells good."

She watched him apply a bluish salve, feeling its numbing
comfort.

"Naomi?"

Her bright head drooped.

"What happened?" Still cradling her tiny wrist in one great
hand, he waited for her to answer.

"I... I spilled the big soup," she whispered.

The "big soup"? That would be the great cauldron! It was a
community pot a child could easily bathe in, and Vincent went
cold all over to think how seriously she might have been scalded.
He gave his whole attention to winding a clean white bandage
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around the affected area. First things first.

"Vincent?"

He tied it off. Snug; not too tight. "How does that feel?
Better?"

/

She nodded, watching him with growing trepidation.

"We'll have to change it every day." Without further ado he
reached for a clean sweater, helped her into it... then got up
and sat on the edge of the bed beside her, his hands clasped on
his knees. "Naomi. I thought you understood you were never to
play in the kitchen. That's William's domain."

Silence.

"You did understand, didn't you?"

"I didn't mean to!" she blurted. "And everybody's real
mad! "

If she'd expected his sympathy, she was soon disappointed.
He said, "Tell me what happened."

"I was playing ball and - and it bounced in there."

"And spilled the soup?"

"No, but it smelled so good and I wanted to see what was in
it so I climbed up..."

The kitchen would be awash, William furious, and a valuable
meal lost. Hadn't he made himself clear enough, after the Spice
Incident? Naomi, watching his strong, blunt profile out of the
corner of her eye, felt her heart plummet.

"You were forbidden to play there," he said sternly. "Now,
you could have been very badly burned, and you've wasted good
food. Food that our Helpers worked hard to bring to us."

She looked as though she were going to burst into tears all
over again. "Fix it?"

"I can't 'fix it,'" he told her. When her misbehavior
endangered herself and others, that was where his indulgence
stopped. "I'm afraid you must fix it."

"Me?" she squeaked.

"You are not to play in William's kitchen," he said slowly,
stressing every word. "I want you to promise."
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"I promise," she said quickly.

"In these tunnels, we keep our promises."

"I won't do it again, honest!" Anything to make him smile
on her again. When he did not speak, she looked up and found him
brooding silently at the opposite wall. "Why do you look like
that, Vincent?"

"Because I'm going to have to punish you," he said gently,
"and it makes me sad."

Now the tears did well up and spill down her cheeks.
Vincent had never punished her, never. What would he do? Would
he hit her? Yell? - Or stop talking to her, the way Mouse had
said? Did it mean he wasn't going to love her any more? She
jumped down and stood there with fists clenched, wanting very
badly to run away.

Dismayed by her fright, Vincent reached out - and saw her
flinch as though expecting a blow. "Naomi?" He lifted her chin
with a large, clawed fingertip. "I'm not going to beat you. No
one here will ever beat you. You must believe that."

"But you said..."

"I said you'd be punished. Here - " He held out his
handkerchief. "Blow."

She did; her great blue eyes, over the edge of the linen,
swimming piteously.

"We're going back to the kitchen," he began.

"But - "

"And you'll offer to help clean up the mess you made."

"But William - "

"Will probably still be angry," he agreed, "so you'll tell
him that you're sorry. Do you know how to do that?"

Defeated, she nodded.

"And while you're cleaning up," he went on, "I'll explain
that you've been forbidden to go to the concert tonight."

Her head snapped up, her little face tragic with protest.
Not the concert! Music was something she'd discovered she truly
loved. It was one of the few things they'd found that could hold
her still for more than two minutes at a time. She'd been
eavesdropping all week on the older children's choir rehearsals.
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Winterfest was coming soon, and she'd just begun learning some of
the carols included in tonight's program.

Vincent would much rather have sent her to bed without
supper (he, like Father, was a great believer in fitting the
punishment to the crime), but she'd already suffered such hunger
in her young life that he couldn't bring himself to do it.
Forbidding her the music was harsh, but he was determined this
time to make an impression. "After dinner you'll go back to your
chamber instead of to the concert with the other children."

"Will you stay with me?"

"No," he said simply. "Should I be punished too?" Besides,
sitting with her, reading to her, would only be a kind of reward.
Some things should not be made easier.

At the nursery dinner the children were excited, the
prospective performers as anxious as their audience to finish and
be off to the show.

Naomi, uncharacteristically subdued, didn't touch a bite of
dinner. Mary and Vincent exchanged knowing glances over her
head. They suspected she was satisfying that inalienable sense
of fairness born into most children. She'd ruined the first
supper; therefore she should have none. It was a good sign,
actually, an unexpected indication of conscience... but Vincent
knew Mary well enough to wager on the appearance of a "snack"
before the child went to sleep.

When the rest of the children were finally excused and ran
cheering toward the gallery, Naomi cast one sidelong glance at
Vincent. Seeing no reprieve, she didn't wait for the humiliation
of being told to go.

"Naomi?"

She paused at the door.

"Please get ready for bed," he said softly. "You may read
until I come." There were several picture-books in her chamber.

When she'd gone, Mary looked at him curiously over her cup
of tea. "This is unexpectedly harsh, for you, Vincent."

"You disagree?" •

"Not at all," she reassured him. "It had to be done, and. . .
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it had to be you. You know that."

"Yes," he sighed.

"And it's hard, isn't it," she sympathised.

Naomi truly meant to stay in her chamber.

But from her bed she could just hear the occasional,
tantalizing strain of a melody. At the door, she could hear just
a little better.

Then the music itself seemed to transport her, lift her up
and carry her down the stony corridor on tip-toe in her
nightgown. She took the ascending "backstair" and soon was
crouched at an upper-level "window" overlooking the gallery. She
could only see a portion of the audience, and the singers not at
all; but the very air was rich with harmony and she knelt there,
transfixed, forgetting everything else.

She hadn't been there long - it couldn't have been very
long - when she sensed someone kneeling behind her and turned,
just as Vincent's hand fell gently on her shoulder.

Her eyes were filled with pleading and apology and music.
He gathered her up, a sockless sprite in nightdress, and felt the
chill she hadn't. Best to get her back to bed.

But the piece wasn't finished and he felt her straining back
towards it, listening with her whole being. So he waited,
warming her with his embrace, swaying a little with the rhythm;
and Naomi felt almost as though they were dancing.

When the final notes had faded, he turned and started back.
Her little arms clasped his neck. "Thank you, Vincent."

"You're welcome."

He got her settled in again, socks securely on and her
picture-book beside her. "Stay here, now. Catherine and I will
be back to tuck you in."

"Vincent?" she called after him. "How did you know?"

He turned at the door, the shadow of a smile on his face.
"It's where I used to come, when Father was punishing me."

"Really? Did he ever catch you?"
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"Oh, yes."

"Will you tell me sometime?"

"Sometime," he promised and went out.

Catherine was waiting for him in the corridor. She'd
dressed formally for this evening Below; and her gown glimmered,
to his eye, like mist in the moonlight. She took his hand. "Is
Naomi all right?"

"I think so."

"But you feel guilty." For during his absence she'd had the
whole whispered story from Father.

"Not guilty, exactly... It troubles me to deny her something
that she loves. That hasn't been my role, here, until now."

"But the other children...? They love you so."

"As a friend, yes, or perhaps a teacher... But
disciplinarian, lawgiver - that has been Father's province,
almost exclusively. Yet Naomi has looked past him to me from the
first. It's a grave responsibility."

They had walked absent-mindedly, and now paused outside the
door of the music-room, surprised to find themselves arrived so
soon. Catherine turned to look up into his face. "Don't worry,
Vincent. You could not do it badly. I've often thought... you'd
make a magnificent father."

It was worth it, she smiled later, remembering how
startlement had widened his china-blue eyes.

The night was cold, Above. A bad-tempered shadow hunched
its shoulders against a cutting wind, and continued its vigil.

He'd finally caught sight of her today, leaving the D.A. 's
office, and followed her back here. Ritzy neighborhood - not a
security building, but there was a dooi'man.

He took a long drag on his cigarette, only its flaring tip
visible in the darkness.

She wasn't what he expected, this Chandler broad. He'd been
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picturing- some tight-lipped librarian-type in orthopedic shoes.
But this "C. Chandler" - she was a cute little twitch. They
didn 't make lawyers like they used to, for damn sure - none of
his public defenders had ever looked so good! And how could she
afford to live up here? What was she, some kind of debutante?
Since when did the city pop for digs like this?

y

An even better question - What interest did she have in
finding Naomi? Mas it part of the murder investigation, or not?

He hadn't heard anything else, so maybe it'd been some sort
of fluke after all. Maybe she had seen the kid out on the
street, and was just doing a Good Samaritan number.

And anyway, a little twitch like that, looking the way she
did - how tough could she be? If there was a problem, he knew
how to take care of it.

And maybe have some fun along the way.

He'd wait and see.
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Seventeen

Long after the story hour one night soon after, when the
children had all been sent protesting to bed, Vincent glanced up
from his journal to discover a small boy, nightshirt-clad and in
his stocking feet, standing in the doorway.

"Geoffrey. It's very late. Are you all right?11

He nodded; an attractive, softspoken boy with unruly russet
hair and, just now, troubled brown eyes. "Vincent... can we
talk?" His tone said - man to man?

"Certainly." He waved him toward his own bed. "Climb up
and make yourself comfortable. The floors are cold, and if
Father sees you out in your stocking feet..."

Smiling, Geoffrey clambered up onto the quilt. Vincent's
chamber was a refuge all the children now and then sought out.
When Father had been severe, when the world had gone a little
wrong... or when a little one simply craved a few moments of
special attention... Vincent would look up to find a small shadow
darkening his door. He never turned them away. They would take
the place of honor in the big bed and wrap themselves round in
the warmth of that rumbly voice talking, or just reading aloud...
and in the morning they'd awaken here beneath his sunrise-window,
or in their own snug beds knowing how they'd got there.

But tonight Geoffrey had something specific on his mind.
"It's sort of about Naomi," he said.

"Is-there a problem?"

"Well, Kipper and Samantha and I have been talking about it
and... she's awful little to be getting in so much trouble, don't
you think?" He sounded a little bewildered. Geoffrey himself
was a conservative child who tried very hard not to be a bother
to anyone.
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"The adjustment is more difficult for some than for others,"
Vincent replied. "You know that."

"Yeah, but... you should've seen it, when she hit Harry -
just for no reason! Why's she have to be so hateful, Vincent?"

"That's how Naomi's world treated her, Geoffrey," the other
explained quietly. "It's all she's ever known, until now. Our
world is new to her, and like all new things I think it makes her
a little afraid sometimes." So she lashes out, trying to get us
to react with a violence she can recognize and understand. "It's
up to us to teach her about kindness, and sharing, and love."

"You mean, nobody ever loved her?"

"Nobody." At least, never in a way that mattered.

"Like me," Geoffrey said slowly. He'd grown up in an
orphanage and nobody'd loved him, either... till he came here.

"Father and I are hoping that with your example, and that of
the others, she'll begin to settle in."

"So... what are we supposed to do?"

"Maybe," Vincent suggested, "she needs a special friend.
Someone to help guide her along?"

The boy flashed him a quirky grin. "Now you're challenging
me. "

Vincent smiled back. Man to man. "Perhaps."

"She trusts you, huh, Vincent?"
*•

"Yes, I think she does."

"You think maybe, after a while, she'll start to trust us
too?"

Vincent cocked his head. "You don't think she does?"

"She doesn't trust me," the boy blurted. "She doesn't trust
any of us kids."

"But she likes you," Vincent pointed out. "That's a start,
isn't it? She seems to follow you older children everywhere."

"Sometimes I think that's only because she doesn't know all
the ways, yet."

"You don't think she likes you?"
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"Maybe," Geoffrey said doubtfully. "Just enough to get us
in trouble."

"How do you mean?"

"Like the other day, when she went in the Maze."

"Naomi went into the Maze?" Alarmed, Vincent leaned
forward. He knew the children found the Maze an irresistible
puzzle, and most of them had braved Father's wrath for it at
least once. He'd done it too, as a boy. And children new to
this world were often overeager to explore it - that was to be
expected - but he'd forbidden Naomi this area himself. How
fortunate that most of its really treacherous portions had
recently been sealed up! "Tell me what happened."

"This isn't squealing, is it?"

"No, Geoffrey. Not if you're trying to keep someone safe."

"Well... She told Eric she was going. Dared him, too."

"He knows better." For it had been Eric's adventure there,
the year before, that had resulted in Vincent and Father being
trapped in a near-fatal cave-in.

"There was just him, and he didn't know what to do, Vincent.
He's only eight." Geoffrey was often protective of Eric, who was
precocious but small for his age. "He told her not to do it but
she said she was, and he knew she'd be gone by the time he went
and told anybody."

"A hard decision," Vincent said, picturing with affection
that bespectacled youngster. "What did he do?"

"He went with her," Geoffrey told him. "He thought he could
maybe keep her away from the worst parts, you know? But somebody
saw, so Father found out."

"And he was angry," Vincent guessed.

"What would you have done, Vincent? What was right?"

"Sometimes there is no perfect answer... But it sounds as
though Eric tried to do the right thing."

"He wouldn't tell Father, though. Now he's being punished -
has to stay in his chamber - because he was oldest and Father
thought it was his fault."

"And Eric didn't speak up?"

"He didn't want to get Naomi in trouble."
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"Naomi gets herself in trouble," Vincent sighed.

"But he sort of thought she'd say something, you know? I
mean, she was standing right there the whole time, Vincent, but
she just kept quiet." Tunnel children didn't lie much, as a
rule, and the boy seemed very disturbed - and rightly so - by the
idea of such outright deceit.

"I didn't know, Geoffrey." He'd spent much of the past few
days on the lower levels, helping to ready new chambers there for
habitation. Although everyone in the community kept an eye on
these youngsters - particularly those who'd come to them as
orphans - a Topsider might have been appalled by the amount of
"unsupervised" freedom allowed them in an environment that might
justifiably be labeled hazardous. Still, they learned a rough-
and-ready sort of independence; and Vincent had often been
impressed by the older children's feelings of responsibility
toward the younger, and the influence they occasionally brought
to bear. It was characteristic of Geoffrey, especially, to
intercede on another's behalf. "Naomi should have spoken... But
you children shouldn't take the blame for her.' She must learn
our rules, and the consequences of her actions, just as you all
have." Vincent never talked down to these young people. "I'll
speak with Father in the morning. And Naomi."

"Well..."

Vincent watched the boy fidget. "Yes?"

"We been talking about it... and we kind of have an idea."

"Tell me."

Geoffrey explained what he and the other children had in
mind.

"That seems rather harsh," Vincent said, surprised at the
organization and forethought shown by the plan. "Don't you
think?"

"We don't want to do it to be mean," Geoffrey said quickly,
distressed by the notion. "And it's just us kids - not anybody
else."

"Why do you think this is the right thing to do?"

"Vincent... She still takes things sometimes, and when we
try and tell her anything she fights or runs away. And you and
Father talk to her, but that's not working." He glanced up
worriedly to gauge the effect of this criticism. "So, maybe not
talking will work."

"And you all agree?"
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"She acts like she doesn't need us," Geoffrey replied, "but
she almost always follows us around, anyways."

"She takes you for granted," Vincent nodded.

"So, we want her to see what it would be like, to really not
have any friends."

"What about keeping an eye on her, though, as you've all
been doing? Have you thought of that?"

"Oh, we'll still do that. We'll be with her - we just won't
be talking to her."

Which would probably make it worse rather than better,
Vincent thought ruefully. "How long were you - and the others -
thinking of imposing it?"

"We thought, maybe four days."

It seemed a strangely arbitrary number. '"Why four?"

"Well, we talked about doing it for a week... but four days
is all we think we could stand." He grimaced. "We remembered
how hard it was, with Mouse."

"Yes." Vincent, too, had felt great unease at the harshness
of the Council's punishment, imposed for the crime of stealing
from the world Above. The Silence can be terrible, he'd told
Father later. "It's good that you remember," he told Geoffrey.
"It isn't something to be considered lightly."

"We know," Geoffrey said gravely. "We talked about it a
long time. But we wanted to okay it with you and Father, first.
Will you ask him?"

"Naomi," Father began solemnly, "Geoffrey and Saraantha and
the others have asked me to oversee this first meeting of the
Children's Council."

She looked warily around his chamber at the dozen-or-so
children present - none, except Eric, less than ten years old.
"I never heard they had that."

"Yes, well... it's rather a- new idea, actually," (Just this
morning, he thought dryly but did not say.) "They've gotten
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together today to discuss your recent behavior."

She turned on him a face of exaggerated innocence.

"With regard to the Maze," he went on, "and other - "

"You know about that?"

"Yes, I do."

Then Vincent did too. She hung her head.

"Now, Naomi, the children have asked that they be allowed to
handle this, so I'm surrendering the floor to Geoffrey."

The floor? She glanced around the faded carpet, startled.
What did the floor have to do with it?

"You lied about the Maze."

Her head jerked up, surprised blue eyes meeting Geoffrey's
brown ones. She said, "I didn't - "

"Not telling the truth is the same as lying," he pointed
out, with a hint of Father's sternness. He nodded toward the
smaller boy. "You know Eric was just trying to keep you safe."

"You let him get in trouble," Samantha put in, "when it was
really your fault."

"You should've told Father," came Kipper's voice too,
followed by a general murmur of agreement from the other
children. "If you were scared 'cause he was angry - well, you
could have gone to him later, like after story-time. He's always
mellow then." (This drew a rather startled glance from Father.)
"One of us would"ve gone with you. But you didn't, and that was
wrong. Tell her, Eric."

But the littlest member of this Council only ducked his
head, spectacles glittering. Vincent, watching, understood his
reluctance. Accusation was a heavy responsibility.

"Eric, is it true?" he asked gently.

The boy nodded.

"This is a very serious charge, Naomi," Father said gravely.
"That, by your deliberate silence, you allowed someone else to be
blamed for your misdeed. Eric, you too were at fault, but we've
discussed it and I believe you understand. Also... I believe you
meant well. Naomi, have you anything to say in your own
defense?"
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She stood staring at him, her eyes like saucers, completely
overawed by this courtroom manner. Vincent
exchanged a sympathetic glance with
Father, and sank to one knee
behind her. "Naomi," he said
softly, "did you dare Eric
to go into the Maze?"

Her head drooped;
she wouldn't look back
at him.

"Naomi?"

Little hands balled
into fists. "Yeah."

"And you let Father
believe it was his idea?"

She shrugged. Nodded.

"Is there anything
you'd like to explain?
Anything else you'd like
to tell us?"

She shook her head.

Father glanced at Geoffrey -
then around at each of the other children -
and realizing that none of them was inclined to speak,
took the-reins himself. "Then, it's time. Naomi, you've
admitted the charge. Geoffrey was right; -withholding the truth
is the same as telling a lie. And that is something we cannot,
and will not, ignore. It's a kind of breaking faith... a breach
of trust. And trust is the most important thing in our world."
He looked expectantly toward Geoffrey again, and this time the
boy stepped forward.

"Your silence hurt Eric," he said, "so we thought the
punishment should fit. We all agreed."

At the word "punishment" Naomi backed into Vincent's
reassuring shoulder, staring at Geoffrey - softspoken, even-
tempered Geoffrey - as though she'd never seen him before.

"All those in favor of imposing the punishment," Father
intoned, "please so indicate."

"I'm really sorry, Naomi," Geoffrey said. One by one, the
tunnel children resolutely turned their backs. And with one last
regretful look, Geoffrey followed suit.
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Naomi caught her breath. "What is it? What're they doing?"

"I'm very sorry, Naomi," Father replied, "but for four days,
the children have decided that none of them will speak to you."

It was what Mouse had told her about - the Silence! She
spun to clutch at Vincent's sleeve. "Everybody? You too?"

"No," he murmured, sensing her panic. "No, of course not."
To condemn a small child to complete Silence would be
unthinkable.

Father went on, "It's only the children. It was entirely
their decision."

Relief made her bold. "Then I don't care!"

He scowled at her. "We agreed to it, Vincent and I, because
there is a lesson to be learned. Living here involves certain
responsibilities, demands certain standards of behavior. What
you did was very wrong, and could have been dangerous as well.
Now, although the children won't talk with you, they understand
that you shouldn't be left alone. You may play and follow them
about just as you always do - "

But she was gazing wildly round the circle of backs, and
sudden fear made her defiant. "So what - I don't need "em!"

"Naomi," came Vincent's reproof in her ear.

"Well, I don't!"

"I think you may be surprised about that, "Father said
mildly. "But, no matter. You've answered the charge; punishment
has been imposed. And will begin - now."

"Who cares!" she shrilled, as the children began to file
quietly away. It wasn't going to be Vincent or him, or even
Mouse or Jamie - just kids! She glared after them. She guessed
she could live without them - she had, before. And anyway, it
was only four days.

As she followed Vincent back toward her own chamber, her
hand in his, she waited for him to say something about what had
happened - but he was silent. Silent.

"You're not talking," she piped nervously.

He glanced casually down. "What should I say?"

"Well..." She took a deep breath. "I did a bad thing." So
he should be scolding her, shouldn't he?
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He feigned surprise. "You understand what you did?"

"Uh-huh."

"I wouldn't have known it, to hear you," he said. "Tell me."

She looked down, scuffing her feet as she, walked. "The
Maze . "

"Yes. And?"

She scowled, slowed... stopped. The Maze-thing was easy.
The other thing was harder.

"And?" Vincent prompted, gently.

"Eric," she muttered.

"Yes." His voice came softly from somewhere above her head.
"Eric."

"I made him be in trouble." She looked up, up into his blue
eyes. "You mad at me?"

"I'm disappointed in you," he said, still gently. "You're a
better person than that." And as they went on, he pretended not
to hear her sniffling.

It wasn't until dinner that night that Naomi began to feel
the full impact of the Silence. The children talked, traded
jokes, discussed their day - but not with her. When asked, they
passed the milk, the bread, the dreaded peas (she asked for
everything on the table) - but not a one of them would speak.
Not to her.

Father, Vincent, Jamie - all of them, the adults, behaved
normally. In fact they acted as though nothing at all were
amiss, although soft-hearted Mary was solicitous. But by the
middle of the meal Naomi had quite lost her appetite.

Father, glancing down the long table, noted several other
unfinished dinners as well.

Even the story hour, usually Naomi's favorite time of day,
offered no consolation. The silence of their attentiveness
seemed, instead, to be directed at her.

As Vincent put the child to bed he found her subdued,
unwilling to talk. He respected her preoccupation.

But when he turned to go she called after him. "Vincent?"

He paused, looking back with soft eyes at the waif sitting
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lost in the shadowed cot. "Yes?"

"Make 'em not." Vincent could do that. Vincent could do
anything.

"I can't," he sighed. Meaning plainly, J won't. "I'm
sorry." And went out.

I
I
I

I

I
"That's terrible," Catherine told him later, •

sympathetically. "It's going to be hard on her." |

"And on the rest of us," Vincent said ruefully. "But the _
other children were quite determined. Father was impressed." I

"I can imagine." She shrugged herself deeper into the
bulky, oversized sweater. The weather had turned colder today, •
and a mean little wind gusted around the open balcony. Vincent, I
she noticed, seemed unaffected. "What are they trying to teach
her?" •

"That they're not disposable, and it's wrong to behave as if
they are." He moved to gaze out over the city. "It's an
extraordinary thing." I

"They're extraordinary children," Catherine agreed. She
wished she'd thought.of pocketing some kleenex before answering •
his knock. Her nose was beginning to run. "It's all so J
different from ray world. Children working together that way..."

"It was that way when I was a boy, too," he mused. "Oh, we •
had our differences and sibling rivalries, but there was also a *
great sense of family."

"Something I missed, as an only child." Catherine sniffled I
sneakily. Vincent didn't hear. Neither did he see her pull the
scratchy wool collar more tightly about her throat. She watched •
the wind play with his tawny hair and with the heavy hem of his J
cloak, and felt a prickle of irritation. They'd known one
another for almost three years, yet except for times of trouble
or danger to her, he'd steadfastly resisted entering her
apartment. That was fine during the summer months, or when the
weather was mild... But it was winter now and getting damned
cold. What perils did he think awaited him inside? (Mouth
quirking suddenly, she deliberately didn't pursue that line of
thought.) "Vincent - "
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"You would have enjoyed it, I think."

"I'm sure I would have." The nose-situation was getting
desperate now. She slipped one hand out of her pocket.
"Vincent, don't you think..."

But he was uncharacteristically preoccupied, overlooking the
ever-changing panorama. "All this is beautiful, of course, but
Below - "

She sneezed, explosively.

He turned to find her poised - guiltily - as though about to
wipe her nose upon her sleeve. "Catherine?"

"Yes?11 she said in a small voice.

"Are you feeling -

"I'm all right."

He stepped nearer. "But you're
shivering."

"Vincent, it's freezing out
here! "

He was instantly apologetic.
"Of course-I didn't think.
I should go."

"I don't want you to go," she protested. "We haven't seen
each other all week."

"But you can't stay out here. You're catching cold."

"Vincent," she sighed. There were more than two
alternatives here, and she waited for him to see it. But she
wouldn't ask. Oh, no, she wouldn't ask.

"Now, Catherine," he began very reasonably (or so he
thought). "It's obviously too cold out here - "

"That's true." She faced him obstinately. "It's cold out
here." And tried to look just as chilled and forlorn as she
possibly could.

Vincent's eyes narrowed. "I hardly think - "

She sniffled noisily. Reproachfully. When she raised her
cuff again, he rummaged hastily for the handkerchief Father
always insisted he carry. "Here." Watching her blow her small
reddened nose, he moved closer; and she realized he was trying to
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shield her a little from the wind. He was near enough, suddenly,
that the cloak played teasingly about her ankles... and his long
hair brushed her cheek.

"You should go inside," he said again.

"I want to be with you."

"And I, with you. But it's cold - "

"It's winter, Vincent," she said with some exasperation.
Drat his inhibitions! "Our third. For three years I've bundled
up like an Eskimo for these arctic rendezvous - "

"You want me to come inside."

She felt another sneeze coming on, and lifted the
handkerchief again. "I want you to feel comfortable enough with
me not to feel threatened every time I - I - ahh - "

"All right," he said.

The sneeze died in raid-gasp; her mouth shut with an audible
click. "Huh?"

"Sorry," he said contritely, although she looked so comical
that he couldn't resist smiling.

Catherine caught the flash of canines in the half-light.
"What's so funny?"

He seemed to find this sulkiness doubly amusing. "You did
look... surprised."

"Well, I expected you to put up more of a fight."

"And allow you to stand here catching pneumonia?"

"That would hardly be chivalrous," she agreed.

"I suppose," he said resignedly, "there is only one way to
prevent it."

"Only one way."

"Let's go inside," he suggested.

"Well, I don't know. If you going to be so martyred about
it - "

"Inside, Catherine.'" Reaching around her, he unlatched the
terrace door with one hand as he turned her with the other.
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Propelled gently but firmly ahead of him into the
livingroom, she ducked her head to hide a grin and made for the
kitchen.

She heard him close the double-doors behind him, and called
out, "Is hot chocolate all right?" His murmur of agreement sent
her on a scavenger-hunt through the cupboards., Hard to remember
when she'd last indulged herself in this way - she never thought
of it as a treat to be enjoyed alone. Tonight, though...

Turning on the gas flame under the pot, she stood back to
consider. It seemed strange - and wonderful - to think of him
waiting there in the next room. What had changed his mind, this
time? Surely nothing she'd said. And they both knew that had he
gone, she would eventually have gone back inside despite her
stubbornness. No, it was nothing she'd said or done. It was
something in him, some gradual process of change. She'd sensed
it in him now and then over the past year, in the unexpected
relaxing of his habitual restraint, the playful impulses...

A willingness to lead kitchen-raids in the middle of the
night. This memory made her grin, and she thought it probably
always would.

In this third year of their relationship they were both
still growing, changing... still exploring the possibilities of a
love neither would ever have thought was possible. Did his
decision, tonight, signal their arrival at a new plateau along
the way? Catherine thought perhaps it did... Still, there was
no rush. She wouldn't do anything to make him feel
uncomfortable. After all, they had all the time in the world.

In the livingroom, Vincent folded his cloak neatly over the
back of a chair and paused to survey his surroundings. It was a
lovely place, decorated in soft fabrics and muted pastels.
Peach, plum, pale blues... So different from the tunnels, and yet
so warm. This was a room intended to invite; to do all mere
furnishings could to make one as comfortable as possible

And it wasn't as if he'd never seen it before. But the last
time - over a year before - he'd burst in knowing Catherine was
in trouble and found her lying beaten and bloody... there, behind
the sofa nearest the door. He stepped down into the room, his
face darkening. Catherine had been in danger before, and perhaps
would be again; but to think of those two renegade policemen
invading her home, a place he'd always considered somehow
sacred..,. It was still enough to enrage him.

His eye was caught by a large glass display-case on the far
wall. In it, carefully arranged on several shelves, was a
collection of crystal and ceramic eggs. All of them beautiful
and most of them, he guessed, very expensive. One might even
have been Faberge - or a least an excellent reproduction.
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He'd been so quiet that Catherine poked her head out of the
kitchen, half-afraid he might have slipped away. She saw him
standing before the display-case, his nose all but pressed up
against the glass. The cloak had been discarded, and she was
amused to see that his hands were clasped carefully behind him as
he studied the knick-knacks. He reminded her of a small boy
sternly warned not to break anything.

But he was so tall, so wide-shouldered even without the
cloak that he dwarfed her tidy feminine furnishings -
particularly what Joe had once called her "dinky little
couches." Oh, dear, she thought, I'm going to have to replace
the sofa-set if he's ever going to feel comfortable here. . . Most
of the furniture accumulated Below was massively antique,
handcrafted from dark and heavy wood to withstand centuries of
use. Now, seeing him here, she was made freshly aware of how
well those other surroundings suited him.

But she delighted in the sight of him standing easily in the
home she loved and had so often wished to share with him. Only
once before had he seemed willing to accept such an invitation -
on the second anniversary of their meeting, last April. She'd
filled the room with candles. When he'd arrived on the balcony,
his surprise was plain. She asked him in shyly, afraid he would
refuse even on that special occasion; and perhaps because she
was, for once, even more hesitant than he, Vincent bent his head
and stepped forward... and the phone had rung, shattering the
moment. First it was Jennie, dreaming she was in danger. Then
the man she could only think of now as the Watcher - who had
whispered, "I can see you. And I can see him. " Terrified for
Vincent's sake, she'd sent him Below. And begun an ordeal that
had nearly ended in -

The smell of scorching chocolate recalled her to the
present. She shook off the chill of memory, and hurried to the
stove.

Vincent had been unaware of her attention. Catching his
reflection in the crystal facet of a particularly exquisite
piece, he was thinking (not for the first time) how right it was
that she be surrounded by such beautiful things... and how little
he could ever give her, by comparison.

"Don't," came a soft voice at his elbow, and he turned.

Catherine stood there with two large steaming, earthenware
mugs. He smelled the rich, sweet aroma as he took one. "Don't
what?" he asked.

"Don't take something beautiful," she said quietly, "and
make it into something, sad."

He stood there blinking with surprise, betrayed into
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sheepishness. "Do I do that?"

"You do." She nodded toward the display. "These are just
things, Vincent."

"Things I could never -
/

"Have I ever asked you for things? Look around you. I was
raised in affluence. I'm surrounded by luxury. But you give me
- you've always given me - so much more than that. You taught me
there was something more to life. To me."

Her eyes were so intent upon his that he couldn't have
looked away had a sofa burst into flames.

She reached for the display-case; swung the door wide with a
touch. "These are beautiful, yes," she said, lifting out the
piece he'd first noticed. "But they're only objects. And if
they get in the way of our understanding each other, I can
destroy them." Eloquently then, she drew back her arm.

"No!" Horrified, he caught her slender wrist. For an
instant he pictured Father's reaction at seeing a Faberge egg -
or even a copy - intentionally shattered. "No," he said more
gently; and taking it from her, restored it to its place.

Her eyes sparkled with mischief, and challenge. "Why not?"

"Because beauty," he answered, "should never be wasted."

"I agree." And coming up on tiptoe she kissed him, gently
and deliberately. Heard their cups clink awkwardly; felt his
astonishment in a moment of utter stillness... and then the
innocent warmth of his first unguarded response. The lips that
might once have felt strange, seeking hers, were perfect and
beloved because they were his.

It was Catherine who drew back first, to (she thought later)
their mutual surprise. But she was afraid she'd been too
aggressive. In the past, such impulses had always caused him to
withdraw, to cloak himself in his caution and his inapproachable
reserve. She waited for him to do so now - even, perhaps, to go
into full retreat.

Vincent stood looking down on her bowed head, bewitched and
bemused. He felt her joy and uncertainty almost as an echo of
his own.. She thought him beautiful. Never had it been clearer,
this feeling shining out of her like a great light, illuminating
him. Beauty should never be wasted - and she'd looked up at him
with her soul in her eyes so that he'd understand. He saw it
there, and felt it in the bond they shared. Catherine thought
him beautiful. And for the first time in his life, he felt as
though he might be.
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Perhaps with love, all things ffere possible.

"What are you thinking?" Catherine asked - and waited for
him to say, It's late and I must be going.

"That our hot chocolate is getting cold," he fibbed,
thoughtfully. "And we ought to sit down and d'rink it." So
saying, he glanced down into his cup, and Catherine saw his eyes
widen with surprise.

"Marshmallows," she said helpfully.

"How did you...?"

"Father told me once that you and Devin wouldn't even
consider drinking your hot chocolate unless you couldn't see it
for the marshraallows. And that you'd throw an awful tantrum if
you thought he got more than you."

He sighed. "Have I no secrets?"

"None," she smiled.

Favoring her with a long enigmatic look, Vincent turned and
closed the glass door of the case.

She saw his gaze flicker over the collection once more. "I
didn't ask you which one you like the best."

"The Austrian," he said instantly, nodding toward the large
multifaceted crystal. It glittered, flawless, throwing pastel
fragments of light back out into the room. "Beautiful, isn't
it?"

"Oh, I don't know." Catherine fingered the slender gold
chain about her throat. At the end of it, unseen, hung something
he'd brought her on their first anniversary. A gift he'd
journeyed deep into the earth to find. A piece of eternity.
"There are crystals," she mused, "and then there are crystals."

The hours that passed were filled with talk and the warmth
of a new contentment, much as the room in which they sat was
filled wj.th soft light and the ebb and flow of easy laughter.

And Catherine, cuddled securely in the curve of his arm, on
an abbreviated sofa that permitted no standoffishness, decided
she was in no hurry to -redecorate. . . There was something to be
said, after all, for dinky little couches and their purpose in
the world.
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Eighteen

For Naomi the next day - the second - was horrible. She
awakened half-hoping everyone had forgotten about the Silence.

They hadn't.

At breakfast she was scrupulously overlooked by all the
children (except the tiny ones, who were quickly distracted by
their elders). In the Main Pipechamber, under Pascal's
sympathetic eye, she was resoundingly ignored by both Zack and
Harry, who were apprenticing there as well. In the classroom
chamber she tried unsuccessfully to provoke Rusty and Alan - one
right after another - into fights (even that would have been
better than nothing), and had to be firmly intercepted by Father
and sent to a corner to sulk.

The unwillingness of the older children to leave her alone,
during the long play-afternoon, only made it worse. She'd
thought it would be a relief to escape Samantha's bossiness and
Kipper's big-boy disdain... but by evening she'd taken refuge in
her chamber, aching with loneliness.

When Vincent came to call her to supper he found Geoffrey
facing her over a checkerboard, teaching her the moves in utter
silence. Vincent knew what a concession this was for the boy,
who'd been beaten again and again by Samantha and so had come to
despise the game.

Bemused, he watched Naomi make a final jump to the far edge
of the board, collect her win and casually motion for her
opponent'to "king" her. How adaptable children are, Vincent
thought; for she'd accepted Geoffrey's muteness, and mime as the
language of their budding friendship. He almost hated to
interrupt them.

Dinner was another uncomfortable affair, although Naomi
seemed resigned now to being ignored and didn't go on trying to
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I
Icall attention to herself.

She disappeared altogether just before the story hour,
causing Vincent some concern; but after making the rounds to most
of her usual haunts he was surprised to find her back in her own
chamber, struggling into a nightgown as though in a hurry to get
to bed.

"You missed the story," he chided,
lending a hand. "I was beginning to
worry."

She avoided his eye as he lifted Â ^̂ A W •
her into bed and tucked her in. iPI ĤrV A. I

"Naomi," he said, settling into the ^̂ _̂ ^̂ _̂ ^̂ ^̂ ^̂ _
reading-chair, "I've just come from • • fefl • I
Father's chamber. Mouse was there." • • • •

"He was?" she asked in a small voice. ^̂ Ĥ V ^̂ 7 •

"He said you followed him up to the
park entrance after supper."

She slumped. He knew. He always knew. "I went to talk to *
him." Because Mouse knew what it was like - the Silence. Mouse
would know how she felt. "But when I got there I saw him going I
up. " •

"And you followed him?" m

"I just wanted to see."

And she had seen, Mouse reported, understandably upset. •
Seen the entrance. Seen how the lever worked to open it, before •
he'd sensed her presence. He'd shouted - "Hey!" - indignant
because tunnel people didn't sneak up on each other, and because •
nobody'd ever been able to sneak up on him before. He'd just |
caught a glimpse of her, as she fled. He'd stayed behind to make
sure the secret door was secured again before following, and then •
had been unable to catch up with her. I

"I know you're having a difficult time just now," Vincent
said. "But... you weren't thinking of running away?" I

Eyes still downcast, she shook her head.

He couldn't tell whether or not this was the truth. "I'm £
sure you didn't mean to do wrong," he went on, "but you mustn't
try to go up by yourself. The ways change, Naomi. If we alter
the route there are a hundred side-tunnels you could wander into, I
and never come out again." .. •
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"You'd find me," she said, looking up.

"Perhaps," he sighed, suppressing a smile. "But you must
promise to be more careful. To stay in the home tunnels. Father
was very disturbed to think that -

"Father's mad at me again?" she cried, dismayed.

"No," he reassured her. "No. I told him I would speak to
you. "

She cocked her head. "Vincent... you go Above sometimes,
huh?"

"Yes," he nodded. "I go Above sometimes."

"Like when you found me?"

"Like when I found you."

"Why do you go?"

He sat back, nonplussed. It was a large question. How
large an answer did she expect?

"Vincent?"

"I can't go out in the daytime, Naomi."

She considered him thoughtfully - the manelike golden halo
of his hair, the lionesque features - and asked, "Because they'd
see you?"

"Yes." But he didn't want to frighten her, just now, with
thoughts of what might happen - and what had happened - should he
be captured. "Night is the only time that I can move about
freely."

"But... that's not the only reason."

He was surprised. "What do you mean?"

"You like the night."

"How do you know that?"

"I .like it too," she said, a little plaintively.

Little kindred spirit, he thought pityingly. So she had
been thinking of going Above. "Do you miss it?"

She picked at the coverlet. "There's no night down here,
Vincent."
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How odd - he'd never thought of it that way! Certainly
there were those, Above, who would assume that they all lived
stumbling around in total blackness. Yet although the tunnels
had their dark places, there were others filled with a soft and
perpetual glow.

But there was no night, any more than there could be
daylight. Or rain, or snow, or summer breeze. Vincent knew,
perhaps better than anyone, all that these tunnels could not
offer. "Do you miss anything else? Are you sorry you came
Below?"

"Oh, no," she said positively. "But it's just..."

"The night." He thought of all the months she'd spent alone
on the streets, struggling to survive - seeking the protection of
the alleys, sleeping in garbage, dodging rats and transients...
"You're not afraid of the dark?"

She shook her head. "They can only see you in the light."

They. Vincent closed his eyes a moment. Who were "they"? -
and how far into this new life would she feel their pursuit, that
she must seek out a night in which to hide herself? She was
still a child beset by dreams, and by memories she refused to
describe. Unlike the other orphans she never said, Bat my daddy
woulda let me!, or, My mother used to tell me... And she was so
solemn; so seldom smiled or laughed. How long would the past
continue to haunt her? What must they do to exorcise it?
Whenever he tried - however tactfully - to approach the subject,
she became almost frantically evasive. And to be the cause of
such fear, even indirectly, was more than he could bear.

He leaned forward. Covered her two hands with his very
large one. "Don't worry, Naomi," he said softly. "'They' will
never find you, Below. You're safe here."

"I know," she shrugged, unconvincingly.

He thought quickly. "I made you a promise, once. Do you
remember what it was?"

She raised wide eyes to his. "Huh-uh."

"I promised that one night I'd take you back to the Mirror
Pool. Would you like that? The night is full of stars." (He
hadn't been out, himself, and fervently hoped that this was
true.)

She began to light up at the thought of such nocturnal
adventuring. "Is it?"

Whether it was or not, it was an opportunity to give her
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some of the special attention she seemed to be craving... and it
was the only "night" the tunnels could offer. "We'll go now," he
said. "That is, unless you're too sleepy..."

Throwing back the quilt, she flung herself into his arms.

But by the morning of the following day - the third - the
magic of discovering Orion had begun to fade, and Naomi found
herself once again facing the looming silence of her peers.

She wanted to join in their word-games, and couldn't.

She tried to sing along with Lana, who then horrifyingly
stopped, leaving her voice warbling alone in the Silence.

She wanted desperately to tell someone about going to the
Mirror Pool... and no one would listen.

By lunchtime it had gotten to be too much for her; and
Samantha reported that she'd only looked away for a minute, and
Naomi was suddenly nowhere to be found.

Vincent located her, finally, in the Whispering Gallery -
sitting at the precise center of the bottom-most bridge, swinging
her feet over the misted Abyss. Even though he knew the
fascination of the place and had played here himself as a boy,
the sight nearly stopped his heart.

He crossed the planks with deceptive nonchalance and sat
down beside her, dangling his own booted feet. And behind her
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I
back, unseen, he hooked one finger lightly in the loose weave of •
her sweater's hem.

Although she must have felt the vibration of his footsteps |
the moment he started toward her, it was a moment, now, before
she looked up at him sidelong. "I came all by myself," she said «
meekly. "Sorry." * I

He nodded. "Samantha couldn't find you. She was worried."

"I just couldn't stand it, all of a sudden," she said, "you I
know?"

"... I know." The Silence can be terrible. She looked I
utterly miserable.

"But I was gonna go back. After a while." I

"Why did you come here?" he asked softly.

"No one'll talk to me," she said mournfuTly. "But |
somebody's always talking here."

"Yes." He cocked his head. Heard the murmured fragments of I
a dozen conversations filtering down from the city Above. "This
has always been one of my favorite places too."

Her head was bowed. •

"You're unhappy," he said. •

"Why are they doing this, Vincent?"

"To teach you." •

"They hate me."

"No one hates you," he answered. "But you've treated them p
very badly. You behaved as if they weren't important, and they
are. They're your brothers and your sisters, and your friends." p

"Then why are they being so mean?"

"That is not their intent," he sighed. Had there been any I
malice involved, he and Father would never have allowed the I
Silence to be imposed. "But if it hurts, then maybe they're more
important to you than you thought. Do you miss their •
friendship?" * |

Reluctantly, she nodded. —

"Then perhaps you should tell them."
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"They won't listen."

"They might."

She shivered. The air, swirling up from the bottomless void
beneath them, was chill today. "Will you come with me?"

"If you want me to. But... you must speak your own
heart."

She looked up at him again. "If you let go of my sweater,
you could give me a hug." Her eyes brimmed. "I really need a
hug. "

"You need a coat," he rumbled... but he hugged her anyway.

Father having finally cornered Mouse for a long-postponed
conference on a proposed aqueduct, it was Vincent who called the
second meeting of the Children's Council to order in the
classroom-chamber.

Naomi stood by his chair and looked around the table at her
peers. "Where's Eric?" she asked - for Vincent had told her how
she must begin, if they were to believe she was sincere.

"I think he's with Cullen - he was going to make him some
shelves," Kipper told Vincent.

"But he's not a member of the Council," Samantha said. "He
doesn't need to -

"Can't do it without Eric," Naomi said stubbornly... and
nothing would do, but that someone must be sent to find Eric
while everyone else waited in an uncomfortable silence.

"I got him!" Lana crowed, skidding through the door ahead of
the boy. Both children were out of breath from running.

Eric looked around the room curiously, his eyes magnified
behind the thick glasses. "What's going on?"

"Eric," Vincent said, "Naomi has asked that we convene
another'meeting, to consider the matter of a reprieve."

"But she wouldn't start till you got here," Samantha
explained.

"Does this mean we can talk to her again?" Eric was a boy
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I
of candid thought and straightforward manner. Talkative by "
nature, he'd found the Silence troubling and difficult, and had
been avoiding Naomi because of it. •

"That's what we're here to decide," Vincent replied. "I
think Naomi has something she wants to say." •

They all looked to the little girl, who became predictably
tongue-tied and stared at a threadbare patch of the carpet with
great concentration. I

Vincent leaned forward. "It's all right," he murmured.
"Just tell them what you're feeling." •

She took a deep breath, and looked up at Eric. "I made you
be in trouble with Father." _

"He isn't mad any more," he shrugged, in a way that said he, •
too, was above holding a grudge.

"But... I'm sorry." I

"It's okay," he said generously. m

Samantha said, "Are you sorry about what you did... or sorry
about getting caught?"

"Both!" Naomi exclaimed - and heard the sound of smothered •
giggles, and Vincent chuckling behind her. It might have been
the wrong answer, but it seemed to be the first time she'd heard •
anybody laugh in three long days. She turned to Vincent. "Is |
that good enough?"

"That was very good," he said gravely, "but it's up to the I
1 v fffc r» "t~ o H tf* r» T H ̂  " ^*

I
children to decide."

Her gaze circled the room fleetingly, doubtingly.

"How come you called us together?" Kipper asked.

Naomi hesitated. •

"Tell us what you want us to do," Geoffrey suggested.

"I want you to stop it." •

"You mean, the Silence?"

She nodded.

"There's only one" day to go," Samantha pointed out. •

That didn't sound very encouraging. Naomi studied the

I
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carpet.

"Why do you want us to stop?" Eric asked her.

She looked up. "Because it hurts."

The children exchanged glances.

"That's how we feel," Geoffrey said finally, "when you're
mean to us. "

Her eyes widened with astonishment. She'd hurt them? It
had never occurred to her - that she could have that kind of
power, or significance. And she never had, before... before
coming here. "I made you feel bad too?"

"Uh-huh."

Vincent watched this exchange with interest. Was it
possible, he wondered, to teach empathy? If so, then this was
the child's first lesson.

"I'm sorry," she was saying earnestly.

Eric looked over her head, at the others. "I think we
should stop it."

"Are you sure you're not just saying that, because you
didn't like it?" Samantha asked him, brown eyes narrowing.

"I don't think any of you 'liked' it," Vincent put in. "Did
you? In fact, I think most of you found it very difficult, and
painful as well."

Heads bobbed throughout the chamber.

"Then you have a decision to make. If you think that Naomi
has learned what you set out to teach her, then you can agree to
end the Silence now, this afternoon. Or you can allow the
punishment to run its course."

"I move that we end it now," Eric blurted.

"You're not on the Council," Lana scowled.

"I'm here, aren't I?"

"But you can't - "

"Then you do it!"

"Children, children," Vincent interceded, before the meeting
could deteriorate into general mayhem. "This is hardly the sort
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of example -

"I move that the punishment be finished," Geoffrey said
stoutly.

Kipper stood up. "I second it."

A dark, tousled boy named Ahmed got to his feet as well. "I
third it."

"You don't have to - "

"I can if I want to!"

"I fourth it!"

"You can't fourth it, "Samantha told Erika - but then a boy
at the back actually fifthed it, much to her consternation. She
turned to Vincent. "They can't do that, can they, Vincent?
That's not in the Rules of Order."

He'd been watching Naomi, who had been following the
confusion with fascination. Now he turned his solemn eyes on the
older girl. "I think," he said, "the reprieve has been granted."

"But they weren't doing it right," she pouted, prettily -
for Samantha liked to have things just so. She earned an
affectionate smile from Vincent, and long-suffering groans from
the boys nearest her.

Naomi turned and grabbed his hand. "What's it mean?"

Kipper said. "It means we can talk to you again."

"Really?" Her face lit up. "Everybody?"

"Sure, everybody."

Samantha said - properly, if very quickly - "I move that we
adjourn."

"Second!" Sarah cried.

"Third!"

"Fourth!"

"Seventeenth!" crowed Eric to general laughter, leading a
rush for the door.

Samantha favored Vincent with an indulgent look (very much
like Mary's, he thought, surprised), and stood up primly. "This
Council is adjourned. Come on, Naomi."
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Vincent nodded for her to follow, and saw her gladly take
the hand Samantha offered. "Vincent took me to the Mirror Pool,"
she was saying eagerly as they went out. "It was real late,
and..."

Vincent was propped against the bedpillows, beginning to nod
over the book of poeras Catherine recently had given him, and
about to blow out the lamp when he sensed someone watching from
the door. "Naomi?"

She stood there hesitating in her nightgown, the heavy wool
socks already falling about her ankles and a well-worn book
clutched to her chest. "Yes?" she said brightly, as though she'd
only been passing by.

"I thought Mary put you to bed."

"She did."

"Quite some time ago?"

"I couldn't sleep," she said plaintively, drawing nearer.

"Did you try?" he asked with mock sternness, starting a
familiar game.

"Uh-huh."

"Did you close your eyes?"

"All the way." Biting her lip to hold back the smile, she
hovered by his writing-table.

His brows drew together ferociously. "Did you count to a
hundred?"
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The smile broke through. "I can't count that high."

"Then," he growled, "did you count sheep?"

"I'm ascared of sheep!" And giggling, she took a running
leap into the bed, beneath the edge of the coverlet he lifted up
for her, and snuggled into the crook of his arm.

"What have you got there?" he asked, reaching for the book.

"You know."

"Frost," he said, feigning surprise.

"What've you got?" she demanded.

"A book Catherine gave me." He showed her the cover, which
was unpromisingly (to a child) plain and unadorned.

"Is it poetry too?"

"Yes."

"Will you read me some?"

He reopened the book where his finger still marked his
place, and paged back to one of the shorter selections. "This is
called 'The Gift,'" he told her, and read:

"Once upon a time
I knew that never
could there be,
for we,
that wonder called
Forever.

Yet now,
somehow,
you ' ve gi ven me
a moment of eternity,
and taught me
wha tit means
to care.

My life is all
I have to share.

Naomi wrinkled her nose. "That started 'once upon a t ime , '
she said, "but it wasn ' t for children."

" N o , " he agreed.
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"How come you like it?" she asked - for she'd been able to
tell that much from his voice.

"Because it reminds me of Catherine," he said simply.

"Will I understand it better when I get older?"
t

"Yes," he promised.

She considered. "Okay... Does this book got any poems for
kids?"

"Does it have," he corrected gently. "And yes, it does...
one or two." In a moment he'd found the one he remembered.
"This one is about a hedgehog."

"What's that?"

"That," he replied, "is a little animal with prickles all
over it - like one of Mary's pincushions."

She pulled back a little, to look up at him doubtfully. "Do
they have all different colors, like the pincushions?"

"No," he smiled. "And they live in England. And England,"
he went on, anticipating her next ready question, "is a land far
away, where Father comes from." Waiting to see if she had any
more questions, he began:

"The hedgehog sits
upon a hill,
surrounded by his bristles.

Do you suppose
the hedgehog knows
his kin are mostly thistles?"

After asking Vincent to explain what "kin" and "thistles" were,
Naomi decided that she rather liked the little poem "because it
makes me think of a little blue pincushion sitting on a hill,
wondering about his relatives."

Vincent thought privately that when Father began teaching
this child biology, he would find her ideas somewhat confused.

Then, also decisively, she pushed Catherine's book away and
presented him with the Frost.

"And what do you want me to do with this?" he asked.

"Read me it?"
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I
"It's very late," he sighed, with a great show of

reluctance.

"Please, Vincent?" •

"And you had a long day..." •

"Read me 'Promises,'" she insisted, tugging at one side of
the book, so that the pages flipped open. m

"If you promise to close your eyes and try to sleep," he
said, finding the verse where the pages now parted naturally. No
longer did he question her fascination with it. It spoke of I
peace and quiet, when she'd come from turmoil; and of promises, I
where once there had been none. Now, in a world where every
child was seen as a sort of promise, he hoped she had begun to •
see their protection as a kind of covenant; their caring, a g
pledge; and love itself, a lasting vow.

She stirred restlessly and so he began to read. Softly, and I
as slowly as possible... and his voice was very much like snow •
falling into a dark forest.

I
"Whose woods these are I think I know.
His house is in the village though... " «

Her head, as he finished, wobbled against his shoulder.
"Vincent?" •

"Yes," he murmured.

"We should always keep our promises, huh?" ||

"Yes, we should."

"Is there good promises, and bad ones?"

Strange question. "What do you mean, Naomi?"

But he only felt her shrug against his ribs. "Read it
again," she said drowsily.

So he read it again, his voice dropping almost to a whisper
this time, and when he reached "For I have promises to keep, And
miles to. go before I sleep - " her head rolled heavily against
his shoulder and stayed there.

Smiling, he set the book aside and reached for his own
again. "And miles to go before I sleep," he whispered, dropping
a kiss into her bright hair.
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Nineteen

For Catherine it had felt like a long day - but for once
she'd gotten out of the office on time. She'd promised to see
Vincent, Below, this evening and - wonder of wonders! - she
might even be early. She'd been late for their last two
meetings. He never reproached her, of course (she knew he was
terribly proud of her career), except to chide her now and then
for working too hard. She accepted his concern gladly, if a
little rebelliously.

But tonight he would have no reason to scold. Her briefcase
was nearly empty and she'd gotten away without having to promise
Joe any after-hours errands or research. And at the thought of
seeing Vincent, Catherine found she could even smile at rush-hour
traffic.

The light was fading as she turned off the street and onto
the down-ramp of the parking garage beneath her building. The
weather had been unseasonably mild; still, she was thankful to be
out of the wind as she locked her car and began the long, echoing
walk toward the elevator.

She thought it was that, at first - the echoes of her own
footfalls. But pausing suddenly behind a wide pillar, she heard
it again clearly; a stealthy, unsynchronized step. Her heart
quickened.

"Who's there?" She turned to looked back along the rows of
gleaming automobiles. Nothing stirred there, or in the shadows
beyond. She could feel it, though - someone watching her.
Waiting., Waiting for what? A resident would have come forward
and declared himself. A mugger (or worse) would have made his
move already, with the element of surprise on his side.

"I know you're there," she called out, grateful for the
steadiness of her own voice. "What do you want?" She continued
to back quietly toward the elevator. Foremost in her mind was
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the awareness that Vincent would surely have felt the prickling
of the fear she suppressed, and was probably even now on his way
to her. And she didn't want him involved; wanted to avoid that
risk to him if this could be resolved in any other way.

Was that another footstep? - coming toward her, or going
away?

"I have a gun," she announced, one hand thrust convincingly
into her bag... and wished that it were true. In reality her
pistol was seventeen floors distant, stowed in the drawer of her
nightstand.

She stood there listening tensely, balanced upon the balls
of her feet. At the Stubbs gym she'd had enough training as a
street-fighter, and enough experience since, to feel confident of
her ability to ward off attack... unless he had a gun, whoever he
was.

And then you are in major trouble, she told herself.

It seemed an interminable moment that she waited, poised
either to run or fight -

- until suddenly the air was filled with sound; with a soft
rushing roar that seemed to come from everywhere at once and to
echo from every post and corner in the place.

Vincent, she thought with relief in spite of herself, and
remembered to breathe again.

She'd hurried to the secret sub-basement entrance - the
"Threshold" - forgetting her plans for a shower and a snack,
knowing he'd be waiting there for her.

Clambering down the ladder in impractical pumps, she slipped
near the bottom - and felt his steadying embrace, strong hands
encircling her waist from behind until she found her footing
again.

And felt, too, the warmth of his lips in her hair, almost
too fleetingly to be sure it had really happened.

Releasing her as she stepped down, he stood back. "I
checked the garage," he said. "There was no one."
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1
"It was probably just my imagination." She tried a smile

on; found it shaky.

"I don't think so."

"Well... I didn't actually see anyone."

"Still, you were frightened." His tone said, You are never
frightened without good reason. "Are you working on anything -

"Nothing," she said quickly. Maybe she wasn't going to
avoid a scolding after all. "At least, nothing that might
provoke any kind of violence, or threats... It was probably just
a panhandler, or a bag-lady." And if it was, then they've Just
had the fright of their life.

"... Perhaps."

"Anyway, we'll never know - and it's over now. " She allowed
just a touch of petulance to creep into her voice. To remind him
she was tired, and glad to see him, and in need of more than just
his protection.

"Come," he sighed, putting an arm round her shoulders and
steering her toward the brickwork portal. "You must be hungry,
and we may still be in time for supper."

Catherine brightened. Not often did she come early enough
to share the "common" meal. The fare was usually plain but
hearty, the company and conversation sparkling. Good thing she
hadn't had a chance to eat alone in her apartment, after all.

She blushed as her stomach rumbled with anticipation - an
effect the tunnel seemed to magnify to embarrassing proportions.
"What are they having tonight?"

"Does it matter?" he asked dryly.

"Oh, hush," she chuckled, slipping one slim arm around his
waist. And then: "No... I don't suppose it matters in the
least."

They'd been talking for hours, drifting from one subject to
the next casually, whimsically, as do people who love and are
utterly comfortable with one another.
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Vincent sprawled lazily across the bed, propped on one
elbow. Catherine, in her usual place in the chair opposite,
looked up and saw his eyes go past her suddenly toward the door;
and turning her head, saw the small silhouette there. "Naomi?"

The little girl edged into the room. She was clad in a
floor-length flannel nightgown - covered by an enormous brown
cardigan, its sleeves rolled right up to the patched elbows, so
that her tiny hands were just visible. She held a large ceramic
cup and moved slowly, not-spilling with ostentatious care.

"Did you come to say goodnight?" asked Catherine, smiling.

Naomi regarded her intently over the rim of the cup, and
managed a nod as she dz-ank.

Vincent smiled at the resulting frothy moustache. "What
have you got there?"

"Milk-shake." She drifted neared; held it out. "See?"

"I see."

Catherine asked, "Did you get it from William?"

Another nod.

"Are you friends with William now?"

"I been good," Naomi boasted, with a sidelong glance at
Vincent.

"No more raids on the pantry?"

"Somebody's been," she answered. "Somebody took some big
fat strawberry tarts - " (she sipped, solemnly) " - but it
wasn't me."

"No, I'm sure it wasn't," Catherine said, very carefully
avoiding Vincent's eye.

"William said if he ever finds out who it was, he'll -

"What kind of milk-shake is that?" Vincent asked hastily.

"Banilla."

Catherine said, "My very favorite."

Vincent beckoned the child closer, and leaned over to
whisper something in her ear. After a moment's consideration she
turned and held out the cup to Catherine. "Would you like some?"
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Catherine was touched. Even knowing it had been Vincent's
suggestion, it was a surprising offer - coming as it did from a
starveling like this, who was much more likely to hoard food than
to want to share it. "Thank you, Naomi," she said, taking the
cup, which was icy against her palms. She enjoyed a sip - just
one sip of the delicious concoction - before handing it back.
" Mwrawmm, " she said, "fantastic." Saw both of, them smiling - and
realized that she, too, raust be wearing a milk-moustache. Her
eyes narrowed. "Naomi, why don't you offer Vincent some, too?"
she asked sweetly.

"No, thank you," he said as the child turned.

"You have to," she told him.

"I do?"

Gravely, she nodded. "You can't be the only one left out."

Obediently, he took the cup and drained it. As he handed it
back, Catherine gave a snort of amusement and.Naomi started to
giggle.

"What?" he demanded, all innocence. A broad, frothy
moustache covered his upper lip. He made no effort to lick it
away. "What is it? Tell me."

The chamber echoed with their laughter; Naomi's, because she
thought he didn't realize - and Catherine's, because she knew
that he did.

A flurry of taps interrupted them.

Vincent cocked his head. "Naomi," he said after a moment,
"Mary is looking for you. It's bedtime."

Tilting her own head, she sidled just out of arm's reach;
and he reflected that all children seem to be born with the
perfect knowledge of at least one mathematical calculation - the
exact measurement and grab-radius of a parental arm.

She eased a half-step further away and they regarded one
another a moment, both sets of blue eyes narrowing speculatively.
Naomi wondered if he felt as lazy as he looked, and was he
willing to get UP and give chase? And Vincent was calculating
just how fast and how far he'd have to lunge, in order to snag
her by the sleeve at least.

"Naomi," he said craftily, "come here and give me a
goodnight kiss."

She studied him with frank suspicion. "Huh-uh."
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"No?"

I
I

"Not by the hair of your chinny-chin-chin," she said, •
drawing sounds of strangled hilarity from Catherine's chair. I

"Why not?" •

ICause you 11 tickle me."

"I?" His eyes widened with a kind of maniac innocence - I
made worse by a sudden attempt to lick the sweet-tasting »
moustache away. "Would I do something like that?"

She scuttled further away. "Yes!" |

"I wouldn't do a thing like that," he insisted, holding her _
gaze, gathering himself as though to spring. I

"Yes, you would!"

"No, I wouldn't - " ' I

"But J would!" Catherine cried, catching the child up from •
behind. Their ruse had worked perfectly. His feint right had |
driven the child left and Catherine pulled her into her lap,
tickling without mercy.

I
Father, hobbling impatiently toward Vincent's chamber, heard _

their laughter echoing toward him, and the little girl's I
delighted shrieks. For a moment he leaned indecisively on his
stick, trying to hold onto his sternness and failing, finally.
He turned, smiling into his beard. I

Well... a few more minutes probably wouldn't hurt.

I

I

IA young man lay wakeful in the darkness, one arm pillowing
his head, chain-smoking tensely.

He'd kicked the woman out for the night, wanting to be able •
to think without the distraction of her yammering - Jesus, this
one never shut up. Time she was earning her keep again anyway.
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She wasn't as pretty as Liddy had been - once - but she was a
better breadwinner and at least she didn 't have any kids.

And she 'd damn-sure better be on the street right now. She
was into his stash for nearly three hundred dollars and he wasn 't
going to carry her forever. That'd been Liddy's last mistake.

That decided, his thoughts returned to this evening's
adventure.

Even now he wasn't sure what he'd meant to do, waiting there
in that dark garage. Whatever presented itself, he supposed...
The Chandlez* woman had shown more guts than he'd expected. Did
she really have a gun? If not, she ran a pretty good bluff.

And what the hell was that noise he'd heard on the way out?
Some kind of a growl, or a roar - something big - but if she'd
had a dog wouldn't he have seen it? Anyway, what kind of a dog
made a noise like that? It sounded more like a lion or tiger or
something.

Lions and tigers and bears - ! He grinned at himself then,
and blew a smoke-ring at the ceiling. Yeah, right, Pick - a
lion. Probably the Lincoln-Mercury cougar, living in that-
particular parking garage/

Mo2*e likely it had been one of those big automatic doors
shutting or something, with the noise disto2'ted by echoes. Yeah
- the more he thought about it, the more he thought that's what
it was. But he'd been a little high -it could've been anything.

And once he decided what he was going to do, that might be
as good a place as any to get it done.

Naomi sat sniffling quietly in semidarkness. One candle had
been left burning, as usual, when they put her to bed; but a
little while ago, starting up from her dream, she'd found it
perilously close to going out.

It hadn't been a nightmare, exactly. But playing with
Catherine - the laughter, the warmth and tickling - had brought
back shadows of other good t imes . . . times from before. She woke
up crying "Mama! " but nobody heard her; no one had come.

She wanted to go in to Vincent . . . but somehow she couldn't
make herself get out of bed. The light from the dying candle
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I
looked strange; unfriendly shadows danced upon the walls. The I
tunnels were sleeping, and the silence on the pipes was I
deafening, and forbidding. It made her afraid to call out,
afraid of the sound of her own voice. "Mama," she whimpered
again, very softly this time. No one heard her, though. Nobody
came.

I
The candle guttered decisively and went out. I

I

I

I

I
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Twenty

The next few days passed quickly, and quietly. Preparations
were already underway for Winterfest, now only weeks away.
Rebecca was dipping scores of the tri-colored candles traditional
to the season; Mouse and Cullen often called upon Vincent to
assist them in moving heavy banquet tables, or to help with
various repairs.

On those occasions when he saw Naomi, he thought she seemed
more settled and subdued; more a part of their family of children
than the rebel she had been. She started no fights, made no more
than the normal amount of mischief; William reported no further
invasions of his kitchen-sanctum. For the first time, the child
seemed to have really begun to live among them.

Thus it was a shock, late one night, when Father came in to
cast one worried look about the chamber. "Naomi is gone,
Vincent."

"Gone?" He started up. "What do you mean, gone?"

"I mean that she is nowhere to be found," Father said
grimly. "Not in her chamber, not in the nursery - anywhere. I
was afraid something like this would happen, once she'd learned a
way out. The other children are all in their beds; no one has
seen Naomi since Mary put her to bed. And, Vincent..."

The younger man paused in the act of pulling on his cloak.

"Her old jacket," Father said, "the rag she was wearing when
you found her - it's gone from the shelf where she kept it."

Vincent set out through the tunnels at a run, the cloak
flying out behind him. Nightwalking? Her old coat?... In his
heart, he knew where she must have gone.
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I
Catherine heard the rapping faraway at first; seemed to see *

Vincent behind the frosted panes of her dream before she was
conscious of blinking away sleep to focus on him waiting there, a I
dark shape on the terrace. I

She flipped back the comforter and reached for the robe she •
kept by the bedside for such occasions - heavy floor-length blue •
terry, now that November was here.

He was pacing the balcony, his agitation plain, when she I
opened the door to the chill night air. "Vincent, what is it?" •

"Naomi," he said shortly. "She's come Above."

"Above? But how - "

"I Hon't have you endangered as well," he growled, his whole
manner saying, Pi*omise we.

Unwilling to delay him any further, she thrust defeated
fists into her pockets. "All right," she said. "Go."

i
"Catherine, I fear she's gone back

to her old home. Do you remember the
address?" All the way here he'd cursed
his complacency of these past weeks.
He knew its general location, but why
hadn't he asked for the address -
visited it at least once by night -
when Catherine first discovered the
file? Had he such a need to put the
horror of the child's past behind her, _ m

behind all of them? • •

"Of course," Catherine said, glad
now she'd done a drive-by and remembered the location; for the •
file itself, of course, was safely locked in a drawer in her |
office. Quickly, she gave him directions. "Wait," she said, as
he made for the ledge, "just let me get something on, and - " •

He turned on her so abruptly that the cloak flew out around
him. "No!"

"But, Vincent - " •

"Catherine, you must stay away from it! This man is a •
dangerous criminal." |

She stifled the urge to remind him that her profession
brought her into contact with such people almost daily. "But if
I - "
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He crouched in the blackness at the edge of the fire escape,
a chill breeze occasionally stirring his hair, or the hem of his
cloak. He'd been waiting so for over an hour and was glad, for
her sake, that it was a mild night.

His perch overlooked a garbage-strewn alley in one of the
worst neighborhoods; tenement streets frequented by prostitutes,
pushers and the homeless. Inconvenient street-lamps had been
shot out, leaving many areas in a restive darkness.

Through this he moved like a shadow, like a flicker of
imagination; and those who had perhaps glimpsed the cloaked
spectre, this night or in the past, followed their instincts and
were content to let it pass by unremarked.

The address Catherine had given him was a building in the
middle of the block, with alleyways to each side and behind. The
fire escape was rusted and unsteady, but supported his quiet
weight and he found the correct apartment, as he had hoped, at
the back.

There were no curtains shielding the livingroom window
which - he was surprised to find - was widely ajar. In those
first moments of his vigil, Vincent hadn't been able to resist
crouching by the sill and peering in.

He needn't have feared discovery. The sparsely-furnished
room was uninhabited, the only light supplied by a color TV - the
one new object in view. The volume had been turned up,
presumably to reach adjoining rooms. A tattered floral sofa
lined one wall, behind a coffee-table pile high with crumpled
cigarette-packs, beer-cans and other refuse. A mottled rug -
stained, not patterned - covered the floor.

There was not a book to be seen in the room. Vincent spent
some moments berausedly watching something called "Lifestyles of
the Rich and Famous" on the brilliantly-flickering TV-screen.

Then a woman's voice called out shrilly from another room -
"Rick?" - and Vincent shrank back as a young man in a soiled
undershirt stalked through the room, muttering to himself. Not
an ill-favored young man, oddly enough, Vincent decided, although
he appeared to be unwashed and unshaven. There was no overt evil
or depravity evident in his face. Vincent wondered, as he often
had secretly of others, what might have happened early in this
life to ruin it; and what this person might have made of himself
in some other, better time and place.
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But twice, during the ensuing hour, he heard identical,
signalling knocks; then saw something passed in through the front
door, and something else passed out.

So. Not only had the killer brought in another woman to
live in his victim's home; he was selling drugs too. Had this
business been thriving while Naomi lived here?... Vincent shook
his head. It was hard for him to understand, sometimes, the
depths to which some souls could degrade themselves.

But now he'd been waiting for over an hour; and despite his
worry he'd begun to think he'd been wrong to assume the child
would come back here. Perhaps he should be searching elsewhere,
after all.

Then a tiny sound reached his ear - a furtive rustling on
the metal stair below. A footstep? A rat, more likely; but he
pressed himself against the frigid brick.

She came creeping into view like a stray kitten, seeking the
safety of the dark places, her whole attitude 'one of listening
and trepidation. She slipped toward the uncurtained window; and
the dim light from within showed Vincent her small face strained
and pale, her eyes enormous.

Kneeling, completely unaware of his presence, she peeked
over the sill, looking at once eager and afraid. The woman's
voice sounded again from the other room; there was the sound of
footsteps; and Vincent saw that in another instant she would have
started up, into full view of anyone inside.

"Naomi, " came his whisper, like a fragment of wind.

Her eyes - only her eyes - darted everywhere, seeking him.
He detached himself from the shadows, keeping back from the
window. He heard her tiny gasp of surprise - even that, barely
there - and stretched out his hand.

She looked from him to the window again with a strange
mixture of reluctance and longing... then she took his hand, and
he lifted her into his arras.

Once, near the bottom of the fire-escape, she whispered
"Vincent" - but he hushed her tersely and quickened his pace, and
she clung to him thereafter in silence.

No one, seeing that dark figure striding toward the park,
would have guessed he cradled a little child beneath the
billowing cloak. None of the tunnel-dwellers, had they been
awake to witness his return, would have gleaned from his still
face the tumult of emotions in his heart.

She wight have been killed tonight. The words circled his
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mind dizzyingly. Now finally he understood - no, felt ~ Father's
dread and fury when, as a boy, Vincent himself had risked his
life and safety, or been dared to by the other children. That
night at the carousel, when he'd nearly been caught and he and
Devin had saved each other. Dawn at the trainyard - Mitch's
favorite haunt - and that terrifying pursuit by stick-wielding
"bulls." These scenes, and Father's reactions, replayed
themselves in his thoughts now, in a new light.

She might have been killed.

Only on reaching her chamber did he strip the sheltering
cloak away, pry her tiny fingers from his vest-lacings and set
her down finally. She was sitting there on the bed, white-faced
and silent, when Father looked in.

"You found her? Good." But something in Vincent's
expression checked the older man's ready lecture, stilled
the words before they'd left his lips. He confined
himself, instead, to uncharacteristically mild inquiry. "Was
there any trouble?"

"No, Father." He did not elaborate; that could wait until
later. "No harm was done. Neither of us was seen."

"You're certain?" He was looking at the child, his sharp
physician's eye noting the pallor and strain. He moved forward,
leaning heavily on his stick, and felt her forehead. Wasn't it
Winter, Above? - but no sign of fever, thank goodness. "Naomi,"
he said softly, tipping her face upward, "are you all right?" He
waited until he felt the tiniest of nods, as her chin rested on
his fingers. "Good," he said, his voice (and his eyes, holding
hers) very sincere. "We were worried something had happened to
you." He waited for that to sink in; the idea that someone was
concerned for her safety. "But I can see you're very tired.
We'll talk tomorrow, eh? You and I?"

His tone had been so gentle that Naomi, looking after him,
didn't know whether she ought to be afraid, or not.

He clasped Vincent by the shoulder, briefly, as he went out.
"Mouse hasn't returned yet," he murmured. "Let me know if he
checks in with you?"

Then Vincent was unbuttoning her coat, peeling her sweater
off, going for a basin of warm water with which to wash her face
and hands... She felt, oddly, as though she were moving in slow
motion; and she watched Vincent worriedly. His movements were
brisk, his eyes carefully directed to tasks at hand.

"I'm sorry." She said the magic words in a tiny little
voice, muffled still further by the nightgown he was pulling down
over her head.
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"I know." He lifted the quilt. "Under you go."

But pressed back to the pillow, she sat up again.
"Vincent?"

He moved toward the lamp. "You need to sleep."
t

"I can't," she said plaintively.

He stood by the door of the little chamber, looking back.
"Why not?"

"Because," she said miserably, "because - you're mad at me,
huh, Vincent?"

He had meant to postpone this until morning, when his own
feelings were less in turmoil, but -

"I didn't mean to," she began.

"What you did was very dangerous," he said-severely. For
her to defy a restriction designed to protect her - to seek out
the abode of a known murderer, a man who could kill her as
casually as another might swat at a fly - "We make rules her for
a reason.' You're old enough to understand - yet you deliberately
slipped out alone, without permission. You could have been.hurt,
and we'd never know. Mouse is still up there looking for you."

"He'll be cold," she quavered, hugging herself against the
memory-wind; meaning, J was cold. Hold me.

But Vincent was pacing the two short steps to the bookshelf,
where he spun to face her again. "I thought you could be trusted
- that we had an understanding."

"But I had to - "

He cut her off with a head-shake that snapped his hair
around his shoulders. "This must never happen again."

"But Vincent -

"Do you understand? Never!"

The child couldn't have looked more crushed if he had struck
her with his hand. He glimpsed tears filling the blue eyes
before she pulled up her knees and dropped her head down upon
them.

He stood there, fists clenched, trying vainly to hold onto
his anger; feeling it give way to pity, and relief at having her
safely back. In that moment, reluctantly, he made a difficult
decision. "Naomi."
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Muffling sniffles, she didn't answer.

He went to her; sat on the edge of the bed and drew her, a
little clenched ball of misery, into the curve of his arm. "All
right," he murmured, stroking her hair with the other hand. "All
right." When he felt the shaking of her shoulders begin to ease,
he said, "I'm sorry I had to be harsh."

"I didn't mean to," she hiccupped.

"Yes, you did," he sighed. In fact she'd planned it all
surprisingly well, even to creeping away when it was least likely
to be noticed. Devin himself could hardly have done better. For
someone of her tender years, it was a considerable achievement.
He suspected that what she meant was not I didn't mean to, but, J
couldn't help -it. "You must learn that it's very wrong to worry
people who care about you."

She raised her tear-streaked face. "Like Father?"

"And Mary, and Mouse - everyone." He reached for a corner
of the coverlet, to wipe her eyes.

"You, too?"

"Me, too. You know that." He leaned back against the
pillow, still cradling her. "Naomi, can you tell me why you went
out? Why you went there?"

He felt her shrug against his ribs.

"Are you unhappy here? Did you want to go back there, to
live?"

She shook her head, as he'd known she would.

"Naomi, you started to say before that you 'had to - . Had
to do what?" When there was no answer, he said, "Were you
looking for someone?"

A sidelong glance of surprise.

He'd put this off for weeks, hoping for that perfect
opportunity, some tranquil moment that would find her
receptive... But time had become a luxury, suddenly, and now he
felt that he had been cowardly; that he had endangered her
needlessly. She must be hurt now but there could be nothing -
nothiiig - more important than preserving her safety. She must be
made to understand her own peril. "Maybe someone isn't there any
more," he said softly, "and you went there hoping that they
were. "

"But I heard," she insisted. "I heard."
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"What did you hear?" he asked. "Was it your mother?"

She was very still. He could sense every fiber of her being
straining to say yes.

"Think hard, Naomi. Listen to your heart."

Her face crumpled again; tears scalded her cheeks.

"I'm sorry," he said. "I know how badly it hurts."

"It was some other lady - in my house," she whimpered.

"Yes."

"But, Vincent - " She drew back to look up into his face.
"Rick was there, I know he was. If my mama isn't there, where is
she?"

Then she truly did not realize - or had not admitted to
herself, yet, what she had seen happen. "Do you- remember," he
began carefully, "what you told me about the night Rick...
hurt... your mother?"

"It could still be a dream - a bad dream."

"I don't think it was," he said. "Do you?"

"But why wasn't she there?"

"She's gone, Naomi."

"She went away before," She said stubbornly. "Lots of
times. She always came back. Maybe she's still coming back."

"No," he answered painfully.

"I saw them put her in the amb'lance," she said desperately.
"Is she staying at the hospital?"

Tears stood, unnoticed, in his eyes as he remembered what
Catherine had described to him - this child watching them bear
away her mother's sheet-covered body. He kept his voice steady.
"Naomi," he said, holding her as if to ward away pain. "She
died, Naomi."

"What do you mean?" she cried. "You mean I'll never see her
any more?"

"Never again," he said. Lydia Foster had been a poor
enough kind of a mother, he supposed, but - We cling- to what f/e
have. "That's the sad thing about dying. She didn't mean to;
she couldn't help it. But she's gone now."
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"No she isn't," she sobbed. "I don't want her to be!"

As if the one ever had any bearing on the other! "It's
true," he whispered, past the lump in his throat. "You know it
is. You saw it happen, remember?"

"No, no, you're not i°ight! I been waiting,- waiting -
And she began to fight free of his embrace.

"Naomi, Naomi - there's nothing more you can do. She's
gone now, and safe. He can't hurt her any more - but he can hurt
you, don't you understand? You mustn't go there any more."

"But I promised!" She was pushing him away in a fury,
warding off all comfort.

"You promised...? Naomi, what did you promise?"

"Go 'way, Vincent!" She turned her back, rolling to the far
edge of the bed.

He didn't move, but sat watching over the child as she
sniffled herself to sleep, curled up miserably in a fetal
position. He didn't leave her; wouldn't accept her rejection.
What kind of world would this be, he wondered, if the people who
loved you went away simply because you told them to go?

"Ah, Vincent. How is Naomi?"

"Sleeping, finally," he answered, from the door.

Father took off his spectacles; laid the book aside. "Well,
Mouse is back safely too. I sent him to bed."

"Good."

"Where did you find her?"

"Where I expected." He descended the short stair. "Where
it happened."

"You mean - where she used to live?" Father leaned forward,
brow furrowing. "Whatever for?"

"She was... looking for someone."

"Dear God."
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"Yes. Her mother."

"But Vincent, surely, after what she saw, she's come to
realize - "

"Apparently not. Oh, part of her knows," Vincent conceded,
sinking wearily into a chair opposite. "I'm sure of it. For the
rest..."

"But certainly you told her? What Catherine discovered, I
mean?"

"Once we'd returned. She refused to believe it."

"Then... she is torn between the desire to stay with us,"
Father said, "and the need to find her mother."

"Yes. She may even believe she can 'save' her."

"But to endanger herself so needlessly, when the woman is
already - "

"I tried, Father." Vincent rose abruptly, paced once across
the chamber and back again. "She doesn't understand."

"Perhaps she must be made to understand."

"Not yet."

"Sometimes we must be cruel to be kind."

"Not yet, Father." He paused, his hands lifting slightly at
his sides. "There is some terrible need here, a seeking beyond
our power to deny, or hers to explain."

"Even so, Vincent, you must realize that she cannot be
allowed to wander the streets at night, and alone. Or at all, if
this man truly does mean her harm."

"... I know."

"So, what solution do you suggest?"

"I have none," Vincent sighed, "except to watch over her,
and try to keep her safe from harm. She can't stand any more
shocks - not just now."

"We'll all help, Vincent. You know that. Pascal, Mouse,
even Geoffrey - they've all offered to keep a careful eye on
her. "

"She needs to grieve, Father."
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"She'll have the time to do that, here. And to heal."

"If she allows herself."

Father heard the doubt in his voice. "She will, Vincent.
In time. Trust me."

t

"Naomi... trusts no one."

"She trusts you. Of all of us, it's you she's chosen to
guide her into this new life."

Vincent perched restlessly on the oaken arm of an oversized
reading-chair. "She's so filled with fear and confusion,
Father."

"And rage, I should imagine."

"Because of what she saw, you mean?"

"That too, of course, but I was referring to the abuse she's
suffered. I've just been reading about it." He nodded toward a
vividly-covered medical journal, to which a Helper, Above,
subscribed on his behalf. "They're just beginning to discover,
through the use of hypnosis, that children who were abused as
infants - and who have no conscious memory of it - are often
filled with rage. Great pent-up reservoirs of it. Releasing it
may be a vital step in the healing process."

"Surely that doesn't surprise you, Father."

"No, no... It only offers a new perspective on what many of
our children must struggle with, even when the 'crisis' is long
past... And what we must help Naomi to move through." He paused,
considering. "Has it occurred to you," he asked, "that it was
only when she began to feel secure here that she started testing
us, rebelling, and expressing some of the feelings she'd been
suppressing? 'Acting out,' as they say... It may be that the
very love and protection we offer, is enabling her to finally
face these deeper terrors."

"By going Above? Risking her life?"

"It may be the proof she feels she needs... if, as you say,
she rejects mere words."

"Her trust is so fragile, Father." And - like tonight - so
easily bruised.

"But she does trust, even if only a little." His voice was
quiet, reassuring. "And her spirit is strong. You've said so
yourself."
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"It's only that her needs are so great," Vincent said. "And
sometimes I feel so... inadequate."

I

"Strong... yes." Vincent reflected on her sudden flashes of •
temper, curiosity, rebellion - and whatever unsuspected daring
had spurred her to tonight's adventure. "But she has a lot to
learn."

"Yes, so I'm beginning to understand." «

"You don't seem particularly dismayed by the idea."

"Well, it isn't as if we'd never encountered a troubled I
child before, Vincent. Kipper, Eric - even Mouse, come to think •
of it."

"Particularly Mouse, come to think of it." Vincent did |
smile then, remembering that small scuttling shadow stealing
crusts here and there, eluding their well-intentioned pursuit by .
escaping down cracks and crevices no one had ever thought about I
before... Until Vincent had caught him. Since that day he'd "
been a part of them, this enigmatic urchin with his cryptic
speech and genius for anything mechanical. No one, not even I
Mouse himself, knew exactly how old he was now - late teens? I
early twenties? - and, given his unique brand of individuality,
perhaps it did not matter. What did matter, now, was his •
devotion to Father, to Vincent, to all their number. |

Would Naomi learn to trust them, to feel herself a part of
them, as Mouse had done? •

I
"There's nothing like a small child to inspire that," Father

sighed. •

"And it's difficult to know, isn't it? To be certain..."

"Yes," Father nodded, knowingly. Remembering. "It is." I

Vincent's eyes widened suddenly with surprise.

"What is it?" Father asked, watching him start toward the |
door.

"Catherine - waiting for me at the Threshold."

"It's very late, isn't it?" he asked a little
disapprovingly, glancing at the clock.

"Or very early," Vincent said ruefully, for it was nearly
four a.m. by this time, and he knew they'd all regret it
shortly. Tunnel-days began just as though the sun rose down here
too. "But I had to awaken her to ask the address."
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"And you told her what happened? No wonder she's waiting.
Well, I'm glad she didn't attempt to come through the park at
this hour. Go along, then, and .reassure her..."

It was a long walk, by comparison (the drainage-tunnel
entrance was nearer); and along the way Vincent had time to
realise that the events of this night had tired, him more than
he'd supposed. It would be good to climb into bed, finally. He
was glad he hadn't, been asked to teach an early class...

Catherine stood leaning against the chill brick beside the
portal, huddled into her jacket, her posture giving her away
before she knew that he was there. Her hair, falling over her
troubled brow, was mussed.

"You haven't slept," he chided her gently, as she came into
his arms.

"Neither have you," she scolded back, her voice muffled in
his shoulder. After a moment she pulled back enough to look up
into his face. "She's all right?" - knowing already, from his
very demeanor, that this was so.

He nodded. "I would have sent word."

"When - tomorrow?"

"Well... today. The children will be getting up soon." Her
building towered above them; Kipper loved elevators and would
have been glad to go and slip a note beneath her door.

"Where did you find her, after all?"

"She came up the fire escape. I was waiting there for her.
No one saw either us."

Her face was infinitely sad. "She was looking for her
mother?"

"She might have been killed," he said, at last voicing the
thought that had haunted him. Averting his face, he moved out of
her embrace to take two restless paces away - and then turned
back to her. "He might have killed her."

"That frightened you," she said.

"Yes.-., more deeply than I would have thought possible."

"And then," she went on quietly, "it made you angry."

He looked up to meet her eyes, and his own were dark with
shame. "I was... very harsh with her, Catherine." It made him
sick inside, now, to think of the way he'd hammered at the child
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I
with his anger, before telling her the truth he'd had to tell.

"Your anger was perfectly natural," Catherine told him. •
"That's how parents are supposed to react, didn't you know that?
They get scared, and then they get mad."

"Even so..."

"Vincent," she said abruptly - sternly -'"are you going to •
stand there and tell me that Father was never 'harsh' with you,
when you were little?"

He blinked with surprise at her tone. "No, but - "

"Did you die of it?"

"... No."

I

I

"And Naomi won't, either. That kind of anger isn't life- •
threatening, Vincent. Not like some things."

He saw her face soften with sudden memory; felt the shift in I
her mood. "What is it?" •

"Oh, I was just thinking of something that happened when I •
was a child. I was hardly any older than Naomi. A strange man |
offered me a ride home from school. He said he was a friend of
my father's." •

"You didn't go with him?" he asked, his heart quickening
absurdly at this danger long past.

"I didn't see why I shouldn't," she shrugged. "I'd been •
told never to talk to strangers, but he was perfectly
respectable-looking and I believed him." •

"What happened?"

"There was a little boy who had a terrible crush on me." I
She smiled fondly, embarrassment bringing faint color to her
face. "He tried to keep me from going. When I wouldn't listen,
he got into the car with me and went along." • I

"Brave child," Vincent murmured.

"Yes. I wonder where he is now. It's been so long... I jj
can't even remember his name."

"But the man didn't harm either of you?" •

"No. He dropped us off at my building. It could all have
been perfectly innocent, of course, but no one ever found out who I
he was. If he had planned to do anything - well, two children •
instead of one was probably more than he wanted to deal with."
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"And when you told your father?"

"Oh, I didn't tell him," Catherine grinned. "I may have
been foolish, but I wasn't stupid. The little boy told his
mother and she called my parents, hysterical. And Daddy..."

- Was frightened," Vincent smiled. "And'then he was
angry?'

"It was the only time he ever spanked me."

Vincent looked startled, then guilty. "After tonight, I
think I can understand that."

Catherine's eyes widened. "You, Vincent?" For she knew
that in the tunnels they didn't spank, as a rule.

"I came close," he smiled ruefully. In fact, he'd never
come closer to spanking a child in his life. And he supposed
now, looking back, that Father had felt that way after some of
his son's early escapades. But to picture a similar parental
wrath descending on Catherine, his Catherine, left Vincent
thoughtful and bemused.

He treasured such glimpses into her past... when she let
him in, for a moment, to what he thought of as her life-before.
Vincent had often tried to imagine Catherine as a child. When
she sparkled with unexpected mischief, when her eyes were wide
with wonder, when sudden sorrow took her by surprise - then he
found it irresistible to picture them as children together,
painting the tapestry of those lost years in his mind. Would he
have been her protector then, too? Yes. I would have been that
little boy, he realized.

"That's a strange look," she said. "What are you thinking
of?"

"You," he replied, "as a child."

J ffish I'd known you then, she thought, with a sudden
feeling of loss. Her answering smile was grave. "Little girls
aren't made up only of spun sugar. Trust me, Vincent. We're
really pretty durable, all things considered."

"So I'm finding out," he said pointedly, remembering some of
the risks she'd taken over the past two years. Dangers she'd
faced, that grown men might prudently have avoided.

"I almost came out anyway, tonight," she admitted.

"I know."

"You do?"
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"I felt your dilemma."

"What if I had decided to follow?"

"There was nothing you could have done, Catherine."

"But what if I had?" - |

His eyes shone unreadably in the half-light. "Then," he
mused, "I would've had to be severe with you as well, wouldn't •
I?" •

She ducked her head, letting her hair swing forward to hide •
the smile tugging at her mouth. |

Vincent leaned back against the opposite wall. "There's _
something you need to know," he said after a moment. "It's •
something I saw at that apartment tonight." ™

"Tell me." I
And he described what he'd witnessed there; the prearranged

signal-knocks, the careful exchanges. •

"Drugs," Catherine breathed. "He's selling, isn't he?"

"I believe so." 1

"Cocaine, do you think? Crack?"

"Does it matter?" Vincent asked quietly. One deadly poison
or another - what difference did it make, in the end? Such evils
had once or twice reached down into the tunnels themselves, and
their influence was always catastrophic. "Is there anything you
can do about it?"

"Oh, I think so," Catherine smiled, a predatory glint in her
eye. "If you can duplicate that knock for me..."
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Twenty-One

Naomi wakened slowly, drifting comfortably toward the
tapping of the pipes and the scent of beeswax candles. Opening
her eyes, she was surprised to find her chamber empty.

Someone had been there, though. A basin of warm water and a
towel waited on the nightstand.

It was late. She felt it in her bones, in the quality of
the quiet, in the way her stomach growled for breakfast past.

Only when she sat up, then, did the night before come
flooding back in upon her.

She'd snuck out and gone Above.

Vincent had brought her back and said - he 'd said -

And she'd yelled at him.

And . . . Father.

Naomi jumped out of bed, splashed a few drops of water on
her face and hurriedly got dressed. The one thing she was sure
of this morning, was that she didn't want to talk to Father.

And she knew just where she could go.

Moving busily from one set of pipes to another, Pascal
passed the little alcove twice before he was certain he'd really
heard something. Not a tapping, exactly, but a faint and
irregular tink.. . tink. . . as though someone were tossing pebbles
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at a pipe. Pascal was familiar with every sound occurring on I
this system - his mind was a vast auditory catalogue - and this
was definitely suspicious. •

After a moment's consideration, he went to his young
assistant. "Zack," he said, "take over for a while, will you?" _
Picking up the lantern, he nodded toward the alcove. "I won't be I
far." •

"No problem." The dark haired boy grinned his pleasure at •
the trust. "It's been pretty quiet all morning." I

Smiling acknowledgment, Pascal reached for a paper-wrapped •
parcel and took that with him too. I

Almost a separate room at one end of the Pipechamber, the
alcove was a corner filled with a confusion of interconnecting I
pipes, all but impassable to any adult. All but the most •
superficial inspections of this area required a youngster's
agility. Pascal put his package down and squatted by an opening •
he had reason to know about. • |

"Naomi?" He held the lantern up before him. •

She peered out at him from her hiding-place, sitting cross-
legged out of reach among the pipes. Like a little towheaded
spider, he thought, in the safety of its web. "Hello there." His I
voice was warm with the usual greeting, evincing no surprise at I
all on seeing her there.

"Hi." I

"What are you doing in there?"

"Hiding."

"Oh." He crossed his arras over his bony knees and said,
casually, "I think Father's been looking for you."

"I know." She'd learned enough by now to recognize her own
name-code being tapped back and forth.

"He's probably in his chamber," Pascal went on helpfully.

She chunked another pebble. Tink.

"You're not going?"

She shook her head. "I'm ascared to."

"You are?"

She nodded.
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"Naomi, did something happen that you think Father might
scold you about?" he asked - although of course, being
Pipemaster, he'd heard all about it last night.

"I went up, Pascal," she confessed with a terrible
seriousness, as though awed by the enormity of her misdeed,

"All by yourself?"

"Uh-huh."

"That probably wasn't a good idea," he agreed mildly,
resting his chin on his forearm.

Gravely, she watched him. She liked Pascal. As a tutor he
was exacting but endlessly patient, willing to repeat complicated
sequences over and over again for her. He was a steady, quiet
man who never raised his voice or lost his temper, even when she
was late or inattentive.

She'd sort of hoped Pascal would find her,-when she came
here.

"You know," he said, "I used to hide here too, sometimes,
when I thought the whole world was mad at me."

"You did?"

"Sure." His eyes, drifting over the network of pipes
surrounding her, crinkled with pleasant memory. "I was young
too, once . "

She blinked with surprise, trying to picture Pascal, with
his receding hairline and cup-handle ears, as a little boy.

"This was one of our secret places," he smiled. "Me, Devin,
Winslow..."

She knew about Devin - he was the one who always got in
trouble. "Who was Winslow?"

"A friend." His face softened. "Almost a brother. We
were boys together."

"Did he grow up too?"

"Yes." He refrained from adding, But he'll never grow old.

"Is he here?" For there were still people, living on the
outskirts, whom she hadn't met.

"No," Pascal said slowly. "He died last year."
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A year sounded like a long time, but he looked as though it
still made him sad. "Do you miss him sometimes?"

"Yes... I miss him sometimes."

She leaned forward. "Do you wish he didn't really die?"

"All the time." He smiled, sadly. "But it doesn't help."

Head drooping,. Naomi huddled back into herself.

"Have you had lunch? I brought some bread and cheese." He
indicated the parcel at his side.

She was hungry - but accepting his offer would mean coming
out, and she didn't feel ready to come out just yet.

"You can't stay in there forever," he reminded her gently.
Kids were funny; they never thought about consequences, or the
passage of time. They ran "away" as though it was a place,
and hid like it could last forever and people wauld give up
looking. "Would you like me to find Vincent for you?"

She shook her head.

"No?" he asked, surprised.
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Again that sharp, decisive shake.

"Okay." But that part of his attention which was always
directed pipeward noted her name-code again. Father, unable to
locate her, would be getting worried. "But it's getting kind of
late. Will you go see Father?"

She shrugged.

"He isn't going to hurt you, Naomi."

"I know it," she said, in a tiny voice.

"Would you go," he asked quietly, "if I held your hand?"

Father looked up from his writing to see Pascal leading the
little girl through the door.

"Naomi?" He took off his spectacles. "Where on earth have
you been? We were beginning to think - "

"It's all right, Father," Pascal cut in smoothly. "It's ray
fault. She was with me. We've been talking."

"Oh?" That seemed unlikely, since Pascal had signalled
hardly an hour before that the child had missed her lesson and
hadn't been seen. Father gave him the kind of look Pascal re-
membered from his own boyhood. "All right, then. You won't mind
leaving us alone, will you, Pascal? I want to speak with Naomi."
And coming forward on his cane, he held out his free hand.

"It's late," he said, leading her toward the long library-
table. "Have you had anything to eat?" She nodded, her blue
eyes wide, and he saw crumbs around her mouth. Her fair hair
caught the lamplight like a halo. How could such an innocent-
looking mite as this be the center of so much turmoil?

He put his walking-stick aside and sat down. "Now, Naomi."

She would have liked to run away, but he had hold of her
hands. "I was bad again," she said, "huh?"

Privately he despaired of such resignation - or cynicism -
in one so young. "Vincent said you might have been looking
for... for someone."

She waited, warily.
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"Did you find her?"

Her gaze fell. She shook her head.

"Still, it was very brave of you to want to go Above and
try. "

Startlement brought her eyes back to his,.

"Yes, very brave," he assured her... but the thought of her
wandering New York City at night made his blood run cold. "It's
a long way in the dark, isn't it? To find nothing waiting at the
end?" She looked so frightened and defensive, then, that he
decided Vincent was right - best not to press that particular
issue just yet. "Even so, Naomi... I think it would be best if
you didn't attempt it again."

"But - "

"No." He shook his head, immovable. "Our world has certain
laws, child. They are designed to keep us safe, and have been
tried and tested again and again over the years. Now, you
promised to live by those rules, didn't you?"

Unable to do anything else, she nodded.

"One of our most important rules forbids your going Above by
yourself. There are no exceptions. You may go with an adult -
Mary frequently takes small groups up into the park - or perhaps
with the older children, if you ask permission. What you did
last night could have been very dangerous, and I think you know
that."

His voice was quietly severe, and Naomi felt small and
shivery inside. She knew she'd done something real bad - why
wasn't he yelling?

"Now, I'm not going to punish you," he was saying. "Just
this once. I know you're going through a difficult time, and
none of us wish to make it any harder than it has to be. But
last night we were all very worried about you, and I want you to
promise that it will never happen again."

"But, Father..." How could she find the words to explain
the need that had driven her up into the night - or the nightmare
she had to repudiate? Her eyes darted around the large chamber
as though seeking answers or escape.

"Naomi? Will you promise?"

"What if I don't? What if I do it again?"

"What if you...?" He sat back, nonplussed; for she hadn't
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sounded defiant but plaintive. Almost pleading. "Well, I
suppose... you'd have to be punished."

"You mean like going to bed without supper, or missing a
concert?"

"Yes," he said slowly, eyes narrowing. '-'Something like
that."

Well - she guessed she could live with that if she had to.
"Okay. I promise," she said quickly. She didn't want to lie to
Father, and it made her feel funny inside... but after all, she
knew about promises. Promises were just things people said to
each other. Weren't they?

But she'd spoken too quickly. She couldn't know that
Father suspected it for what it was, really - a need to appease.
And glimpsed in her what he'd seen in countless other troubled
children before her.

"We'll see," he said softly, resigned to the necessity for
increased vigilance around all the near exits. He'd have to
alert all sentries. To Naomi's surprise, then, he took her face
between his hands and kissed her thoughtfully on the brow.

And to his surprise, she let him.

There was a sudden commotion in the corridor, and Vincent
came in surrounded by half a dozen clamoring children.

"I'm sorry, Father," he said, taking in the scene, "are we
interrupting?"

"No, no - "

"Vincent's going to take us to a crystal cave!" Eric
exclaimed.

"One of the nearer ones," Vincent assured Father, smiling.
"It's a bit late to try for the others." For Narcissa's
favorites were some considerable distance off, and a -journey
there would entail thorough preparation and camping overnight
along the way. "I have been promising them."

"Well, that does sound exciting," Father enthused. "Do you
suppose Naomi is old enough to go along as well?"

Vincent concealed a flicker of surprise; then he reached out
to tousle the child's bright hair. "Certainly, Father, if - "

Naomi jerked away from this familiar touch and stepped back,
head down and small fists clenched. "Don't want to!"
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"Naomi!" Father said, shocked.

One of the children gasped; all were abruptly still.
Vincent's hand lingered in midair, then fell back slowly to his
side. His eyes widened, just for an instant, with hurt and
astonishment.

"Naomi," Father was scolding, "apologize,at once!"

"It's all right, Father," Vincent said softly. "I think I
understand."

The next evening, as Father rummaged impatiently through the
dusty stacks of books for which he kept forgetting to ask Cullen
to build shelves, he heard a boy call his name from the door.

Brushing the grime from his hands, he straightened. "Eric?
I thought you'd gone to bed."

"I did." Clad in a handstitched thermal nightshirt, the boy
stood on the first of the several steps down into the study.
"But I needed to ask you something."

"Well, come in, come in... Listen, you haven't seen my copy
of David Copperfield. have you?"

"No, Father." Eric's eyes, behind the thick lenses, took
note of the older man's unusually disheveled appearance. "Is it
lost?"

"Oh, not lost, I'm sure - someone's probably just borrowed
it." He came and sat down at the long-library table. "Now what
was it you wanted to talk about?"

"Well..." Eric moved toward him thoughtfully, running his
hand down the length of the table as though fascinated by the
feel of the polished wood against his palm. He paused a step or
two away and said, "How come Naomi's acting like this?"

"You mean -

" - To Vincent," he nodded. "I thought they were friends."

"They are, Eric."

The boy scowled his puzzlement. "First she only liked him,
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and she was mean to us. Now she's okay to us, but she's mean to
him. I don't understand."

Father suspected all the children had noticed. That it was
Eric, with his inquisitive, straightforward mind who voiced the
question, surprised him not at all. He considered his answer
carefully.

"Father?"

"Eric," he began, "Naomi is going through a difficult time
just now, and you're perhaps the only one of the children who can
understand."

"I am?"

"I want you," Father said gravely, "to think back to a very
sad time in your life, last year."

The boy looked back at him, suddenly very still. "You mean
when... when Ellie died?"

"Yes." Ellie had been Eric's older sister, his only living
relative. Catherine had rescued both children from a corrupt
foster-home. Ellie had been with them, here Below, for less than
a year - was barely thirteen - when an epidemic of pneumonic
plague had taken her. The death of this beautiful child, so full
of sweetness and promise, had been something for which Father
blamed himself for a very long time. "And when Vincent came out
of the hospital chamber that day, and told you that Ellie had
gone... Do you remember how you felt at first?"

"I was mad." In fact he'd flown at Vincent in a fury of
denial. The sudden memory made him drop his gaze.

"You have nothing to be ashamed of, Eric. You were angry
because you were frightened." Yet in spite of this, Father
thought of Eric as an extraordinarily courageous child; for the
boy's first impulse hadn't been to surrender to his grief - but
to write his sister a letter, to apologize for angry words
between them. A remarkable thing. "You know that Naomi went
Above, night before last."

Eric nodded. "She snuck out, huh?"

"Yes. Do you know why?"

"She won't talk about it."

. "Well, Eric, we think she went Above to try and find her
mother."

The boy's eyes widened. "But... isn't her mother dead?"
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I
"This is what Vincent attempted to explain to her," Father I

said gently. •

Eric thought back to his own reaction. "Doesn't she believe •
him?" I

"Not just yet. She'll come round to it in time, I'm sure." •

"I could talk to her," Eric offered.

"That's very kind of you, but you see, it may be a little... I
complicated. We think Naomi may have seen something bad happen •
to her mother."

"But, if she saw - " |

Father leaned forward. "Some things are very difficult for •
us to accept. And sometimes the bigger they are, and the more we I
think they're going to hurt us, the more we want to run away from
them."

"Is that what Naomi's doing?" "

I
"Well... she's little." .

"Yes. And so we'll all have to be as helpful as we can.
For you children, that will mean helping us make certain she
doesn't wander off again." •

"You mean, sneak out."

"Yes." Father couldn't help but smile. "All right?" |

"We can do that." Eric straightened with the m
responsibility. "I'll tell everybody." I

"I think perhaps she isn't quite as brave as you were,
Eric."
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Twenty-Two

Catherine had claimed the great reading-chair and, shoeless
feet tucked beneath her, sat with Dickens' David Copperfield
lying open on the brushed-denim of her knees. She read in a soft
clear voice meant to reach Vincent, reclining on one elbow on his
bed nearby; but no farther. It would not, for example, have
wended its way out into the corridor to entertain Mouse, had he
chosen that vantage point from which to eavesdrop.

Vincent, studying the way the lamplight was caught and held
in the softness of her hair, suppressed a smile at the picture
she made; for the big chair dwarfed her, making her seem even
more petite than usual.

"I folded her to my heart, " she read, her voice growing
softer at the gentleness of the words themselves; "and, for a
little whi le, we were bo th si lent. Fresen tly we sa t do wn, an d
her angel-face was • turned upon me with the welcome I had dreamed
of, waking and sleeping for whole years. . . "

It seemed to him then, as he listened to these familiar
words, that they no longer referred to the characters in Dickens'
story but to something and someone far more immediate, and dearer
to his heart.

"She was so true, " Catherine went on, "she was so beautiful,
she was so good - I owed her so much gratitude, she was so dear
to me, that I could find no utterance for what I felt. . . " She
noticed it then - the difference in the quality of his silence -
and looked up, her voice trailing away, to discover his deepset
eyes seeking hers with an intensity so startling that she felt
the heat rising in 'her face, and knew was was blushing like a
schoolgirl.

And, for a little while both were silent -

The sudden sound of footsteps approaching the door broke the
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spell. Catching her breath (for she seemed to have forgotten,
for that little time, to breathe), she averted her eyes to
Dickens' passage again and marked her place in it with a careful
fingertip as Mary led Naomi into view.

"Vincent," the woman began. "Oh - Catherine. I'm sorry to
intrude, but... I wanted to read to Naomi before bedtime, and she
said she'd left her favorite book in here." She looked
perplexedly at the child, who hung back, head down. "S'he
wouldn't run in and get it herself."

"Hello, Naomi." Catherine smiled.

"Hi." This was said with a quick sidelong glance, and a new
shyness.

Vincent swung his stockinged feet over the bedside and
reached toward a small pile of books on the nightstand.

"No - " the child blurted " - not that one."

He hesitated, in the act of picking up the Frost book of
poems. "No?"

She shook her head, looking everywhere but at him; finally
fixing her eyes on a thin volume further down the stack. It was
Catherine's gift. A. A. Milne's When We Were Very Young. "This
one?" he asked gently. When she nodded, he held it out - but it
was Mary, when the child's sulky refusal became painfully
obvious, who took it from him.

"Would you like me to come in and read to you?" Vincent
asked.

Naomi shook her head again.

When they'd gone, and he'd broodingly taken up the Frost
again, Catherine shut her own book with an angry snap.' Vincent
looked up, startled, to see her sitting bolt upright in the big
chair (her sock-feet, however, still not quite reaching the
floor).

"Just exactly how long has that been going on?" she
demanded, her clear eyes snapping with indignation.

"For four days," he said bemusedly, sensing her anger but
uncertain of its cause.

"Since she werit Above?"

"Since I brought, her back," he answered, "and tried to
convince her that her mother was dead. That to go on searching
for her would be useless, and dangerous."
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"You couldn't do anything else, Vincent," she said
earnestly.

"I know that."

"And?"

"She didn't believe me," he said gruffly. Not until the
words hung in the air between them, then, did he realize how much
that fact had hurt. He raised his eyes to Catherine's.
"I appreciate your concern. Bur I'm not the one in need of
protection here."

"But she deliberately hurt you, Vincent. I could see it in
you. Feel it."

"Naomi is very upset by what happened."

"And taking it out on you!"

"I'm stronger than she is," he shrugged, his manner saying
plainly that it was a burden he could bear. "She's very
frightened just now, and trying very hard to reject the idea of
her mother's death."

"And you, along with it?"

"As the bearer of bad tidings, apparently." He smiled
sadly.

"But that isn't fair!" she exclaimed. "You've always been
her best friend - she seemed to love you so much!"

"That love hasn't died, Catherine," he said with a quiet
assurance that might, in someone else, have seemed almost
reproachful. "She'll find it again... when she needs it most.
And I will be here for her. Should I, instead, respond to her
pain with anger? Or burden her further, with guilt?"

She let out a long breath. No. He was right, of course -
that would be worse than useless. And the depth of his.
compassion humbled her, as always. It was just (as he must know)
that she couldn't bear to see him hurt.

He went on: "Father believes that forgiving me may seem, to
Naomi, like agreeing to 'let' her mother die."

"You mean... as long as she rejects you...?"

"She can keep the reality of that murder at bay as well."

Catherine lapsed into silence, chewing her lower lip.
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"What are you thinking?" he asked, sensing the sudden shift
in her mood, from outrage to something softer. Melancholy,
perhaps.

"That I may have been overreacting," she said softly, "and
it suddenly struck me why." She tucked her feet beneath her once
more, conscious of his patience and complete attention. "I was
thinking of my mother."

"She died," he remembered, "when you were ten."

She nodded. 'She was sick for a long time, but... I didn't
know that she was dying. People believed in 'protecting'
children then. She was in and out of the hospital several times,
but the last time - well, I didn't knorr it was the last time."
Her eyes were clouded and faraway. "There were things she said
that year... things she did... that I realized, much later, were
her way of saying goodbye."

"But you didn't get to say goodbye," he murmured.

"No." Her chin lifted in a way that seemed, to him, to make
her suddenly, peculiarly vulnerable. "When Daddy came to tell me
she was gone, at first I didn't believe him. Then I realized
that he thought it was true, so I became convinced that the
doctors had lied - that they'd hidden her somewhere in the
hospital. Nothing anyone said could change ray mind. But... I
was too afraid of that building to ever go in and try to find
her." She looked down at her hands, as though still ashamed of
that childish cowardice.

And he thought - Of course. The guilt that she still felt,
at failing to "rescue" her mother so many years ago, was a guilt
Naomi shared. And just as Catherine-then had imagined her mother
captive in that clinic, so now did that child in the other room
keep hers alive - in that dismal tenement, and in her hopeful
heart.

"Catherine." Vincent left the bed and came to kneel before
her chair, clasping her hands in his. "It wasn't the idea of
going to find your mother, that made you afraid. Don't you see?"

She looked uncomprehendingly into the blue, certain depths
of his eyes. "What do you mean?"

"It was the thought of not finding her."

It was late when she left him. They walked together through
the confusion of tunnels and corridors that led back to the exit
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beneath her building. She was preoccupied, subdued; her hand
warm in his but her thoughts far away.

At the threshold there was the customary reluctance to part;
even this bittersweet pain a thing to be cherished because it was
shared.

"Tell me something, Vincent... before I have to go."

"What shall I tell you?" he asked softly, smiling. It was,
by now, a familiar exchange... a comfortable way to stave off the
final moment.

Catherine leaned back against rough brick. "You never knew
your mother?"

"No." He waited, knowing she knew this already.

"So... you never knew her loss."

"Not that I remember. Only... her absence."

"And it hurt."

Vincent nodded. "Sometimes."

"I remember something Geoffrey said when ray father died last
year," Catherine went on carefully. She'd rarely spoken of this.
It hadn't been so very long ago. The shock and pain of losing
that last remnant of family had driven her to seek the sanctuary
of the tunnels - even to delude herself that she was ready to
hide there with him forever.

Vincent nodded, remembering the grief that had moved through
her; and therefore, irresistibly, through him as well. "What did
Geoffrey tell you?"

"That he'd never known his parents... but he missed them
anyway." Her eyes were shadowed. "Does it ever get any easier?"

"I don't know," he said honestly. "Perhaps, over time, we
only grow stronger with our burdens."

"There's so much I've always wanted to say to my mother,
Vincent. So much I've needed to ask her, if only I could see her
again. For a day. For an hour - even a moment. Do you know
what I mean?"

"Yes," he answered. "I know what you mean."

"And all the children here, like Naomi, who've lost their
parents...?"
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I"Yes," he said. "What is death to a child, after all, but

another kind of abandonment? They all have one question - one
question I'm sure they would ask if they could."

She looked up into his calm face, where he leaned against I
the wall opposite. "And you? Do you feel that way, too?"

"Sometimes," he admitted. I

"Is there a question you might ask your mother, Vincent, if
you could only meet her?" •

"Yes, Catherine."

She waited, feeling the chill of the masonry against her |
shoulder-blades. What answer would he seek, after all these
years? - How did I come to be? Who was my father?. . . What
would Vincent ask the woman who had borne and then presumably •
abandoned him? "

He watched her as though following her thoughts. "I am no •
different from Naomi, Catherine... or Laura, whose parents left |
her in the park; or Jamie, whose father simply moved away one
day. Were I and my mother to meet... I would ask her why." m

I
Now, retracing his steps, he looked in on the nursery, and

on Naomi - and then, almost as an afterthought, on Father. •
Everyone was sleeping peacefully. |

Back in his chamber he found the David Copnerfield on the «
nightstand, where it had been forgotten in their talk. After a I
moment of careful paging he came upon the place where Catherine,
reading, had been interrupted. He reached for a bookmark and
closed the volume. They could begin there, next time. •

In the very act of putting it down he paused... remembering.
It seemed to him there was another passage, further on- - •
something which, at the thought of Catherine, called out to him |
through the long years since he'd read it last.

He opened the book again and turned the pages slowly, almost I
reluctantly; coming at last to the end of a chapter near the
story's conclusion. "As J rode back in the lonely night, the
wind going by me lJ.ke a restless memory. . . " I

Yes. That was it. Vincent sank into the chair Catherine
had vacated, his head bowed. "...And, thinking of her, pointing m
upward, thought of her as pointing to that sky above me, where, |
in the mystery to come, I might yet love her with a love unknown
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on earth, and tell her what the strife had been within we when I
loved her here.
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Twenty-Three

"No way, Radcliffe." Joe Maxwell leaned back in his office
chair, a wry smile on his face. "Forget about it."

"Come on, Joe. This guy Corbin is selling drugs out of that
apartment, I know it."

"What have you got?" he challenged her. "An anonymous tip,
that's all. Nothing concrete." Boyish, Italian good looks
softened his refusal. "And sure, the guy's got a record - but
he's small potatoes, and you just haven't got enough to move on."

Catherine leaned forward, planting her hands determinedly on
one of the few clear spaces left on his desk. "But it's a good
solid lead, Joe! I've even got the knock - "

"Look, Cathy." Joe leaned toward her. "You're probably
right about this guy. I checked with the cops - "

"You did?"

"Yeah, I did, when you first brought this to me. And their
info says that if Corbin is active again, it's a nickel-and-dime'
operation at best."

She wanted to shout, This man is a murderer! - but she had a
witness who couldn't come forward, and not a shred of evidence.
"But if he's really selling', Joe - "
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"Look, why are you being so hardheaded about this?" His
dark eyes held hers. "I don't know how to make it any plainer.
I don't like the idea of guys like this running around loose any
better than you do. But you've done all you could, Radcliffe.
You told the cops. Now it's up to them to investigate."

Catherine stuck out her chin, her eyes stormy with a
stubbornness he recognized from long experience. "And if they
don't investigate?"

"They'll get around to it," he snapped. "Now this is for
your ears only, and I mean it. There are major drug distributors
at work in this city. I'm talking millions of dollars - these
guys could solve the national debt. And right now there's a
special task force about a step and a half away from az-resting
three of 'em. Nobody's got the time - or the budget - to waste
on some shoestring operation that'll probably fold the minute
they can get his sources dried up."

Catherine couldn't tell her boss that she didn't just want
Corbin shut down; she wanted him out of that apartment, where he
remained a threat to a child no one even remembered existed.
"What if he doesn't fold, Joe? There are kids buying that stuff
from him every day, kids whose lives may be ruined - "

"He'll just have to wait his turn," Joe sighed, winding and
unwinding a large rubber-band around his knuckles. A nervous
habit he couldn't seem to shake; he always had to be doing
something with his hands. But he wasn't happy with the picture
she was painting, and the fact that he couldn't do anything about
it irritated him even further. Chandler was good - one of his
best - but she knew how to get under his skin like nobody else.
"Look, Cathy, if you don't have enough to keep you busy, just let
me know. But we've got enough casework here already, without
going out on the street looking. Am I right? Now, unless you've
got something new on this guy..."

She straightened, squaring slim shoulders. "What if I do
get something else on him?"

He fixed her with a piercing gaze. "You stay away from
there," he said with quiet forcefulness, knowing her propensity
for independent action. "I mean it - that's an order. I find
out you've been snooping around that place, and you'll be
suspended so fast it'll make your head spin."

It seemed important that she relate all this to Vincent, and
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without delay.

She'd gone Below knowing he wasn't expecting her; but was
surprised, even so, when he didn't meet her himself at the gate.

Instead he'd sent Eric to guide her in. "Vincent's helping
Cullen - but he felt you waiting," the eight-year-old grinned.
There was a sort of magic here that enchanted all the children;
but Eric felt especially close to it, for it had been Catherine,
after all, who'd brought, him and his sister to live here in the
first place. "He said, would you mind waiting in his chamber?
He promised not to be very long."

Catherine took his small hand willingly.

Left alone in Vincent's chamber, she resigned herself to
wait. It was a place she loved even when he wasn't in it. The
antique curios, the stacks of leatherbound volumes, the warm soft
colors, and the stained glass window illuminating all...

His cloak hung darkly, like a captured shadow, near the
door. After a furtive glance over her shoulder, Catherine
pressed her face into a fold of the familiar garment... Breathed
in the musky-clean scent of Vincent there, and smiled.

She wandered the chamber in blissful, unaccustomed freedom;
examining an old book here, stroking a statue there. A small
alabaster David was unexpectedly rough to the touch, having
obviously been shattered and glued back together at some time in
the past. She wondered how it might have happened.

Catherine often thought of Vincent here in this chamber,
when she could not be with him. She liked to close her eyes and
imagine him reading at this table, his wild hair soft in the
candlelight and his face beautiful in repose... Or simply moving
from here to there with that powerful and unselfconscious grace
which was so natural to him. Sometimes she could picture it so
vividly that the very candles seemed to flicker all around her.
And she wondered - could he feel her then, reaching out to him?

On the nightstand she saw the book she'd given him some time
ago, just after he'd found Naomi. He'd told her that he'd
finished it; and she knew he'd liked it, surprised to find a
contemporary poet'so sympathetic. Still they somehow hadn't had
a chance, yet, to share these verses.

Catherine picked the book up and climbed onto the high bed,
sitting cross-legged on the patchwork coverlet. He said he'd
finished it - yet it fell open near the middle, at a place marked
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with a scrap of lace.

Light from the window behind her seemed to gild the page.
"The Fatal Flaw?" she murmured. Odd title. Curious, she began
to read:

"Some fatal flaw in me,
I have no doubt,
that I must wander
where you 've found me out;
thi'ough distant flowergardens
in the rain,
or moonlit streets
I'll neve*- find again;
02' watching fiei'y
sunrise overhead
while sane and decent folk
lie safe abed.

My faul t an d my undoing,
I suppose,
that I must follow too
whei'e beauty goes;
the rainbow
to its undiscovered end;
a woodland path
wherever it may wend;
and shining, savage rivers
to the sea;
and you, for being you
and loving me."

She heard running footsteps in the corridor and shut the book
almost guiltily, losing her place as the scrap of lace fluttered
to the carpet.

Geoffrey skidded through the door, calling, "Vincent?"

"Eric said he was in the lower levels." Catherine reached
for his shoulder; she'd never seen Geoffrey so agitated. "What
is it? What's wrong?"

"I went to check on Naomi, like we been doing," he reported
breathlessly. "She should be in bed, but her chamber's empty!"

"Empty?" Catherine repeated, alarmed. "Do you think -

"She took her coat," he nodded, his brown eyes frightened.

"Have you told Father?"

"No, first I - "
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"Come on." Catherine took his hand and headed for the door.
"We'll go tell Father, and then I want you to find Vincent just
as quickly as you can - all right? - and tell him what's
happened." He might already have felt her reaction, of course,
but would have no way of knowing what had caused it. Hopefully
he'd start up, and meet the boy halfway.

Naomi had left the gate ajar. She'd seen how it opened, but
no one had ever shown her how to close it. She took the left-
hand turning and scurried the little way to the drainage-tunnel
entrance.

Freezing wind invaded the seams and collar of her ragged
coat. She'd almost forgotten how cold it could be Up Top - that
it was still winter here even though it was warm, Below.

The Park was dark... deserted. Keeping to the shelter of
the brown, brittle bushes she hurried toward an exit, trying to
ignore dangerous rustlings and windblown shadows. There was no
uncertainty in her step. She knew exactly where she was going,
and went as though drawn by a magnet.

On the street, the wind was worse. The buildings seemed to
funnel it along and she thought it seemed biting... angry. Her
cheeks and ears stung; her eyes began to tear.

From behind some trash cans someone reached for her. She
dodged away, her little gasp of fright lost in a passing gust.
Whoever it was, didn't bother to give chase.

She scuttled past liquor stores and spicy-smelling Indian
take-outs, closed-up shops caged for the night and favorite
alleyways and nooks where she used to sleep. Dodging taxicabs
and keeping a sharp eye out for police cars (were they still
looking for her? Could they know?) , Naomi hurried on toward
home.

She was thinking that it was cold. And if it was cold
outside then it was cold in the house too... and Mama was always
bothered by the cold. If she was back tonight, then maybe Naomi
could take her back Below, where it was warm. Where Rick
couldn't ever find them. And Father was a doctor - maybe when
Mama was sick she 'wouldn't have to worry about her "medicine" so
much. Or maybe Father could just make her better.

If Mama was back.

Naomi saw none of the regulars hanging out on her street.
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The corners, which in summer were so bright and noisy, were empty
now. Most of the street lights were still broken. Slipping from
shadow to shadow, the little girl advanced as though through a
minefield. But no one saw her; no one called her name as she
circled to the back of the building.

The fire escape beckoned. She started upward quietly and
carefully, afraid the cold metal would stick to her hands.

Vincent vaulted over the top of the long ladder, almost
bowling over a startled Geoffrey, who'd been about to lean into
the vertical opening.

"I'm here," Vincent said, leaning down to take him by one
shoulder. "Tell me."

Geoffrey, panting, didn't ask how he'd known. "It's Naomi,
she's - she's gone Above again - Father says hurry!"

"What of Catherine?" he demanded, holding the boy fast. For
though he could feel the urgency of her concern, he knew she'd
left the tunnels.

"She went after her," Geoffrey blurted. "Father tried to
stop her but she wouldn't listen, Vincent - "

But Vincent had brushed by and, taking his hand, was pulling
him up the tunnel at a dead run. Geoffrey tried to keep up, but
when it became clear that he could only slow Vincent down, he
jerked his hand free and told him to go on ahead.

"Are you sure you know the way back?" Vincent demanded.

Geoffrey had been in this part of the tunnels many times,
running errands for Mouse or Cullen as they worked on the lower
chambers. He nodded - and almost as quickly as that, he was
alone again.

Catherine found the tunnel gate yawning and the secret door
wide open - a sight that was frightening enough in itself. She
secured the entrance again, watching as the heavy door rumbled
into place before turning to make her way out.
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She was careful, as always, to make certain no one saw her
exit the drainage tunnel. The wind caught at her jacket as she
tried to button it, and was cold enough to hurt her throat as she
sprinted toward the street. Damn - why didn't she ever have her
car when she needed it?

She hailed a cab, scrounging desperately through her pockets
to make sure she had enough for the fare. The cabbie stared over
his shoulder when she told him the address.

"I don't stop around there at night, lady -

"Then just drop me off as close to it as you can," she
snapped, tossing the wild brown hair out of her eyes. She sat
forward in the seat restlessly, her eyes searching the passing
streets. The taxi would get her there faster than she could've
gone afoot - but full of adrenaline, she felt as though she ought
to be running.

A snowflake struck the windowglass. Catherine shivered.
Bad enough that a child should be out at all on such a night...
but on such an errand!

Perhaps she - or Vincent - could intercept Naomi before any
harm could come to her. Catherine leaned forward, her nose
almost touching the cold glass as her eyes swept the dark
streets. If anything happened to that child, she'd never forgive
herself for not acting sooner.

Naomi crouched outside, looking in. There was a lamp on in
the livingroom; but it was the TV, with its sporadic flashes of
color, that offered the brightest light - and the most familiar,

Mama always left the TV on, so maybe she was here.

The window was halfway open. It didn't occur to the child
to wonder why it was, as she crouched shivering in the winter
wind. She only knew that she had to get inside.

Snow began to fall, unnoticed, as she climbed over the sill.

Her heel struck something as she tried to stand and she
almost lost her footing in the resulting clatter. Looking down,
she was startled to see several aluminum cans rolling away.

Something - someone - stirred on the sofa. Someone covered
with the old bed-blanket she remembered. She stepped forward,
her heart leaping. "Mama?'
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"No," came the soft answer. Rick sat up, sweeping the
blanket to the floor. His eyes were lit with triumph. So, she'd
come back. He'd always known she would - and it was about time,
because he'd about had it with sleeping wrth the damned window
open. "Nomie, is that you?"

Nofnie! Never had the child felt such blackness of,horror
and despair as she felt then, watching him"sit up and lean toward
her with his hard face and cold eyes.

He saw her small face whiten and go blank, her eyes widening
dark pools. Afraid she'd go back out the window before he could
catch her, he made his voice as low and casual as he could.
"Where've you been, honey? Don't you know your mama's been
worried about you?"

Every instinct screaming retreat, Naomi hesitated. "Mama?"

"Well, sure, honey," he said, taking advantage of her
uncertainty to inch toward the near end of the couch. "You've
been gone a long time, and it's cold outside. She's been real
worried about you."

Something in his face then brought the memories rushing back
and she saw the blood on his hands and heai'd the sounds his fists
/nade when -

"She's been waiting for you, Nomie."

"But I saw her - I saw them take her - "

"She was sick, honey," he improvised quickly, "and they took
her to the hospital. But she got better, and she came home
again."

"You hurt her," Naomi whispered.

"That was a dream," he said persuasively. "Just a bad
dream." Carefully, in slow motion, he eased off the end-cushion
and came down on one knee on the threadbare carpet. And all the
time she just stood there staring, dressed in the funniest rags
he'd ever seen, with her hair sticking up in every direction.
"Nomie, your mother's just sleeping in the next room."

In that instant, as she turned hopeful eyes toward the dark
doorway, he lunged.

"You lied, you lied!" she shrilled as he caught her by the
front of her coat, his big knuckles bruising her collarbone.
Buttons flew as he shook her. hard.

"Since when did you get so sassy?" he said through bared
teeth, still on his knees. She tried to kick him and he
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backhanded her. "Where have you been, huh? Who've you been
running your mouth to?"

The slap brought blinding tears - but she wouldn't cry.
"Where's my Mama?"

"Well, she's dead, you little idiot!" he exclaimed. "I
killed her." Her look of dumbfounded amazement made hi'm laugh
out loud. "Jesus, kid, are you that dumb? Didn't you remember?"

"I remembered but - but -

But his friends had been right, and she hadn't'understood
after all. Well, it didn't matter. She didn't have to
understand what she'd seen. She just had to have seen it, and be
able to testify. "Who did you tell, Nomie, huh? Where have you
been all this time?" Jerking her up on tiptoe, he searched her
coat-pockets. Nothing; not a clue to where she'd been hiding
out. "What about your clothes? Where'd you get clothes like
that, huh?" He peeled her collar back to reveal the tunnel-knit
sweater, its patches hand-sewn with decorative, oversized
stitches. Patched but clean, like the pants. "You haven't been
living on the street, kid - where have you been?"

She hung there staring into his lean flushed face, and was
all but paralyzed with shock and dread.

Corbin gave her another shake, one that snapped her head
back. "Tell me where you've been!"

"A - a place," she stammered.

"A 'place'?! What the hell do you mean, a 'place'? What
kind of a place? -A shelter? A foster home? Where?"

His breath was foul and beery, and Naomi felt as if she were
drowning in it. Why had she come back? Rick was all she was
afraid of in the world. He was the nightmare. Her mother was
dead... but she'd known that, hadn't she? Then why had she come
back here? She couldn't remember.

The only thing she knew suddenly was that she couldn't tell
him where she'd been. Rick couldn't know about the tunnels -
he'd do something bad. The tunnels were a secret. Vincent was a
secret. She'd promised. In a haze of fear and confusion, this
single truth was all she had to cling to.

He saw the stubbornness come into her face, and drew back
his free hand. "Dammit, Nomie," he grated, "we can do this easy
or hard. I don't want to hurt you any more than I have to."

But she could hear the violence rising in his voice the way
it always did and he was smiling that tight-jawed smile without
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even knowing it. And she knew it didn't matter what she said or
didn't say. "I can't," she whimpered.

"Can't what? Can't what?" he demanded, shaking her clear of
the floor so that she grabbed desperately for his wrist. "Kid, I
got the D.A. snooping around here and I want to know - Where have
you been? Who did you tell?"

"No - " She saw the blow coming, and couldn't do anything
but close her eyes. There was a warm trickle on her upper lip;
she tasted blood.

"No? No, huh? You seem to've forgotten a lot about how
things are, Noraie. But I'll tell you what. I'll bet you
remember this." Reaching down, he fished around under the nearby
end-table and pulled out a worn brown extension-cord. "I'll bet
you still even have the scars."

She shrank from him then, and he smiled.

It was a moment before either one of them realized that
somebody was knocking at the door. Corbin hesitated, his eyes
flickering indecisively. The rapping came again, more urgently -
his signal-knock, the one she knew he never ignored.

When it came a third time, rapid-fire, he knew that whoever
it was, they weren't going to give up. With a muttered oath he
released his hold on the child's coat, and caught her by the arm.
When she would have cried out with the pain, he tightened his
grip to silence her. "Shut up," he hissed. "You make a sound,
and I'll break your arm." A shove sent her staggering, to fall
heavily into a corner out of sight of the door.

He strode across the room and stood listening a moment.
Nothing. He turned on Naomi once more. "Don't you move," he
whispered fiercely. "Don't you make a sound. You remember what
I did to your mother? I can take you out too - " He snapped his
fingers " - just like that. You understand?"

She understood. She remembered.

He shrugged himself into a heavy leather jacket he kept
hanging there on a hook. "Who's there?" he called.

The knock came again, more tentatively.

He cracked the door and peered out. The sight of the
Chandler woman standing there seemed to stun him for a moment...
but he didn't give himself away, and she had no was of knowing
that he recognized her. So, he thought, Nomie even told you
about the knock? Well, a fat lot of good it'll do you. "What do
you want?" he asked neutrally.
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In spite of her dishevelled appearance, the blue-green eyes
met his coolly. There didn't seem to be anyone in the apartment
behind him, but somehow she had to be sure. She knew she didn't
look strungout - maybe she could pass herself off as another
supplier. "You know what I want," she bluffed.

In the corner, Naomi started and her head came up._

"Lady, I never saw you before." Was she alone? Was she
wired? His eyes flickered over her shoulder, checking the
darkened hall for any sign of police backup. "How should I know
what you want?"

"I heard - "

"Yeah, well, I'm not responsible for what you heard."

"Do all your friends use that particular knock?" she
challenged him.

The lady had guts - he had to give her that. Corbin decided
to play along. "Okay, okay. What've you got for me first?"

Catherine looked back at him blankly... wondering how she
was going to come up with a roll of bills when she hadn't even
had change enough to tip the cabbie. She was seconds away from
discovery. Her heart began to race. "How much?"

- In that instant, two things happened. Corbin raised his
hand and she saw the streak of blood drying on his knuckles. And
a child cried "Catherine, Catherine!" from the room beyond the
door.

Catherine drove the heel of her hand through the opening
into his face, and followed it with a kick aimed at his groin.
It connected solidly with his thigh instead. He staggered back,
one hand covering his eye, and she followed up with a terrific
shove.

"Catherine!" Naomi leapt up as the door burst open.

At the sight of that small bloodsmeared face Catherine was
filled with a sweeping red fury - knowing even as it happened
that Vincent would feel it too, wherever he was, but was unable
to resist even so. She flew at the man gouging and kicking, the
sudden violence taking him by surprise. "Run, Naomi -

"I'll kill her if you do!" Corbin growled. He caught the
woman's wrist in a crushing grip and slammed her back against the
wall. As he did she saw with despair that the child seemed to be
paralyzed with terror. "Naomi -

"Never mind her, she's not going anywhere." He kicked the
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door shut, with a crash. "And neither are you." He had both her
wrists now and grinned, pressing her back against the grimy
wallpaper. She was alone - had to be. She'd never have rushed
him this way if she were going by the book. "Been watching you -
watching you for weeks. Didn't think I knew who you were, did
you? Thought you were so smart coming here, Miss Chandler - "

He knew her name! How could he possibly have known? Had it
been him after all at the office - and in the garage? She fought
him wildly then and he laughed at her, liking a fight.

"You came for the kid?" He angled his hip against her
jabbing knee. "Is that the only reason you're here? You the one
she told? The only one she told?"

Glaring into cold dark eyes just inches from her own,
Catherine didn't say, Told what? and he knew, or thought he did.

She wrenched one arm free and tried to elbow him hard in the
diaphragm; shouted "Naomi, run!" and saw the child finally
startled from her dase.

Corbin caught the movement out of the corner of his eye, and
turned in time to see the little girl scramble out over the sill
and flee - not down the fire-escape but up, her feet clattering
against the metal. He tried to lunge after her but Catherine
tripped him, deliberately entangling her legs with his.

He swore viciously. Now instead of resisting she was
grappling with him, digging her fingernails into the soft
expensive leather of his jacket. He staggered back, away from
the fingers clawing at his face, and groped behind him for
anything - anything - he could hit her with.

He found the neck of the small table-lamp. It went out as
he jerked it free of the wall. He drew back and clubbed at her
with it. The impact of the weighted metal base against her skull
jarred his forearm.

A sound rose through the darkness several blocks away - a
sound full of rage and desperation, a roar that rattled windows
closed tight against the cold, and brought sleepers bolt upright
in bed, their hearts pounding. Here and there someone may have
hurried to a window to look out; but if it hadn't been a
nightmare, then whatever it was had passed out of sight into the
swirling snow.

Corbin didn't catch her as she fell heavily, without a
sound. By the flickering illumination from the television set he
crouched and, jerking her arms back, bound them behind her by
winding the lamp-cord around her wrists. The light-bulb burst
against his palm. He swore again, softly, knowing he was
bleeding. There wasn't time to see if the woman was dead or
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alive, but at this point it didn't matter. She was down for the
count. Right now he had to get hold of that kid.

It seemed only seconds later that Catherine became conscious
of a dark shape looming over her. The strange ache in her arms
diminished as she felt them freed, and she was eased gently over
onto her back.

"Vincent?" She felt the warmth of his large hand cradling
the back of her head.

"I'm here," came a soft voice from somewhere over her head.
She couldn't see his face. Had it gotten dark in the room, she
wondered, or was it just the hood? She struggled up on her
elbows - and gasped at the unexpected explosion of pain. "My
head!"

"Lie still," Vincent murmured. "You may be bleeding."

But memory came flooding back as she stared past him at the
window, now standing completely ajar. She looked wildly around
the room. "Vincent, the roof! He's followed her up to the
roof!"

"Are you sure you're - "

"Go!" she cried.

"Stay here." In another instant he was gone, his cloak
trailing over the 'sill like a shadow.

She remembered now. Mama had said that too. Fighting him
there on the floor, she'd tui-ned with blood in her eyes and
cried, "Run away, Nomie! "... And she had.

Naomi ran now too, trying hard not to slip on the rickety
metal stair. With the coming of the snow, the wind had all but
died. Even so, the cold hurt her throat with every sobbing
breath. What was happening to Catherine? Would he kill her too?
Was he going to ki'll everybody"?

She pulled herself up over the edge of the roof, skinning
both knees and tearing a patch on the rough brick. She didn't.
dare look back, or down.
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I
There had to be someplace to hide. She wiped her nose on

her cuff. The swirling flurries made it hard to see anything
clearly. There were big boxy shapes sticking up from the roof I
but no other doors that she could see; no holes to crawl into, •
and no piles of garbage big enough to do her any good. She
started forward, feeling an iciness that had nothing to do with •
her now-buttonless coat - ' jj

- And heard a clatter on the fire escape, below. She ran _
then in a panic, dodging behind the first chimney-like projection •
she came to; leaving it again at once because it was too close to *
where he was going to come up over the edge.

She circled several of the large projections, panting now •
and falling once, painfully, to her hands and knees in a half-
inch of powdery snow. Behind the last one she found several •
discarded metal bedframes, leaning in a tangle against the I
masonry. She scrambled in behind them just as she heard the
impact of someone's feet at the far side of the roof. _

She made herself as small as she could. It was then, "
looking out through the rusted metal, that she saw the tattle-
tale tracks she'd left in the snow. Staring at them she couldn't •
move, or breathe. Rick would see them too. He'd follow them |
right to her hiding-place.

"Nomie?" The child couldn't see him, his voice sounded very I
near. "It's no good hiding, Nomie. You know I'll find you - I
always find you, don't I? Come on out and get it over with."
When she didn't answer, he fell silent too. And she'd just begun I
to hope that maybe he hadn't seen the tracks after all, maybe •
he'd given up and gone away -

- when he was suddenly there, a dark shape on its knees |
blocking her view, chuckling low and reaching through the network
of frigid iron.

She screamed shrilly. His fingers raked her ankle and she
kicked at him, hearing the chuckling stop and the swearing start.
Huddling back against the brick, she felt a loose fragment
beneath her hand and seised it. She rapped out a hysterical
tattoo on metal that went nowhere.

A dark shape had vaulted over the roofside and stood there
hesitating. Whei'e was she? He'd heard he*' cry out, but the roof
was large and full of obstructions and the sound had seemed to
ricochet from every direction. Then there was a frantic banging
at the far edge, and his head snapped up with recognition.
V-I-N-C-E-N-T! V-I-N-

Corbin caught her by one foot and dragged her toward him,
and she was bruising arms and legs against the frames that
threatened to topple onto both of them. Don't hurt!" she cried.
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"Don't hurt!"

He yanked her free with such force that her head snapped
back against the rooftop.

Naomi saw stars. And heard a roaring in her ears, a
terrifying rush of sound as she lay there stunned.

Corbin heard it too. Crouching there, he sensed a shadow
fall over them both and started to turn - and felt himself thrown
violently backward. His head slammed against the low parapet.

He staggered to his feet, still swearing through clenched
teeth. He could see someone kneeling over the girl - just a dark
outline but somebody big, not the woman. Whoever it was, he was
going to kill the sonofabitch. He reached into his jacket-
pocket. .. and looked down at himself, aghast. The entire right
breast of the garment hung in ribbons. The shoulder was shredded
as well. What the hell - ? He flexed his arm, then his
shoulders; amazingly, felt no injury. But the destruction of the
expensive jacket only fueled his anger.

His hand closed over the reassuring smoothness of a familiar
hilt, and he jerked it free. There was an unmistakable snick! as
he released the blade. He balanced the weapon lightly in his
fingers; saw dim light glitter along the edge. "Hey, you!" He
wanted the guy to see it coming.

He saw the dark head lift - still hooded, so he couldn't see
the face. But there was that sound again, a sort of deep-
throated snarling that made the hair stand up on the back of his
neck. Jesus, what kind of a sound was that?

"Stand up!"' He heard the shrillness in his voice, and took
a deep breath. The sound was still going on, and suddenly it
seemed to be all he could hear. "I said, stand up."

With a roar, the figure came straight up off the ground at
him. The child cried out then and in the instant's hesitation
this seemed to cause, Corbin slashed with the knife; felt it
slice through cloth and grate on bone. He leapt back and waited
in a half-crouch, silhouetted against the pale winter-night sky.
The edge of the outthrust blade gleamed crimson.

Vincent barely felt the hot blood soaking his sleeve. Here
was the man who'd struck Catherine down; whose murderous intent
Vincent too had realized through the bond. Here was the man
who'd nearly killed the child whose little hold he felt now at
the hem of his cloak. Fury rose in him like a tide.

Corbin saw only his menacing stillness. "Who are you?" he
demanded, breathing raggedly. "What do you want?"
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I
By no word or sign did the figure reply. Like a tall shadow •

it stood there - waiting - with the snowflakes dappling its black I
shoulders.

"Who are you?" He gestured with the knife. "Take off the 8
hood!" '

"All right, " came the answer, so softly that he could hardly •
hear it. An arm came up, the hood swept back - ' 1

- and Corbin stood staring into the snarling face of •
something beyond nightmare, beyond any drug-induced hallucination I
he'd ever had. Beneath a wild tawny mane, the eyes that met his
were slitted with rage in a savage impossible face. Corbin saw
the white flash of fangs and lifted the switchblade desperately, I
his own teeth bared. •

Vincent roared, the sound reverberating all around them. He •
drew back his arm to strike and it was at the sight of that hand, |
furred and clawed, that Corbin tried to step back and up, onto
the building's rim. And found it slippery with new snow. •

It happened so quickly - one instant he was there,.and the
next he was flailing backwards toward the street. Vincent stood
frozen, one hand still upraised, for a moment even after he heard I
the impact far below. ™

"Vincent.1" Through the daze that always followed the •
violence he heard it. Catherine's voice. He turned and found |
her kneeling on the rooftop behind him, lifting the child in her
arms. "Vincent?" •

He came forward as she struggled upright, and enveloped both
of them in his cloaked embrace. "You shouldn't have come up -
are you all right?"' he whispered into Catherine's silky hair, •
knowing that she was in pain, knowing she'd denied it in her need •
to follow him.

"It's probably nothing Father can't fix," she replied, her |
wry voice muffled against his shoulder. She didn't think there
was any serious damage, but she was dizzy and her head .was m
splitting. |

For Naomi, hearing Vincent's voice was like awakening from
the nightmare. She burst into tears and clung to him. I

"Shhh. . . You're safe," he murmured. "You're safe now."

"But Catherine - " |

"I'm here," she answered, holding tight to both of them. _
"I'm okay." I
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"Naomi, are you all right?" Vincent asked. "He didn't hurt
you badly?"

"I didn't tell," the child sobbed. "He couldn't make me
tell! "

"Tell?-"

"The Secret. . . because I promised."

Vincent could feel the words, like her tears, against his
neck. "He can't hurt you any more, Naomi.' Thinking, I made a

too. "He'll never hurt you again."

"Vincent." Catherine drew back. "We've got to get away
from here. Someone may have heard." She reached for his hand;
felt a warm stickiness, and glanced down at her fingers. "My
God, Vincent, are you bleeding?"

"It will be all right," he said, shifting the child to his
uninjured arm.

Catherine looked behind him, seeing dark stains on the fresh
snow. Her heart sank. "You're hurt."

"Not badly," he said, with a significant glance at the
child.

"We've got to get you to Father," she insisted. "At least
let me take Naomi - "

"You can't carry her down," he chided. "The slipperiness ,
your head -

"All right, let's just go, " she said impatiently, tugging
him toward the fire escape. "We can argue on the way."

Descending to the back alley once more, they found the
neighborhood still quiet. Residents were in the habit of minding
their own business, Catherine supposed; and if anyone had heard a
commotion, no calls had been made. Corbin had fallen into the
side alley, and might lie undiscovered until morning.

Catherine, seeing Vincent's blood-soaked sleeve clearly for
the first time, at once bullied him into surrendering Naomi, who
came to her without protest.

"Wait here," he whispered, and disappeared around the
corner. Surprised, Catherine realized that he was going to check
on the body. It hadn't occurred to her that Corbin might have
survived such a fall...

And apparently he hadn't, for Vincent reappeared shaking his
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head. "Come." He slipped his good arm - and his cloak - around
them both. The nearest convenient tunnel entrance lay six blocks
in the wrong direction, so they hastened directly toward the
park. It was still snowing. The backstreets were quiet at this
time of night; there were few cars and no pedestrians. Still,
they dared not tarry. Vincent knew his own wound was deep, and
while he could ignore the pain he'd begun to feel ill from the
loss of blood. Naomi was shivering with cold and shock, and
Catherine...

"I'm all right." she said, as though reading his mind. But
what a picture they must make - all bruised, battered and bloody,
the heavy cloak flapping around them! She stifled an urge to
giggle, alarmed by the sudden lightheadedness. "What about your
arm?"

"It's probably nothing Father can't fix," he mocked her
gently.

She felt Naomi's grip tighten around her neck. "Will he
scold us terribly, do you think?"

"Terribly," he nodded. His encircling arm guided her steps.
She was grateful for its support.

The park was deserted when at last they slipped into the
shelter of the trees. Snow fell softly, silently as they made
their wary way toward the drainage tunnel. By dawn it would
cover their tracks completely.

Catherine heard Naomi mumble something into her collar.
"What is it?" she whispered, hugging the child more tightly. And
heard it again.

"What did she say?" came Vincent's voice, close by her ear.

Catherine frowned. "Something about the woods being
lovely...?"

"And dark, and deep," he sighed, eyeing the flurries adrift
between black treetrunks.

Catherine's eyes filled with tears of recognition. "Oh."

His arm tightened as he shepherded them through the tunnel
entrance and toward the secret door. "It's all right," he told
them, feeling that, at. last, perhaps it was. "We're home now."
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Twenty-Four

Catherine had been right. Once he was certain they were
alive and safe, Father was quite prepared to scold - and at some
length, it appeared. First, however, there was the small matter
of doctoring the wounded, in the hospital chamber.

The quantity of blood drying on the clothing of all three
was initially appalling. "That is mostly mine," Vincent said -
realizing belatedly that these words, intended as a reassurance,
could only alarm the older man further.

"You must let me look at - "

"It's only my arm. Father," Vincent said firmly. He kept
his good hand clasped over what he now knew was a gaping slash
from wrist to elbow. "Please, see to Naomi and Catherine."

Father acquiesced - with a look that plainly said he hadn't
heard the end of this yet. "Oh, Mouse, there you are. Run and
fetch Mary, will you? and wake Jamie? - Yes, they're all right.
Now go, please, and do as I asked..."

Naomi was drowsy with exhaustion and reaction, but a cursory
examination showed her to have nothing more serious than a
multitude of bruises. When Mary hurried in, she gasped at the
state of the child and her clothes.

"I tore my pants," Naomi said, and started to cry.

"Mary," Father sighed, "will you take her to her chamber and
bathe her, and put her to bed? Ask Mouse to bring some more hot
water. I think she'll be all right." The little girl was still
crying, wearily, as Mary carried her out. "Now, Catherine..."

With Vincent hovering watchfully nearby ("Sit down,
Vincent," Father snapped, "before you fall down."), Catherine
surrendered meekly to Father's ministrations. The bump on her
head was enormous, but the skin hadn't been broken; and finding
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her pupils equal and reactive, Father decided cautiously that
she'd somehow avoided a concussion.

"Guess I'm naturally hard-headed," she tried to joke.

"That is hardly news," he said pointedly. "And the next
time, young lady, that I tell you to stay in one place - for your
own safety, mind you - then I expect you..."

Vincent listened to the tirade with a half-smile, knowing he
was next, feeling the warmth of contentment and security steal
over him. He would tell Father what had happened; Father would
bind up his wound and send him to bed with his ears ringing. So
it had often happened in the past. And just now he could want
nothing more. When he and Devin, as boys, had invaded forbidden
territories and come home broken and bruised, they'd met with
just such a reception...

"Vincent?"

He felt Father's hand, lingering on his brow with unexpected
gentleness. "Are you all right?... Please try not to doze off.
I need you awake for just a little while yet. Now, Catherine, I
want you to take some of this for that headache, or you'll be
awake all night - what there is left of it, that is. When Jamie
comes I'll have her prepare the guest chamber." Where was the
girl? He hadn't wanted to raise a general clamor on the pipes at
such an hour, but there was no doubt they were faster than
sending a messenger on foot.

"Oh, Father," Catherine began, "it's all right. I can just
go - "

"Nonsense, child." He quelled her with a look. "You're not
going back Above tonight, I won't hear of it. Now the guest
chamber is in quite a state - they've been sorting linen in there
all week - so I want you to go to Vincent's chamber and lie down.
As soon as Mouse returns I'll send him in with some hot water, so
you can get properly cleaned up. All right?" Father was in his
element now, coordinating and organizing to his heart's content.
Taking Catherine's elbow, he helped her up and walked her to the
door.

Too weary to protest being sent to bed like a child, she
looked back over her shoulder. "Goodnight, Vincent."

"Sleep well, Catherine," came the soft reply from the cot
where he sat.

Father kissed her tenderly, impulsively, on the forehead...
and smiled at her obvious startlement. Whatever had happened up
there tonight, they'd brought the little one back safely; and he
supposed that Catherine's place in such events ought not to
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surprise him any more. "You're a remarkable young woman," he
said, almost ruefully. "Go along, now, and get some rest. - Ah,
Mouse. Where on earth have you been?"

"Getting Jamie," said that young man, somewhat out of
breath. "Like you said."

"Will she be long?"

"Be here quick. Quicker than quick."

"Good lad. Now I want you to go with Catherine, and bring
her a basin of hot water and some towels, all right? See she has
everything she needs."

Awed by such sacred custodianship, Mouse escorted her
reverently out of sight.

"Now, Vincent." Father turned, fixing his son with a gaze
that said he would brook no further rebellion. "Let's have a
look at that arm, shall we?" He crossed to sit down beside him,
and held out his hand expectantly. After a moment, reluctantly,
Vincent held out the injured limb.

"Dear God - what did he use, a machete?" For the shredded
cuff, pulled back for the first time, revealed a laceration right
down through the layers of muscle to the bone. There were no
tendons or major blood vessels involved, and the cold outside had
helped to stop the bleeding... But the radius itself had been
scored, and Vincent must be in considerable pain. "Here, let me
help you off with those things." Father said, his voice gruff
with emotion; and unlacing and removing the vest, he peeled away
the jersey, its sleeve already stiff with drying blood. Thus
stripped to the wai-st, Vincent waited patiently. Only a small
leather pouch hung, on its thong, against his powerful chest; and
there, Father knew, reposed Catherine's ivory rose. He'd seen it
- an exquisite piece - only once, the night Vincent had had to
share his joy in the gift. It seemed now there'd never been a
time he hadn't worn it, and it did not occur to either of them to
remove it now.

As gently as he could, then, Father began cleansing the
wound. Vincent turned his head, gazing off into middle distance.
Only by an occasional sharp intake of breath did he betray his
pain. He'd been that way even as a boy, Father remembered;
refusing to cry out no matter how badly he'd been hurt. "You're
going to need a tetanus shot, and some of the antibiotic Peter
sent down." Thankfully these were two medications which,
although their effectiveness could only be guessed at, had at
least never proven harmful to him. "We'll be very lucky to avoid
any sort of infection."

As a child, Vincent would have protested loudly at this
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point. Now his nod was resigned.

"And I'm afraid this is going to require quite a few
stitches, to close it." He went over to the corner to get his
bag. Returning, he unfolded a clean cloth on the bed, and began
to lay out the things he would need. Almost as an afterthought
he rummaged through various odd pockets for his spectacles.
Putting them on, he glanced down through them at the wound, then
over them at Vincent. "Now," he said distractingly,'"would you
like to tell me about it?"

This wasn't at all the authoritative command Vincent had
expected, and might have been able to resist. And because it was
not - because it was gentle instead - he found he wanted to talk
about it very much indeed.

It was nearly two hours later that Vincent made his weary
way back to his own chamber. The warm springs had been blessedly
deserted at this hour, and he was clean again at last. He wore
fresh trousers; and his right arm, in its sling, throbbed dully
against the breast of a soft, oversized pullover. His hair
spread in damp and untidy profusion over his shoulders.

He'd looked in on the child, in passing; found her bathed as
well, and sleeping soundly.

There were candles alight in his chamber. He paused just
inside the door.

Catherine lay curled up in his bed. Her hair fell shining
across her cheek. Someone had found her a nightgown; he could
see a lacy cuff protruding from the sleeve of his long thermal
nightshirt, which she'd pulled on over it.

She made such a little bump beneath his quilt; she looked so
innocent, so vulnerable, so scrubbed that he was overcome with
tenderness.

He knew that Jamie had readied the guest chamber. Probably
then she thought Father had gone to get Catherine, and he thought
she had; and meanwhile here Catherine was, and here she would
remain.

He smiled ironically at his predicament. Not only hadn't he
the heart to wake her - he hadn't even two good arms with which
to carry her.

Vincent stood there in the doorway, undecided, for a long
time. He thought he ought to take the guest chamber himself...
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but that seemed ridiculous suddenly, after all that had happened.

And he was so exhausted that he could hardly stand.

Surrendering with a shrug, he crossed the room. Catherine
lay off toward the middle of the big bed; Vincent eased himself
onto the edge and carefully, quietly removed his boots. Slipping
the sling (with a wince) over his head, he placed it beside the
flickering candle on the nightstand. Then stiffly, gingerly, he
put his feet up and leaned against the pillows.

Catherine scooted nearer, under her coverlet, and snuggled
warmly, naturally beneath the arm that lifted with surprise. Not
opening her eyes, she waited to feel its encircling warmth.
"They didn't come and get me," she murmured.

"No. "

"Are they going to?"

There was such wistfulness in her voice that he smiled. "I
won't let them." And felt her sigh of contentment through the
loose weave of his shirt, her breath warming his skin.

"How is your arm?"

"It's all right." In the quiet joy of having her there he'd
all but forgotten the pain. Once before, he'd held her while she
slept; but that had been a time of grief, and mourning. Now she
seemed to fill the room - and his heart - with peace and
happiness.

"Does it hurt much?"

"No." He pressed his lips to the silky crown of her head.

"Off. "

"Sorry."

After a moment she said, "Father gave me something to make
me sleep."

"Me, too." For despite his desire to savor these moments,
he was beginning to doze as well.

"... Or I might ravish you." She opened one eye in time to
see his eyebrows fly upward with surprise. She giggled,
deliciously.

"Go back to sleep," he said, with all the sternness he could
muster... and felt her head heavy on his shoulder, and her small
warm hand stealing across his middle.
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I
"... Okay." But it wasn't long before he heard her drowsy

voice yet again. "Do you think she'll be able to put it all
behind her, now?"

"I hope so," he said softly. I

"And learn to be happy?"

"Yes." ' I

"She was brave," Catherine murmured. •

"So were you."

She smiled, now pleasantly adrift. "Was I?" I

"Catherine." he whispered. "Be quiet now, and sleep."

I

I

I
More often than not, having resolved some crisis (great or

small) among the tunnel-dwellers, Jacob Wells found himself •
afflicted by a peculiar restiveness. He would sit up long into |
the night attempting to read; or give in, finally, to the need to
walk the quiet corridors of their world. Long after all but the
sentries, at their hidden posts, had gone to bed, Father would
count heads in the nursery, make certain there was nothing afire
in the kitchen, glance in on Pascal sleeping in his beloved
Pipechamber...

Now, with the night's events still vivid in his mind and so
few hours left until morning, sleep was the very last .thing he
felt like.

Thus it was that, moving watchfully down the home corridor,
only the muted tapping of his walking-stick to give him away, he
heard the muffled crying coming from Naomi's small chamber. Mary
had put her to bed while he'd ministered to Vincent; and the
child had fallen into an exhausted slumber by the time he'd gone
to check on her, directly afterwards.

But now the little girl lay sobbing heartbrokenly amid the
tumbled bedclothes.
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"Naomi?" He hurried forward and reached out to turn her
toward him. "I though you'd gone to sleep hours ago. Do you
feel all right?" He looked her over anxiously for some injury
that Mary might have missed.

Her face was flushed and tear-streaked. A bruise marked one
cheek. "Father!"

"Yes, I'm here." he said worriedly. "What's the matter?"

"Vincent!" She burst into noisy tears again, burying her
face in the quilt.

"Child, child..." He set his stick aside and sat down on
the bedside. "Try to stop crying and tell me, please. What
about him?"

To his vast surprise, she crawled into his lap. "I made
Vincent be hurt!" she sobbed into his vest.

For the first time he realized that she'd seen that sleeve
drenched in blood; had perhaps even seen the injury itself. Now
she felt responsible for what had happened, and while that was
understandable - even laudable - it would hardly make for a good
night's sleep. "Now you listen to me, young lady," he said with
calculated fierceness, hugging her tightly. "Vincent is a grown
man. Nobody can "make' him be, or do, anything he doesn't choose
to." When he felt he'd gotten her attention, he took up a corner
of the quilt to dab at her eyes. "What Vincent did," he went on
more gently, "he did to protect you. That is what Vincent does.
He protects those he loves. This isn't the first time he's been
injured, and I hardly expect it will be the last." He hoped he
sounded more matter-of-fact about this than he felt.

"But Rick cut him!"

"It will heal," he said, "I promise. You'll be surprised
how quickly it will happen." Vincent's recuperative powers had
often been a source of astonishment to Father. "I've already
stitched it up -

"Stitched?"

"Yes, just like a tear in a shirtsleeve. And I've bandaged
it and given him something for the pain. In a week - you'll see
- it will be almost completely healed. In a month, there
probably won't even be a scar. You won't be able to tell that it
ever happened."

"I'll remember it happened," she told him.

"Yes... well, perhaps it would be best if you did. It was a
very dangerous night, for both of you." Vincent had told him.
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He wondered now how much the child had been able to understand
about this night's events... and how it would affect her
compulsion to go Above, seeking after shadows. This terrible
night - were such things going to happen again and again, now?

She sat looking up at him as though reading his thoughts.
"I'm not gonna do it any more, Father."

It sounded curiously like a promise. "Are you sure, Naomi?"

"My mama isn't there." Her lower lip trembled for just an
instant... and then no more. "She died."

"Yes," he said gently.

"Rick killed her... a long time ago."

He supposed that spring must, indeed, seem almost like
another lifetime by now. "Do you remember?"

"Sort of, but - he told me." Her face was bewildered. "He
was laughing. How come it made him laugh, Father?"

He stroked her tousled head. "Some people are very cruel,
Naomi. I wish that weren't so true, but it is."

"Do they like it?"

"You know," he said thoughtfully, "sometimes I don't think
that they do. It may only be that... they don't know any
better."

Her brow furrowed with the effort to comprehend. "How do
they get like that?"

"Some of them," he replied, "were, themselves, hurt as
children." She was too young to see the parallel in this and her
own wild behavior since coming here, of course.

"J been hurt," she offered, pulling up her nightgown sleeve
to show him the purpling finger-marks. "See? Rick hurt me."

"Yes, I can see that he did." Father fought the sting of
unshed tears - for at that very spot in this small arm, he'd
first found proof of her abuse as she lay near death in Vincent's
chamber. Thank heaven it hadn't been broken again!

Naomi cocked ,her head, considering. "I been hurt," she
said, "but I won't grow up like Rick."

"No?," he asked, surprised that she'd made the connection.
"Why not, do you think?"
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"'Cause I came here," she shrugged. And then, more
thoughtfully, "Father, if Rick... and my mama... came here when
they were little, do you think they would've been better?"

There was an astonishing compassion in such speculation -
something he'd hardly expected of her. particularly tonight. "We
can hope they would have been, Naomi. Shall I tell you a
secret?... Sometimes I've wished that I could gather up all the
unhappy children in the world, and bring them down here to live
with us."

"In the whole world, Father?"

"Yes, in the whole world."

"But you can"t."

"No," he said sadly. "I can't."

So - even grownups had impossible wishes. "Sometimes..."
She ducked her head, plucking at a loose thread on his sleeve.
"Sometimes I pretend Mama's here, anyways."

Yes, he thought, that would only be natural. "Was she kind
to you, child?"

"Sometimes. She mostly didn't hurt me, like Rick, except if
she ran out of medicine." Her eyes pleaded with him to
understand. "She mostly just... forgot I was there, you know?"

Indignation would be as useless as pity now, and Father
stifled both to offer the acceptance this belated confidence
deserved. "If she took 'medicine,' do you mean... she was sick?"

Naomi nodded almost eagerly.

"I see." There would be time enough, in years to come, for
her to begin to understand that kind of "sickness" - and the
terrible cost of such "medicine." "Then it's very generous of
you, to want to share this with her."

"But not Rick." She looked up.

"No, I can understand that."

"He was gonna kill me," she went on, watching him intently.
"He said so. Would you be sad?"

"Yes," Father answered, very softly. "I would be." Such
morbidness did not disturb him. He knew that when children whose
lives had been violently endangered finally encountered love,
their first imaginings often concerned the way their new
caregivers would mourn at their death. "We would all be very
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I
sad." And for the first time, he had the sense that she'd begun •
to believe him. "What happened then?" |

"Then Vincent came." Her eyes searched his face worriedly. —

Did he know about what happened then? Did he know that Vincent - I

"I know," he sighed. Was she, he wondered, already I
suffering that terrible weight of responsibility felt by those I
Vincent protected at such risk to himself?

"Rick cut him with a knife," she whispered, head drooping. I
"Before."

Before Vincent, killed him. Father thought. Was that how the I
child would remember it? How much had she seen? Would it make ™
her afraid of her friend? Naomi was leaning against him, hugging
herself as though her stomach ached - or unhappiness had brought •
back the memory-ache of that broken rib. "Tell me what's I
troubling you," Father urged her. "Are you still frightened?"

"No..." . I

"You're worried about Vincent?"

She looked up, fresh tears threatening, and he knew they'd
come full-circle.

"Naomi," he said kindly, "you mustn't think it was your
fault."

"But his arm, " she gulped. "I saw it. Father."

And she wouldn't be reassured, obviously, until she saw with
her own eyes that'the bleeding had been staunched; that the wound
had been dressed and Vincent himself put safely to bed. "I told
you, he'll be all right. Would you like to see? To be sure?"

She looked at him doubtfully.

"There's no more blood," he said, suppressing a sroile. "I
promise. Come - he's sleeping in his chamber."

Her face brightened for an instant - then fell again, and
Father knew at once that blood wasn't all she feared. "Naomi,"
he said quietly, "bodies heal, and injuries are soon forgotten.
Do you know what's hurt Vincent more than the wound I sewed up
tonight?".

She shook her head.

"The thought that you two weren't friends any more. That
you were angry with him, or perhaps afraid."
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"I'm not any more," she said quickly.

"Then you mustn't let it go on keeping you from showing him
how you feel." He set her on her feet then; and reaching for his
stick, stood and took her by the hand.

Naomi would have hung back outside the door, but Father
determinedly drew her forward - and stopped on the threshold,
startled and nonplussed.

Vincent lay fully clothed upon the bedcovers. His face was
turned toward them, his deepset eyes closed and the strong
leonine features at peace. His hair, gilded by the candlelight,
spread wildly over one shoulder.

On the other, Catherine's glossy head was pillowed. Tucked
warmly under his quilt, she was also curled beneath an arm that
still bent, even in sleep, to hold her.

Father took a deep breath; let it out again slowly. Then
Naomi was drawing him forward, and he realized that she saw
nothing amiss here. In fact, she probably found Catherine's
presence reassuring.

They reached the bedside and the child reached out,
hesitantly, to touch the gold-red fur covering the back of
Vincent's wrist. When he didn't stir, she grew bold enough to
push back the hem of the jersey sleeve a little. And saw the
edge of a clean white bandage.

"You see," Father murmured, "he's all right. He really only
needs to rest.". There was a chill in the room. Glancing about,
he found a knitted afghan folded atop a chest. Deftly and
silently he shook it out, then covered Vincent as best he could.

Naomi was lightly, gently, smoothing the sleeve back into
place. Her tiny hand came to rest for a moment on that other,
much larger one. "I'm sorry I made you be hurt," she stage-
whispered, almost blowing out a candle on the nightstand. She
looked up, sidelong, at Father. "You think he heard me?"

Father thought he'd seen the merest flicker of an eyelid.
But he answered quietly, "I doubt it, child. I told you, he's
fast asleep."

"But maybe could he?"

"Maybe he could," he conceded. "Come along now. It's long
past time you were asleep as well." But when he would have led
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her toward the door she pulled back, strangely reluctant.

"Don't you want to go back to your own bed?"

Her chin sank onto her chest.

"Naomi?"

Slowly, she shook her head. "Want to stay here." ' |

The afghan lifted wide then as if by magic, and Naomi looked —
up to see Vincent's sleepy eyes smiling welcome. I

She didn't have to be asked twice. Scrambling up, she
snuggled into the "tent" beneath his upraised arm; and squeezing •
her eyes shut, felt him tuck the cover around her so that she •
wouldn't fall off the edge - for there really wasn't much room
there. •

Father, thus deserted, stood gazing down upon them fondly.
Vincent winked up at him as Catherine stirred and then relaxed _
again with a little whistling snore. "Now, I want no talking in •
here, and no laughing," said the elder with mock severity, as he *
might have done in years gone by. "It's very late, and you've
had a busy day." He went out smiling to himself. I

Vincent, looking down at the child cuddled back against him,
could just see the side of her face - could just see the dusky •
bruise that marked that rosy-clean cheek. Her eyes were |
squinched tightly shut.

"What are you doing?" he asked, amused. I

She remembered Father's words. "I'm sleeping fast," she
whispered back. I
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Twenty-Five

Catherine insisted on returning Above late the following
morning.

"Must you?" Vincent asked with unexpected wistfulness.
Still abed at Father's insistence, he sat propped against the
pillows, his arm once again in its sling.

"You know I have to call in." She smiled regretfully.
"It's a weekday. Joe roust be frantic."

"He's a good friend."

"If he doesn't hear from me, he'll call out the militia."

He watched her move about the chamber soundlessly, in
stocking feet. She wore some of Jamie's clothes - jeans, vest
and cowl-neck sweater - and he thought how well tunnel-clothes
suited her. "What will you tell him?"

"That I'm not feeling well, and overslept."

"True enough, I suppose," he said. She was brushing out her
hair with brisk businesslike strokes, and it occurred to him that,
he would have done it just a little differently.

"I'll say I've got the flu."

"Haven't you used that before?" For this wasn't the first
time some tunnel-world crisis had prevented her going to the
office.

j

"I seem to get it a lot." She carried a pair of fawn suede
boots to the bedside and sat down to tug them on. "It's
understandable, I guess."

He couldn't see her face... but the warmth of her hip,
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nudging his, brought last night's closeness back vividly. He
wasn't certain it was unintentional. "What do you mean?"

She sat up, tossing her hair back to smile into his eyes.
"I'm afraid I haven't any resistance." Leaning forward then.she
kissed him, softly and decisively.

His good arm encircled her waist belatedly, as she drew •
back, and he was surprised to see her eyes demurely lowered. |
"Catherine?"

There was a faint blush on her cheeks. "That was probably •
cheating."

He was captivated. "Cheating?"

"Well... aren't you?" She heard him chuckle at this teasing
>ach... and looking up she found herself engu

of his eyes and the laughter there, and the love.

I
"You know." She nodded at the confining sling. "Taking

unfair advantage while - " •

- While my resistance is lowered?" He smiled. "So you
think that with two good arms, I might be more adept at fending g
you off?" •

reproach... and looking up she found herself engulfed in the blue B

"Catherine," he sighed; and then, the endearment he'd never •
before dared to voice, "My Catherine." His hand, open and warm |
at her back, drew her toward him.

There was a dizzying sweetness in the kiss he returned to I
her. An instant's startlement gave way to joy in his embrace. "
Catherine slipped her hand beneath the soft fiery mass of his
hair, to the nape-of his neck. She'd wanted to do that forever - •
and now suddenly the caress seemed so natural, so right. I

Vincent felt his heart quicken, his senses reel. He sensed m
no fear in her, no hesitancy at all. Her very spirit seemed to I
flower within her at his touch - a welcome she expressed not only
through the bond but in a subtle willingness to let him guide the
moment. She melted to him, intoxicating him with her warmth, her I
pliancy, the taste of her mouth on his... •

When their lips parted she didn't draw away at once, but •
leaned her smooth pale brow to his softly bristled one. "Oh," |
she sighed, "I've wanted you to do that for such a long time!"
And realized with growing wonder, as she spoke, that he hadn't
been afraid - not'of her, not even of himself. His eyes, heavy-
lidded now, smiled into hers.

For Vincent there was only the exquisite luxury of having
her there so close - when, but for a whim of fate, she might
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never have been there again. Might in an instant have been lost
to him forever. There could be no fear greater than this, for
him. It drove all lesser terrors back.

His fingers twined in the silk of her hair. He held her
head still and, with the most delicate of movements, rubbed noses
with her.

Catherine caught her breath sharply. Her eyes closed, the
lashes trembling in dark feathery crescents on her cheeks as his
face brushed hers lightly, tenderly everywhere, and the gilt
bristles of his beard tickled her skin.

He shifted position a little and held her to his heart,
tucking her head beneath his chin and stroking the hair that
rose, still staticky from brushing, against his palm. "You are
so beautiful," he murmured, meaning not only all he could see but
all he could not; the shining spirit that had cleaved so
inexplicably to his. So beautiful, so good, so tz'ue. . .

"Once in a dream," she said softly, "I told you that you
were beautiful." It had been so vivid - she almost said, Do you
remember? Careful not to rest any weight against the sling, she
snuggled into the curve of his arm. "Do you know what you said
to me?"

"Tell me."

"You said that what I saw in you was the beauty in ray own
heart."

He nodded as though this made perfect sense to him. "Yes."

"But it wasn't true, Vincent." She tilted her head to look
up into his face. - "Surely you know that. You must be able to
feel it in me."

"What I feel in you," he replied, "is a beauty so
extraordinary, a loveliness so profound -

"And that's what I feel in you," she insisted. Her fingers
were laced in the glorious tangle of his hair and she held tight,
as though half-afraid he'd pull away. "You must trust me in
this. Trust my perceptions."

"Catherine..."

"No. Now you can't have it both ways." Her mouth quirked
mischievously. "If I am this extraordinary person..." She
waited for his nod; saw a smile tug at the corner of his mouth.
"Then it follows, doesn't it, that I'm capable of extraordinary
perceptions."
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He drew back to stare down at her, eyebrows arching
skeptically.

"It's the lawyer in me," she grinned, without a trace of
apology.

"You're a strategist." His eyes narrowed. "How is it,
Catherine, that you so often lose to Father at chess?" ,

"Sometimes," she confessed, "I let him win."

"Do you?"

Her smile faded. Gravely, she held his gaze. "But I'm not
going to let you win."

Vincent's eyes widened. "No?"

"No." After a moment, satisfied that she'd made her point,
she laid her head back down. He still wore the soft open-necked
pullover he'd slept in; and she could feel, beneath her cheek,
the weave and the stray strands of his bright hair.

"Do you know," she sighed, "I can't remember a time in my
life, any more, when you weren't a part of it. A part of me."

His hand came to rest, warmly, on her slim shoulder.

"I mean... I know there was such a time," she went on.
"Years and years of it. But when I think of... oh, of concerts I
attended in the park, I forget who I was with, or the occasion.
Instead I find myself wondering how often you were there too,
listening beneath the grate. Wondering how much of that music we
shared."

He was so still. Catherine closed her eyes, adrift on the
distant steady thunder of his heart.

"And when I remember my childhood I can't help but think of
you - here, Below - growing up too... and how it might have been
if we were together. Playing. Teasing. - I was a terrible
tease," she said, as an aside.

" I can imagine."

She ignored this. "To go exploring... discovering your
world with you then. Did the children swim naked in the pools
beneath the Falls, the way they do now?"

"Yes," he said. Remembering.

She waited, letting the image take him. "I would've loved
to have known you all then. You and Pascal, Devin, Rebecca...
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Winslow."

"Good friends," he nodded.

"When I think of the friends I've had over the years -
Nancy, Jenny, even Joe - I can't help but realise they would've
loved you too. How much they've missed by never knowing- you."
In his listening silence, she felt his heart quicken. "And when
I remember books I enjoyed... poems I loved, music that touched
me... then I imagine how you would have loved them too, and how
much we missed by not. being able to share them.'

"Don't take something beautiful," he murmured, "and make it
into something sad."

She let out a long breath. "But... so many years wasted,
Vincent."

"No." He sounded surprised. "Not wasted."

"You don't think so?"

"Nothing could be wasted - not a day, not a moment - that
brought us one step nearer to sharing our journey."

Our journey. Tears stung her eyes. "You don't think it was
just... a sort of cosmic accident? Our meeting?"

"There's a poem," he said, "in the book you gave me. . . "

"There is? Which one?"

His voice was teasing. "You don't remember?"

"No - tell me."

"Are you sure...?"

She nuzzled the warm bronze hollow of his throat - and felt,
rather than heard, his soft gasp of surprise. "Tell me. "

The answer, when it came, was both a sweet revenge and his
surrender, whispered so softly that none but she could possibly
have heard:

"The way of i t
lies deep and clear and true -

There never could be
any end but you.

Catherine recalled the title of the little verse - "My
Beloved" - and knew that he'd known she would remember. She felt.
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his lips at the part in her hair just as voices were heard
echoing down the corridor. Her gusty sigh then so echoed his own
feelings that he laughed aloud.

"Father was going to get Kipper to guide me up," she told
him. "He's probably coming to see what's keeping me."

"Tell me something," he said to her, "before you have to
go. "

She raised her head, eyes widening at this reversal of their
game. "What shall I tell you?"

"Tell me what you're going to do, once you go Above. Tell
me the details of your day... so that I can share it, in my
mind."

She smiled up at him, resting her chin upon her hand.
"First I'll have to call in, and let Joe know I'm alive."

He nodded.

"Then I'm going to soak for a couple of hours in a steaming
hot bath. Preferably a bubble bath." Her eyes, half-closed,
dared him shamelessly. Imagine that, Vincent! "After lunch I
have to run some errands, and I'll probably stop by the office
just to - "

"No. "

She blinked. "No?"

"No," he said firmly. "You're to stay at home today, and
rest."

"But I have to - "

"Catherine, you had a difficult night and your head still
hurts, I know."

Had he felt it in her, she wondered, or simply seen her
wince as she moved about the chamber? "Vincent," she pouted,
"just because Father's ordered you to stay in bed all day -

"I mean it, Catherine."

He did mean it, she saw with astonishment and a secret
thrill she decidecl to examine more closely later, in private.
He'd spoken with the air of casual authority he often used with
the children... but. not with her. This was new - like his kiss.
Like his sudden tentative willingness to touch, and be touched.
Like the speculative look in his crystal-blue eyes as he watched
the play of reactions across her face. Surprise. A flush of
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pleasure. Then, stubbornness.

She said, "What if I -

"I will know, if you do."

And he would, too - either through the bond somehow, or
because of her absolute inability to lie to him.

"All right," she said in a small voice.

Footsteps sounded in the corridor outside. Catherine would
have sat up for propriety's sake, but Vincent held her fast.

When Father came in - Kipper in tow - he hardly blinked.
The events of the previous night seemed to have left him
undaunted, and dauntless. J guessed as much, his expression
seemed to say.

Vincent himself had been placed on at least a day's strict
bedrest. However, being anxious to help with the preparations
for Winterfest - now only days away - he made a restless and
uncooperative convalescent.

Father was therefore not surprised, that afternoon, to find
his son's chamber deserted.

He traced his quarry to Rebecca's candleshop. There Vincent
was helping to one.-handedly pack gift baskets, and to referee the
youngsters' inevitable squabbles over delivery assignments.

"Oh, honestly, Vincent!"

The patient submitted meekly to a well-deserved tongue-
lashing. The activity had tired him more than he'd expected, or
cared to admit... and a dozen awestruck children were treated to
the memorable spectacle of Vincent, his head hanging sheepishly,
being 3ent to his chamber as though he were one of them.

Thus Father found himself surrounded by boys and girls
clamoring for the privilege of delivering Winterfest candles to
this Helper or that one, and shouting "dibs" on the more
desirable assignments. (Yakoff at the bakery offered sugar-
cookies; with the subway sax-players, you got free jazz.)

In the center of this confusion a little girl stood
resolute, a basket full of tricolored candles clutched to her
chest and her lip thrust out stubbornly. She'd recovered from
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her ordeal fairly quickly by comparison with Vincent, although
the bruise on her cheek was more prominent than before.

"Naomi, child, what are you doing?" asked Father.

"I want to bring candles too:"

"I told her she was too little," Kipper said with big-boy
derision. His own basket was brimming with the long white,
amber and orange candles.

"Kipper," Rebecca scolded. Then, more kindly, "Naomi, you
know you have to be at least ten before you can make the
deliveries yourself.'

"I'm big," this littlest child insisted. "I can do it!"

"You don't even know where any of the Helpers live," Zack
pointed out, hefting his larger basket.

"You could tell me," she quavered. "I could find 'em."

It was on the tip of Father's tongue to say that this was
hardly the time for her to wander about loose in the city -
hadn't last night's escapade taught her anything at all about the
dangers?... Then, looking down into that small hopeful face, he
realized this was only her way of trying to help. She so wanted
to be a part of it all - the excitement, the preparations, the
camaraderie of the other children... this new life. In a moment
there would be tears, or worse.

Fortunately Geoffrey came to the rescue. "She can come
with me, Father," he said. "If it's all right."

His first impulse was to refuse. But he didn't want the
child to develop a fear of going Above - which, given the traumas
she'd suffered there, might indeed set in if they let it go too
long. And after all, it was still daylight and by all reports
the weather was mild enough... "Well, I don't know," he began,
winking at the boy before turning a thoughtful scowl on Naomi.
"Geoffrey has several Helpers on his list, and it's a long way."

"I can do it," she said eagerly. "I won't slow him down,
honest!"

"Then I might allow it," he said in his Very Serious Voice,
"but only on one condition."

Her eyes were enormous with anticipation.

"You may go - but first you must show me that you know the
names and telephone numbers of at least two of our Helpers." He
said it knowing perfectly well she could do it; "The Helpers" was
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one of the very first recitations the little ones learnt. It was
made into a game, a song - anything to make certain they'd
memorize the information they would need, should they ever be in
need of help, Above.

Taking a deep breath, the child rattled off the names and
numbers she'd been taught, hardly conscious of the meaning of the
rapid-fire syllables. The other children, impatient to be on
their way, raised a ragged cheer as Father praised her
inordinately. Shining, Naomi permitted Geoffrey to take her
basket.

"We'll use mine, okay?" So saying, he dumped her little
supply of candles into his larger basket, and hooked an arm
through the handle.

"Can I help carry it?" she asked, looking up at him a little
worshipfully. (Father's and Rebecca's eyes met, smiling, over
their heads.)

"Sure." It was awkward, letting her hang onto to other side
of the handle, because she was little enough to tilt the whole
basket; but Geoffrey winked back over one shoulder as they
followed the others out, and didn't say anything.

"Now, you be careful up there," Father called after them.
As he always had.
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"Are you allowed?" she demanded, pulling him to a stop and
;ing amazingly like Samantha. She

with suspicion. "Can you be up today?"

"Yes," he said, amused that the scolding he'd received
;rday had been tak<

"Did Father say?"

I
Early the next afternoon - Winterfest Eve - Vincent called

Naomi away from her playfellows. "I want to show you something,"
he said, taking her tiny hand. -"Something you haven't seen «
before." 1

sounding amazingly like Samantha. She eyed the clean white sling I

yesterday had been taken so to heart. "I can be up today." jj

I"Father said. " he assured her solemnly.

"Okay, then." She graciously allowed him to proceed. •

"This place," he began.
.

"Is it a crystal cave?" •

"No," he said. "Another time, perhaps. This is a different
sort of a place." •

"Is it nice?" She skipped along beside his longer stride.

I

"It's a peaceful place, and quiet."

"What's it called?"

"We call it the Tombs."

"Is there people living there?" I

"... No," he said after a moment's consideration. "The
people who are there, live only in our memories." The tunnels in m
this direction were uninhabited, quiet, even the clatter of the |
pipes muted and heard but distantly.

"Then..." She hesitated. "Do dead people live there?" •

"It's where we bury our dead," he admitted.

"I don't think I want to go see dead people," she said |
timidly.

"You won't see them," he promised. "It's a chamber like
other chambers, with rock walls, and benches to sit down on, to
rest." The tunnel turned; he led her down a gentle incline.
"Don't be afraid. I'll be here to hold your hand."

It proved to be just as he had said; a large cavern - as big
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as she remembered the Great Hall but more irregular in shape - on
several descending levels. There were scattered stone benches
and, here and there, rough monuments or massive rectangular
constructions of masonry or stone. The entire chamber was filled
with the soft, diffuse illumination often found Below. Vincent
suspected that this place had been chosen, generations ago, to
satisfy a simple and sentimental human unwillingness to -abandon
loved ones to a dreadful dark.

Naomi was less interested in the headstones at first than in
the larger structures. She thought some of these looked like
houses, and said so. Leading her down a flight of shallow
stairs, Vincent explained the difference between graves and
crypts. He paused beside a plain and unassuming marble marker.
"You see -this is where Pascal's father is buried. And over
there, Olivia's parents."

"Olivia, Luke's mother?"

"Yes. And here..." He nodded toward one crypt smaller than
the others, constructed with obvious care and showing no sign of
age or wear. "Here is Ellie."

She heard the sadness in his voice. "Who's Ellie, Vincent?"

"Ellie was Eric's sister... a little older than he was.
They took care of each other." And he told her a little of the
story of Eric and Ellie, and how Catherine had rescued them from
a bad place and brought them Below. And how Ellie had gotten
sick, not long after, and died.

She hadn't known that Eric had a sister. "Was everyone
sad?"

"Everyone was very sad."

The child followed him down another couple of steps. "When
Mama died," she said softly, as though to herself, "nobody was
sad. "

"You were," Vincent said, pitying the young mother who
seemed to have been little more than a lost child herself.

They paused near the wall, and Naomi looked around her at
the vast quiet chamber and thought it wasn't such a bad place
after all... but she was glad Vincent was there too. She asked,
"Does everybody get buried here?"

"Most of us. But for some - " he indicated an inscription
etched in stone, " - there are only memorials."

"What's that?"
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I
Vincent considered. "That's when someone is lost... at sea

perhaps, or in a war," he said carefully. "And you know they've _
died, but you can't find them." I

"People from here?"

"Sometimes," he nodded. I

This was difficult for Naomi to understand. Because she •
knew that down here, they always found you... no matter what. fj
She scuffed thoughtfully at the earth around her feet. "Up top,"
she said finally. _

"Yes?" •

"I kinda knew. I just... couldn't find her." •

"I know." He sank to one knee beside her.

"Vincent?" She searched his deep blue eyes. "Do you •
remember your mama?"

He shook his head. "No."

"Geoffrey says he doesn't, either." Her eyes were suddenly
brimming. "I don't want to forget too."

i
i

He held out his arms then and she came into them, and cried
into his shoulder for reasons she hardly understood; feeling the _
hurt and knowing only that with Vincent there, it was finally •
safe to make a sound. *

"You don't have to forget," he murmured, when she'd quieted •
a little. "Naomi, would you like it if we made a memorial to I
your mother, down here? I could talk to Father. And Cullen -
I'm sure he'd be glad to help. Then you could come down here •
with one of us whenever you like." J

She pulled back just far enough to knuckle the tears away. —

"Do you think we could do that?" •

Solemenly, he nodded. "I think we could do that." i
i
i
i
i
i



Twenty-Six

Naomi stood shivering in darkness. It wasn't really cold,
here in the Great Hall; it was only the total lack of light that
made it seem so. That, and the crying of wind beyond the massive
doors shut against it.

She.wasn't usually afraid of the dark - but night in the city
had never been so absolute. Cool stone pressed against her back
but she couldn't see the wall, or the ceiling far overhead.
There were whispers, rustlings, the sounds of muffled laughter
all around her, but she couldn't see anyone.

Geoffrey, to her left, seemed to sense her fright and squeezed
her hand reassuringly. Mary, on the other side, did the same.

The day had begun early, in a flurry of excitement and final
preparation. Vincent had explained to her that while their
people Below shared many holidays with the world Above -
Christmas and Hanukkah, Halloween, Mother's and Father's Days -
Winterfest was the only one special to the tunnels. It was a
celebration meant to honor the Helpers, most of whom would be
there; to remember the past, and share hope for the future. Even
with this description, Naomi awoke that morning not certain what
to expect - yet the anticipation of the other children was
contagious, and like them she could hardly eat the breakfast set
before her.

Mary helped her, dress, insisting on her best clothes.
Samantha had given her a creamy "new" sweater, beaded all over
with tiny seed-pearls. Naomi liked this very much - but was less
happy about having to wear a skirt.

She went to Vincent's chamber to complain and found him
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resplendent in a buff vest and matching trousers - new, and
unpatched. Even his gleaming leather boots creaked with newness.
He wore a white silk blouse she'd never seen before. Its billowy
sleeves were caught close about his wrists; a froth of ruffles
lay upon his chest. Most astonishingly his hair had been brushed
until it shone, and it spread over his shoulders in waves of
burnished bronze.

"Wow," breathed Naomi, herself forgotten. "Vincent, you look
beautiful . "

He turned, his eyes widening with ingenuous surprise. When he
spoke, it was with a sort of shyness she'd never heard before.
"Do you think so, Naomi?"

"If you just had a mirror in here," she scolded him, "then
maybe you could see."

The entire community began to turn out in all its finery -
their costumes still characteristic of the tunnels but brightened
by the addition of festive scarves, colorful lacings and
decorative stitchery of every description. Jamie had made Mouse
a cable-knit sweater, surprising everyone (particularly Mouse).
Father wore lace at his collar; Pascal, a scarlet neckerchief.

Naomi was made bashful by the arrival of the first of the
Helpers, conspicuous in their Topsider clothing. She heard them
introduced as grocers, musicians, stevedores, professors... A
young brown-haired man named Michael seemed not to be a Topsider
despite his attire, for everyone welcomed him back with warm
embraces, and Brooke seemed to shine in his presence. There was
a Laura excitedly showing Father a ring on her left hand. Her
expressive dark eyes noticed Naomi - noticed everything - but the
child could make no sense of her hand-movements and decided to
ask Vincent about it later.

A grey-haired man, who seemed to be a doctor, wanted to
examine the bruise on her cheek. Naomi slipped away into the
crowd, leaving him and Father chuckling in her wake.

Vincent seemed preoccupied and absent-minded, watching one of
the main tunnel entrances with growing impatience.

Finally Catherine appeared hand in hand with Eric, who had
been entrusted with the honor of guiding her down. A hush seemed
to precede her. There were soft exclamations of delight from the
children present, Naomi included; and she saw several of the
adults cast covert, affectionate glances in Vincent's direction.

Catherine was radiant. She wore a floor-length gown of deep
blue velvet, long-sleeved and unadorned. Her slim shoulders were
bared; and the neckline was cut low enough that all could see his
crystal, on its chain of gold, aglow against the ivory of her
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skin. And not for her, the elaborate coiffeurs of 'some of the
women present; pulled back from her face with two small combs,
her hair fell smooth and soft and shining to her shoulders.

The simple gown swept the floor as she walked toward him,
smiling. "Vincent."

Conversation around them resumed as he took her arm; .but it
was plain that he no more noticed this than he'd been aware of
the lull preceding it. "It's nearly time," he said.

"Catherine, Catherine - " Naomi was tugging at her hand.

"Yes, sweetheart?"

"You look just like a princess!"

Catherine laughed delightedly. "Well, thank you, Naomi.
That's very flattering."

"Yes," Vincent mused, almost (but not quite) to himself.
"Just like a princess."

Into Catherine's startled pause Naomi said, "Everybody's all
dressed up."

"Yes, I can see that." She regarded the child fondly. "You
look very pretty, yourself, in your new sweater." And the unruly
blonde hair looked as though it had been brushed within an inch
of its life.

Speechless at such a compliment, Naomi stared up at her.
Wondering - could this dazzling vision possibly be the same woman
who'd fought Rick like a wildcat, so that she could get away?
And who'd carried her back out of the nightmare?... Naomi cocked
her head, trying to puzzle it out.

"Say 'thank you,'" Vincent prompted gently.

Instead she looked at him and then back at Catherine and said,
"Don't you think Vincent looks beautiful, too?"

Father's bustling approach at this moment distracted the child
from the blush that warmed Catherine's face.

"Ah, Naomi - Mary's been looking for you. We're about to
start. Wouldn't you like to join the other children?... There
they are - you see? - over against the far wall. Hurry along,
now. We'll be starting down soon." He watched as the little
girl, with a reluctant look over her shoulder, did as she was
told.

"Now, you two. Catherine, you look absolutely lovely," he
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said, taking her hands in his.

She leaned up to kiss him on the cheek. "Thank you."

"I was beginning to be afraid something might have happened to
keep you away."

"You know I wouldn't miss this for the world," she smiled.

"Yes. Well, this year I hope you'll truly enjoy yourself.
William has surpassed himself in planning the banquet, and I
think you'll find that the musicians are prepared to play until
dawn if necessary."

"That does sound wonderful!"

"It occurs to me," he went on, his eyes twinkling, "that last
year's Winterfest left you with some unfinished business." He
didn't mention the dire events that had led to such a
circumstance; by tacit agreement here tonight, no one had.

Vincent looked intrigued. "Unfinished business?"

"Yes." The older man nodded. "I don't believe you two ever
got your waits, did you?" He could hardly fail to catch the soft
look that passed between them then, and though he wondered at it
he wisely did not inquire.

For Catherine there was an almost unbearable sweetness in the
memory. After the rest of the community had drifted off to bed,
she and Vincent had found themselves alone in the Great Hall.
Can you hear it?, she had asked him. You can hear it if you
try... The music. And listening to the silence and to all that
lay unspoken between them he'd answered, Yes. I hear it.
Catherine never knew how long they'd danced, there in the center
of that vast and echoing chamber. For her there was only the
sensation of his arms around her, the deep sapphire of his eyes
holding hers... and, as he guided her steps, the exquisite
synchronicity of the movement they shared.

Now she felt herself blushing again, and was certain both men
noticed it.

"I hope, Vincent," Father was saying, "this is a situation you
intend to try to remedy?"

"I'll see to it, Father," came his soft enigmatic reply, close
to her ear.

"Yes, well... as soon as we can find Mouse - he seems to have
vanished - we'll proceed down to the Hall." And he bustled off
again.
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Catherine, with a sidelong glance at Vincent, decided to try
to guide the conversation back to safer waters. "How is
Narcissa?" she asked, referring to the injuries the old woman had
suffered the year before.

"Oh, fully recovered." he told her. "Father was very
surprised, considering the extent of her burns, and her age."

"I'm so glad. "

"Narcissa does seem to be indestructible."

"But I haven't seen her." Catherine's eyes traveled the
assemblage again. "Isn't she here?"

Vincent smiled ruefully. "I left a candle in her chamber,
but... after what happened last year, I suspect she feels that
one Winterfest in a quarter-century is quite sufficient. It may
have been her last."

There was a commotion across the large chamber, and the crowd
parted just long enough for them to see the children's group
milling impatiently.

"Narcissa's last Winterfest, and Naomi's first," Catherine
said, glimpsing that small face upturned and alight with
excitement. "She looks wonderful. She's changed so much since
you first found her."

"Yes... She's becoming a beautiful child."

Catherine smiled up at him. "I think it's the happiness she's
found here, Vincent. Happiness makes people beautiful."

He gazed down at her bemusedly. "If that is true, my
Catherine, then tonight you must be happy indeed."

She raised her head. "I am." But almost at once she saw a
shadow cross his strong features, and touched his sleeve with
concern. "What is it? Is something wrong?"

"No," he said quickly. It had only been the poignant
loveliness of her face, as she lifted it to his, that had
reminded him how fragile was the bond they shared. "No. I was
only remembering."

"Remembering what?" Her hand remained on his forearm. "Tell
me. "

"Last year... as we danced... I felt something. A
premonition, I thought then. I wondered if the next Winterfest
would find us - if we would still be -
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I
Catherine saw that it was a thought so terrible he could I

barely put it into words. She clasped his arm reassuringly.
"Silly," she whispered warmly. "Where would I have gone? How •
could I be anywhere, on this of all nights, except here with •
you?"

Just then (Mouse having apparently been found) the general I
exodus began. It was a merry, jostling throng that wended its •
way through the long corridors and down several levels to reach,
finally, the broad stone staircase at one end of the Chamber of •
the Winds. |

The gale snatched away talk, laughter, Topsider hats - «
throwing random bits back among them as they all descended the •
steps toward the massive oaken doors at the base. It was Vincent
who, needing no assistance, lifted free the heavy beam barring
those doors; and setting it carefully aside, swung the doors wide I
in welcome. •

I
Now the wind had been shut out again - but Naomi could still •

hear it, crying round the cracks... and as silence fell over the ™
chamber it seemed suddenly to be all she could hear.

Vincent had told her that it would be dark, and that there was |
nothing to be afraid of. Soon there would be light, and food,
and music and dancing. «

But she was afraid. The quiet was as big as the dark now. In
a moment it would be too much; in a moment she was going to cry.

"The world above us is cold, and gray; summer, a distant m
memory.

Naomi saw a light flare, and flicker - and there was Father's |
beard gilded by candlelight, and his voice warming the shadows.
"Our world too has known its winters. So each year, we begin _
this feast in darkness... as our world began in darkness. " He I
reached out with his tricolored candle to light another; and the ™
child saw Vincent's face in the growing circle of light at the
great table. •

"Long before the city above us raised its towers to the sky,
he began, "men sought shelter in these caverns. " _ m

On Father's other side, Mary's candle was now lit too, and she
said, "In those days these tunnels were dark places; and those
who dwelt here, dwelt, in fear, and isolation." 8

Vincent dipped his candle to the left then and so brought
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Catherine into the light. Her eyes were luminous as she looked
at him, and she did not withdraw her candle at once but left it
leaning to his a moment more, sharing that single living flame.

His voice was soft, but reached into every corner of the
unseen chamber. "This was the land of lost hope, of twisted
dreams. A land of despair; where the sounds of footsteps, coining
down a tunnel, were the sounds of terror. Where men reached for
knives and rocks and worse at the sound of other men's voices.

Naomi watched with a strange sense of enchantment as the light
moved from one candle to another along the length of the banquet-
table, and she recognized the faces of those seated there.
William, Rebecca, Pascal... and several Helpers whom she'd only
just met. And all the while, the recitation went on with what
was, to everyone here, beloved familiarity.

Father: "At last a few people learned to put aside their
fears.

Mary: "And we began to t.2~ust one another - to help one
another.

Vincent: "And each of us grew sti'onger. Those who took the
help. . . and those who gave it."

Their candles were all lit now. The table was aglow with a
light that seemed to reach out even to the circle of spectators
waiting hand-in-hand around the room's perimeter. Jacob Wells
paused to look about him at this dear company... and Naomi,
watching him, forgot that she had ever been afraid.

"We are all part of one another, " he said. "One family. One
community. Sometimes we forget this. And so we meet here each
year, to give thanks to those who have helped us. And to
remember. . . Even the greatest darkness is nothing, as long as fre
share the light.
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Dream Meeker

iDhen reason chafes and logic will not serve,
and faith and patience both have lost their nerve,
and loneliness must rule, or so it seems,
then I am overtaken by my dreams*
I wreathe ma secret self in song and rhyme
beyond the worldly reach, or bounds of time;
I break my bread with poet-kings, and call
the unicorn from out his leafy hall
to take the proffered crust with velvet lips;
I share forbidden wine in savored sips;
and when the night encircles, dark and deep,
1 lay me down with lions*** in my sleep*

**for Vincent

Cynette Combs
1990
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